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The Anågatavaµsa Revisited
INTRODUCTION
It had been my intention, in collaboration with Dr W. Pruitt, to
make an edition and translation of the commentary on the
Anågatavaµsa, manuscripts of which are available in France1 and
elsewhere. We have for some years been collecting material towards
that end.
In preparation for the edition I began by examining and revising the
existing editions of the Anågatavaµsa itself. Recent ill health, however,
has made it impossible for me to continue with the edition of the
commentary, and I have decided to publish the revised edition of the
Anågatavaµsa, in the hope that it will inspire someone to take up the
task of editing the commentary.
The edition is based upon Minayeff (1886). Leumann (1919)
adopted M.’s edition, accepting some readings from M.’s vv.ll. and
conjecturing others. I have made one or two further changes. Obvious
misprints in M. have been tacitly corrected. M.’s verse division has
been followed, to conform with CPD references, although L.’s division
is superior in places. I have followed L.’s punctuation and division of
words.
The edition is accompanied by a translation, which is a revised
version of Pruitt (1988), and I am very grateful to Dr Pruitt for allowing
me to make use of his work in this way. In both the text and the
translation I have taken account of Collins’ translation and notes (1998,
pp.361–73).

1See

Filliozat 1993.
The Journal of the Pali Text Society, Vol. XXVIII (2006), pp. 1–37.
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TEXT2
ANÓGATAVA»SA
Namo Tassa Bhagavato Arahato Sammå-Sambuddhassa
1.

Såriputto mahå-pañño Upatisso vinåyako
dhamma-senåpati dh¥ro upetvå1 loka-nåyakaµ
(1) B. upagantvå

2.

anågataµ jin’1 årabbha åpucchi kakham attano :
tuyh’ ånantariko dh¥ro2 Buddho k¥disako bhave ?




(1) B. anågataja°; (2) B. thumåkantariko viro, C. v¥ro

3.

vitthåren’ eva taµ1 sotum icchåm’, åcikkha cakkhumå !
therassa vacanaµ sutvå bhagavå etad abravi :




(1) B. (and L.) so, M. eva ’haµ

4.

anappakaµ puñña-råsiµ Ajitassa mahå-yasaµ
na sakkå sabbaso vattuµ1 vitthåren’ eva kassa-ci ;
eka-desena vakkhåmi, Såriputta, suˆohi me !




(1) B. kåtuµ, C. sotuµ

5.

imasmiµ bhaddake kappe ajåte1 vassa-ko†iye
Metteyyo nåma nåmena sambuddho dvipad’-uttamo
(1) C. (and L.) so, M. asaµjåte

6.

mahå-puñño mahå-pañño mahå-ñåˆ¥ 1 mahå-yaso
mahabbalo mahå-thåmo uppajjissati cakkhumå ;


(1) M. (and L.) -ñån¥

2Abbreviations:

M. = Minayeff 1886; L. = Leumann 1919; A. = M.’s A.; B. =
M.’s B.; C. = M.’s C ; Coll. = Collins 1998 ; Skt = Sanskrit; m.c. = metri
causa; v.l. (vv.ll.) = variant reading(s). The abbreviations of the titles of Påli
texts are those of A Critical Påli Dictionary.
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mahå-gati sati c’ eva dh¥timå båhu-saccavå
saµkhåto sabba-dhammånaµ ñåto di††ho suphassito1
pariyogå¬ho paråma††ho uppajjissati so jino.
(1) A.C. suphussito

8.

tadå Ketumat¥ nåma råja-dhån¥ bhavissati
dvådasa-yojan’-åyåmå satta-yojana-vitthatå,1
(1) C. vi††ha°

9.

åkiˆˆå nara-når¥hi, påsådehi1 vicittitå,
sevitå suddha-sattehi, ajeyyå dhamma-rakkhitå.
(1) C. omits

10.

Sakho nåm’ åsi so råjå ananta-bala-våhano,
satta-ratana-sampanno,1 cakka-vatt¥ mahabbalo,
(1) L. so, M. saµpanno

11.

iddhimå yasavå1 c’ eva sabba-kåma-samappito ;
hata-paccatthikaµ2 khemaµ anusåsissati dhammato.


(1) B. rasaså; (2) B. °ttikaµ

12.

påsådo sukato 1 tattha dibba-vimåna-sådiso
puñña-kammåbhinibbatto2 nånå-ratana-cittito3
(1) B. sugato; (2) L. so, M. °nibbato; (3) B. vicittå, C. vicito

13.

vedikåhi parikkhitto suvibhatto manoramo1
pabhassar’ accuggato se††ho duddikkho cakkhu-musano2
(1) B. °mmo; (2) A. °mussano, B.C. °muyhano

14.

rañño Mahå-Panådassa pavatto1 ratanå-mayo2
taµ yËpaµ3 ussapetvåna4 Sakho råjå vasissati.
(1) A. vutto, B.C. pavattaµ; (2) L. so, M ratanamayo, B.C.
ratanåmayaµ; (3) B. thËpaµ, C. rËpaµ ; (4) L. so (m.c.?), M.
ussåpetvåna
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15. athåpi1 tasmiµ nagare nånå-v¥th¥ tahiµ-tahiµ
sumåpitå2 pokkharaˆ¥ ramaˆ¥yå sËpatitthå 3
(1) B. attho pi, C. atthåpi; (2) A.B.C. sudhåpitå; (3) L. so, M.
supati††hå

16. acchodakå vippasannå sådu-s¥tå1 sugandhikå
sama-titthikå kåka-peyyå atho 2 våluka-saµthatå3
(1) B. sådudakå, C. sådhusitå; (2) C. attho ; (3) L. so, M. °saµ†hatå,
B. °saˆ†hitå, C. °sandhatå

17. padum’-uppala-saµchannå sabbotuka-m-anåva†å.1
satt’ eva tåla-pantiyo satta-vaˆˆika-påkårå 2
(1) B. sabbotupanåyattå, C. °navatå; (2) B. °kaˆˆika°, C. °paˆika°

18. ratana-mayå parikkhittå nagarasmiµ samantato.
Kusåvat¥ råja-dhån¥ tadå Ketumat¥ bhave.
19. catukke1 nagara-dvåre kappa-rukkhå2 bhavissare3
n¥laµ p¥taµ lohitakaµ 4 odåtañ ca pabhassarå.5
(1) B. catutthe; (2) B. °kkho; (3) B. °ti; (4) B.C. nilapitalohitakaµ;
(5) B.C. °raµ

20. nibbattå dibba-dussåni dibbå c’ eva pasådhanå
upabhoga-paribhogå ca1 sabbe tatthËpalambare. 2
(1) B. omits; (2) B. °bhare

21. tato nagara-majjhamhi catu-sålaµ1 catummukhaµ2
puñña-kammåbhinibbatto kappa-rukkho bhavissati.
(1) C. catussa; (2) L. so (m.c.), M. catumukhaµ

22. kappåsikañ ca koseyyaµ khoma-kodumbaråni1 ca
puñña-kammåbhinibbattå kappa-rukkhesu lambare.
(1) A. °††am°, B. °paråni, C. °kodumparåni

23. påˆissarå mutigå ca muraj’-å¬ambaråni1 ca
puñña-kammåbhinibbattå kappa-rukkhesu lambare.
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(1) L. so, M. -ålambaråni

24. parihårakañ1 ca kåyËraµ2 g¥veyyaµ ratanå-mayaµ 3
puññakammåbhinibbattå kappa-rukkhesu lambare.
(1) B. (and L.) so, M. parihårañ; (2) B. °r¥; (3) L. so (m.c.), M.
ratanamayaµ

25. uˆˆataµ1 mukha-phullañ ca agadå maˆi-mekhalå2
puñña-kammåbhinibbattå kappa-rukkhesu lambare.
(1) B. ukkallam; (2) M. agadåmaˆ¥ mekhalå

26. aññe ca nånå-vividhå1 sabb’-åbharaˆa-bhËsanå 2
puñña-kammåbhinibbattå kappa-rukkhesu lambare.
(1) A.B. -vidhå; (2) B. sayåraˆavibhËsitå

27. åropitaµ sayaµ-jåtaµ puñña-kammena jantunaµ1
akaˆaµ2 athusaµ suddhaµ sugandhaµ taˆula-phalaµ
aka††ha-påkimaµ såliµ paribhuñjanti3 månuså. 4
(1) L. so (m.c.), M. °Ënaµ; (2) C. akalaµ; (3) C. akatahi kimåsåli
paribhuñjissanti; (4) L. so, M. manuså, B.C. °sså

28. dve saka†a-sahassåni dve saka†a-satåni1 ca
saka†å2 sattati c’ eva ambaˆaµ so¬asaµ3 bhave.
(1) C. sakasa†åni; (2) L. so, M. saka†e, B.C. °†aµ dve; (3 ) C. adds pi

29. atho pi dve ca tumbåni1 taˆulåni pavuccare
eka-b¥je samuppannå puñña-kammena jantunaµ.2
(1) B. tumpåni, C. tumappåna; 2 L. so (m.c.): M. °Ënaµ

30. ye Ketumatiyå viharanti Sakhassa vijite narå
tadå pi te bhavissanti guˆi-kåyËra-dhårino1
(1) L. so, M. guˆ¥ (as separate word)

31. sampuˆˆa-mana-saµkappå1 sumukhå 2 thËla-kuˆalå
hari-candana-litt’-agå kåsik’-uttama-dhårino3

K.R. Norman
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(1) L. so, B. sampanna°, M. saµpuµˆa°; (2) B. sumudå mala°; (3 )
B. kåsiyuttå padhårino, C. °tu ††hama°

32. bahËta-vittå1 dhanino2 v¥ˆå-tåla-ppabodhanå3
accanta-sukhitå niccaµ kåya-cetasikena ca.4
(1) A. (and L.) so, M. bahuta°, B. bahavå, C. bahupavi°; (2) B. °yo,
C. °ro; (3) L. so, B. viˆå°, B. viˆåtåsabbabodhano ; (4) B.C. te

33. dasa yojana-sahassåni JambËd¥po bhavissati
akaˆ†ako agahano 1 samo harita-saddalo.1
(1–1 ) L. so, M. one word

34. tayo rogå bhavissanti 1 icchå anasanaµ1 jarå,
pañca-vassa-sat’-itth¥naµ2 vivåhå ca bhavissanti,
(1–1 ) L. so, M. one word, B. icchå ca asanaµ, C. icchå dånasana; (2)
B. °tth¥hi, C. °satti tthinaµ åvåho vå

35. samaggå sakhilå1 niccaµ avivådå bhavissare.2
sampannå phala-pupphehi latå gumba-vanå 3 dumå,
(1) L. so, M. sakhi¬å, B. sukhitå; (2) B. °ti; (3) B. gumpå vanå

36. catur-agulå tiˆa-jåti 1 mudukå tËla-sannibhå.
nåtis¥tå nåccuˆhå2 ca sama-vasså manda-målutå3
(1) C. ninajåti; (2) B.C. nåti-uˆhå ; (3) C. mannavålukå

37. sabbadå utu-sampannå, anËnå ta¬åkå nad¥.
tahiµ-tahiµ bhËmi-bhåge akharå suddha-vålukå
kalåya-mugga-mattiyo vikiˆˆå mutta-sådiså.
38. alaµkat’-uyyånam iva ramaˆ¥yå1 bhavissati.2
gåma-nigamå åkiˆˆå accåsanne tahiµ-tahiµ
(1) B. (and L.) so, M. ramaˆ¥yo; (2) Coll. assumes -anti

39. na¬a-ve¬u-vanam1 iva2 brahå kukku†a-sampati3
av¥ci4 maññe va phu††hå 5 manussehi bhavissare,
(1) B. nilåna¬avanaµ; (2) B. viya, C. yeva; (3) B. °tå; (4) L. so, M.
avic¥; (5) C. pu††hå
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40. pagå¬haµ1 nara-når¥hi sampuˆˆå phu†a-bhedanå
iddhå ph¥tå2 ca khemå ca 3 an¥ti anupaddavå. 3
(1) L. so, M. pagå¬hå; (2) L. so, M. phitå; (3–3 ) M. one word, B.
an¥tima°

41.

1 sadå-rati

sadå-khiå1 ekanta-sukha-samappitå2
nakkhatte vicarissanti tu††ha-ha††hå pamoditå.
(1–1 ) L. so, M. four separate words, C. saddå (twice); (2) B.
°sukhamappi°

42. bahv-anna-pånå1 bahu-bhakkhå bahu-maµsa-surodakå
Ólakamandå va2 devånaµ visålå råja-dhåni va3
KurËnaµ4 ramaˆ¥yo va JambËd¥po bhavissati.
(1) B. annapånå khådaniyå; (2) C. omits ; (3) L. so, M. °dhån¥, B.
visålaråja††hån¥ ca, A.C. visåˆå; (4) B. gurunaµ

43.

Ajito nåma nåmena Metteyyo dvipad’-uttamo
anubyañjana-sampanno dvattiµsa-vara-lakkhaˆo

44. suvaˆˆa-vaˆˆo 1 vigata-rajo supabhåso jutiµdharo
yas’-agga-ppatto sirimå abhirËpo sudassano
(1) B. suvaˆˆo

45. mahånubhåvo asamo jåyissati brahmaˆa-kule.1
mahaddhano mahå-bhogo mahå ca kula-m-uttamo
akkhitto jåti-vådena jåyissati2 brahmaˆa-kule.3
(1) A.B.C. brahmaˆe kule; (2) B. bhavissati; (3) A. °ˆe

46. Sirivaho Vahamåno ca Siddhattho c’ eva Candako
Ajit’-atthåya uppannå påsådå ratanå-mayå. 1
(1) L. so (m.c.), M. ratanamayå

47. nåriyo 1 sabb’-aga-sampannå sabb’-åbharaˆa-bhËsitå2
mahå-majjhimakå3 cË¬å Ajitassa paricårikå,
(1) B. når¥; (2) B. °vibhËsitå; (3) B. mahantå majjhimå

7
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48. anËnå sata-sahasså1 nåriyo samalaµkatå.
Candamukh¥ nåma når¥, putto so Brahmavaddhano.
(1) B. °ssåni

49. ramissati rati-sampanno modamåno mahå-sukhe, 1
anubhutvå 2 yasaµ sabbaµ Nandane Våsavo yathå
(1) B. °kho; (2) B. abhi bhavitvå taµ sabbaµ

50. a††ha vassa-sahassåni agåramhi vasissati.
kadå-ci rati-m-atthåya 1 gacchaµ2 uyyåne k¥¬ituµ
(1) B. °ttåya; (2 ) B. gaccha

51. kåmesv åd¥navaµ dh¥ro 1 bodhi-sattåna2 dhammatå
nimitte caturo disvå kåma-rati-vinåsane 3
(1) B. viro; (2) L. so (m.c.), M. °sattånaµ, B. °ttånudha°; (3) B.
°sano, C. nåsane

52. jiˆˆaµ vyådhitakañ1 c’ eva matañ ca gata-m-åyukaµ2
sukhitaµ pabbajitaµ 3 disvå sabba-bhËtånukampako
(1) L. so, M. jiˆˆañ ca vyådhikañ, B. jiˆˆabyådhitakañ; (2) B.
katayuttakaµ; (3) B. (and L.) so, M. pabbajjaµ, C. ojjitaµ

53. nibbiˆˆo 1 kåma-ratiyå anapekkho mahå-sukhe2
anuttaraµ3 santa-padaµ4 esamåno5 ’bhinikkhami.
(1) L. so, M. nibbindo, C. °nno; (2) B. °kho ; (3) B. anattåya; (4) B.
santi°, C. sandhi°; (5) B. esamånå

54.

sattåham padhåna-cåraµ caritvå puris’-uttamo
påsåden’ eva laghitvå nikkhamissati so jino.

55. mittåmacca-sahåyehi ñåti-sålohitehi ca
catur-agini-senåya1 parisåhi catu-vaˆˆihi 2
(1) L. so (m.c.), M. -agin¥°; (2) L. so, M. °vaˆˆ¥hi, B. parisåca°
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56. catur-ås¥ti-sahassehi råja-kaññåhi pure-kkhato1
mahatå jana-kåyena Ajito pabbajissati.2
(1) B. purakkhito, C. parikkhitto; (2) B.C. °jji°

57. catur-ås¥ti-sahassåni brahmaˆå veda-påragË
Metteyyasmiµ pabbajite1 pabbajissanti2 te tadå.
(1) B.C. °jji°; (2) B.C. °jji°

58.

Isidatto Puråˆo ca ubhayo te pi bhåtaro
catur-ås¥ti-sahassåni pabbajissanti te tadå.

59. Jåtimitto Vijayo ca yugå1 amita-buddhino2
paccupessanti sambuddhaµ catur-ås¥ti-sahassato.
(1) C. sËyuggå; (2) B. amitta°

60. Suddhiko1 nåma gahapati Sudhanå2 ca upåsikå
paccupessanti sambuddhaµ catur-ås¥ti-sahassato.
(1) B. siddhattho; (2) B. (and L.) so, M. suddhanå

61. Sakho1 nåma upåsako Sakhå2 nåma upåsikå
paccupessanti sambuddhaµ catur-ås¥ti-sahassato.
(1) B. (and L.) so, M. saµgho; (2) L. so, M. saµgha, B. sakha

62. Sudhano1 nåma gahapati Sudatto iti vissuto
paccupessanti sambuddhaµ catur-ås¥ti-sahassato.
(1) B. (and L.) so, M. saddharo

63. itth¥ Yasavat¥ nåma Visåkhå1 iti vissutå
catur-ås¥ti-sahassehi nara-når¥hi2 pure-kkhitå 3
(1) B. visåra; (2) B. nånånår¥hi; (3) B. purakkhito, C. pËrakkhito

64. nikkhamissanti nekkhammaµ1 Metteyyassånusåsane.
aññe någarikå c’ eva tato jåna-padå bahË2
khattiyå brahmaˆå vesså suddå c’ eva anappakå
(1) B. ni°, C. nikkhama; (2) B. mahå

9
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65. nekkhammåbhimukhå1 hutvå nånå-jaccå mahå-janå
Metteyyassånupabbajjaµ pabbajissanti2 te tadå.
(1) B. nikkhamå°; (2 ) B. °jji°

66. yasmiµ ca divase dh¥ro1 nekkhammaµ abhinikkhami 2
nikkhanta-divase yeva bodhi-maˆam upehiti.
(1) B. viro; (2) B. nikkhama abhinikkhamanaµ

67. aparåjita-nisabha-††håne1 bodhi-pallaka-m-uttame
pallakena nis¥ditva bujjhissati mahå-yaso.
(1) L. so, M. aparåjite nisabhaˆåne, B. aparåjite mahå††håne, Coll.
adopts reading aparåjita-††hånamhi from Bv XXV.20

68. upetvå 1 uyyåna-varaµ phullaµ Någavanaµ jino
anuttaraµ dhamma-cakkaµ evaµ so vattayissati :


(1) A.B.C. upeto

69. dukkhaµ dukkha-samuppådaµ dukkhassa ca atikkamaµ
ariyaµ a††h’-agikaµ1 maggaµ dukkhËpasama-gåminaµ.
(1) B. (and L.) so, M. ariy’-a††h’-agikaµ

70. tadå manusså hessanti1 samantå sata-yojane
pariså loka-nåthassa dhamma-cakka-pavattane.
(1) B. °ss’ upessanti

71. tato bhiyyo bahË devå upessanti tahiµ jinaµ,1
nesaµ mocessati2 tadå bandhanå sahassa-ko†inaµ.3
(1) B. janaµ; (2) B. mocissati, C. moha°; (3) L. so (m.c.), M. satasahassako†¥naµ, B. sahassako†¥naµ

72. tadå so Sakha-råjå ca 1 påsådaµ ratanåmayaµ2
jina-påmokkha-saµghassa3 niyyådetvå, punåparaµ
(1) A. °jåno; (2) L. so (m.c.), M. ratanamayaµ; (3) L. °saghassa, B.
°pamukha°

The Anågatavaµsa Revisited
73. mahå-dånaµ daditvåna1 kapaˆ’-iddhika-vaˆibbake,2
taramåna-rËpo3 sambuddhaµ4 deviyå saha-m-ekato 5
(1) B. datvåna; (2) L. so, M. °vanibbake, B kapaˆa° °vanibbake;
(3)B. omits ; (4) B. adds samånarËpaµ; (5) B. ågato

74.

mahå-råjånubhåvena ananta-bala-våhano
navuti-ko†i-sahassehi saddhiµ jinam upehiti.

75. tadå hanissati sambuddho dhamma-bheriµ var’-uttamaµ
amata-dudrabhi-nigghosaµ1 catu-sacca-pakåsanaµ.
(1) L. so, M. amataµ

76. rañño anucarå janatå navuti-sahassa-ko†iyo,1
sabbe va te niravaseså bhavissant’ ehi-bhikkhukå.2
(1) L. so, M. navati°; (2 ) M.°ante hi bhikkhukå

77. tato devå1 manusså ca upetvå loka-nåyakaµ
arahatta-varam årabbha pañham pucchissare jinaµ.
(1) C. devatå

78

tesaµ jino byåkareyya, arahatta-vara-pattiyå
as¥ti-ko†i-sahassehi tatiyåbhisamayo bhave.

79. kh¥ˆ’-åsavånaµ vimalånam santa-cittåna1 tådinaµ2
ko†i-sata-sahassånam pa†hamo hessati samågamo.
(1) L. so (m.c.), M. -cittånaµ; (2) L. so (m.c.), M. tåd¥naµ

80. vassaµ vu††hassa bhagavato abhighu††he pavåraˆe
navuti-ko†i-sahassehi pavåressati1 so jino.
(1) C. (and L.) so, M. pariv°

81.

yadå ca Himavantamhi pabbate Gandhamådane
hema-rajata-pabbhåre paviveka-gato muni

82. as¥ti-ko†i-sahassehi santa-cittehi tådihi1
kh¥ˆ’-åsavehi vimalehi k¥¬issati jhåna-k¥¬itaµ.
(1) L. so (m.c.), M. tåd¥hi
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83.

ko†i-sata-sahassåni cha¬-abhiññå mah’-iddhikå
Metteyyaµ loka-nåthaµ taµ parivåressanti sabbadå,

84.

pa†isambhidåsu kusalå nirutti-pada-kovidå
bahu-ssutå dhamma-dharå viyattå saµgha-sobhanå

85. sudantå soratå dh¥rå1 parivåressanti2 taµ jinaµ.
pure-kkhato3 tehi bhikkhËhi någo någehi tådihi4
tiˆˆo tiˆˆehi santehi 5 saddhiµ6 santi-samågato
(1) C. virå; (2) C. pavår°; (3 ) C. para°; (4 ) L. so (m.c.), M. tåd¥hi;
(5)C. dantehi; (6) C. santo

86. saddhiµ såvaka-saµghehi pavåretvå1 mahå-muni2
anukampako kåruˆiko Metteyyo dvipad’-uttamo
(1) A.C. °ressati; (2) A.C. °niµ

87.

uddharanto bahu-satte nibbåpento sa-devake
gåma-nigama-råja-dhåniµ carissati cårikaµ jino.

88. åhanitvå1 dhamma-bheriµ dhamma-sakha-palåpanaµ2
dhamma-yågaµ pakittento dhamma-dhajaµ samussayaµ
(1) C. åharitvå; (2) C. °¬åsanaµ

89. nadanto s¥ha-nådaµ va vattento cakkam uttamaµ
ras’-uttamaµ sacca-pånaµ påyanto nara-nårinaµ1
(1) L. so (m.c.), M. °når¥naµ

90. hitåya sabba-sattånaµ nåthånåthaµ1 mahå-janaµ
bodhento bodhaneyyånaµ carissati cårikaµ jino.
(1) C. °thanå°

91.

kassa-ci saraˆ’-ågamane nivesessati cakkhumå
kassa-ci pañca-s¥lesu kassa-ci kusale dasa,

92.

kassa-ci dassati såmaññaµ caturo phala-m-uttame,
kassa-ci asame dhamme dassati pa†isambhidå,
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kassa-ci vara-sampatt¥ a††ha dassati cakkhumå,
kassa-ci tisso vijjåyo cha¬-abhiññå pavacchati.

94. tena yogena jana-kåyaµ ovadissati so jino,
tadå vitthårikaµ hessaµ1 Metteyya-jina-såsanaµ.
(1) A.C. (and L.) so, M. hesså

95. bodhaneyya-janaµ disvå sata-sahasse pi yojane
khaˆena upagantvåna bodhayissati so muni.
96.

måtå Brahmavat¥ nåma Subrahmå nåma so pitå
purohito Sakha-rañño Metteyyassa tadå bhave.

97.

Asoko Brahmadevo ca aggå hessanti såvakå,
S¥ho nåma upa††håko upa††hissati taµ jinaµ.

98. Padumå c’ eva1 Sumanå ca aggå2 hessanti såvikå,
Sumano c’ eva Sakho3 ca bhavissant’ agg’-upa††hakå,
(1) B. omits ; (2) B. c’ eva; (3) B. (and L.) so, M. saµgho

99. Yasavat¥ ca Sakhå1 ca bhavissant’ agg’-upa††hikå.
2 bodhi tassa 2 bhagavato Någarukkho bhavissati
(1) B. (and L.) so, M. Saghå; (2) M. one word

100. v¥sa-hattha-sata-kkhandho,1 såkhå v¥sa-satåni ca
saµvellit’-aggå2 lu¬itå, 3 mora-hattho4 va sobhati.
(1) C. visa hassassa°; (2) B.C. pave° ; (3) B. (and L.) so, M. lalitå;
(4) B.C. °piñcho

101. supupphit’-aggå satataµ surabhi-deva-gandhikå
nå¬¥-pËrå1 bhave reˆu suphullå cakka-mattakå
(1) B. °ra

102. anuvåta-pa†ivåtamhi 1 våyati dasa yojane2
ajjhokirissati 3 pupphåni bodhi-maˆe4 samantato.
(1) B. °taµ; (2) B.C. °janaµ; (3) L. so, M. °issanti, B. °kiranti ;
(4)B. °maˆa
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103. samågantvå1 jånapadå ghåyitvå gandham uttamaµ
våkyaµ nicchårayissanti 2 tena gandhena moditå :


(1) B.C. °tå; (2) B.C. (and L.) so, M. °ressanti

104. sukho vipåko puññånaµ Buddha-se††hassa tådino
yassa 1 tejena pupphånaµ acinteyyo2 pavåyati.
(1) C. (and L.) so, M. tassa; (2) L. (and Coll.) understands <gandho>

105. a††hås¥ti 1 bhave hattho åyåmen’ eva so jino,
uraµ bhave paˆˆa-v¥saµ vikkhambhe tassa satthuno.
(1) L. so, M. a††ha°

106. visåla-netto a¬år’-akkhi1 visuddha-nayano isi,
animisaµ2 divå-rattiµ aˆu3 thËlaµ maµsa-cakkhunå
(1) L. so, M. å¬år°; (2) L. so, M. animm° ; (3) L. so (m.c.), M. aˆuµ

107. anåvaraˆaµ passeyya samantå dvådasa-yojanaµ ;
pabhå niddhåvati tassa yåvatå paˆˆa-v¥sati.


108. sobhati vijju-la††h¥ va d¥pa-rukkho va1 so jino,
ratan’-agghika-saµkåso2 bhånumå3 viya bhåhiti.
(1) C. ve; (2) C. °ggi°; (3) C. bhåsumå

109. lakkhaˆånubyañjanå raµs¥ dissanti sabba-kålikå,
patanti1 vividhå raµs¥ aneka-sata-sahassiyo.
(1) C. bhavanti

110. påd’-uddhåre påd’-uddhåre suphullå 1 paduma-ruhå,1
tiµsa-hatthå 2 samå pattå2 , anupattå paˆˆa-v¥sati,
(1–1 ) M. so, L. two words, but suggests padumå ruhe; (2–2 ) L. so,
M. one word

111. kesarå v¥sati-hatthå, kaˆˆikå so¬asaµ bhave,
suratta-reˆu-bharitå padumå kokåsa-m-antare. 1
(1) L. so, M. kokasa°
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112. Kåmåvacarikå devå nimminissanti agghike,1
Någa-råjå ca Supaˆˆå ca tadå te ’laµkarissare ;


(1) C. aggike

113. a††ha sovaˆˆayå aggh¥ a††ha rËpi-mayåni1 ca
a††ha maˆi-mayå aggh¥ a††ha pavå¬a-mayåni ca.
(1) C. piyamahåni

114. aneka-ratana-saµcitå1 dhaja-målå-vibhËsitå
lambamånå k¥¬issanti dhajå neka-satå bahË.
(1) C. (and L.) so, M. °cittå

115. maˆi-mutta-dåma-bhËsitå vitånå soma-sannibhå1
parikkhittå kikaˆika-jålå vataµsaka-ratanå 2 bahË.
(1) C. momasaˆ†hitå; (2) L. so, M. va†aµsaka°

116. nånå-pupphå vikirissanti surabhi-gandha-sugandhikå
vividhå nånå-cuˆˆåni dibba-månussakåni ca.
117. vicittå nånå-dussåni pañca-vaˆˆika-sobhanå
abhipasannå1 Buddhasmiµ k¥¬issanti samantato.
(1) L. suggests abhipp° m.c.

118. tattha sahassa-m-ubbedhå dassaneyyå manoramå
ratan’-agghika-toraˆå asambådhå susaµ†hitå
119. sobhamånå padissanti visålå sabbato-pabhå.
tesaµ majjha-gato Buddho bhikkhu-saµgha-purekkhato1
(1) C. purakkhitto

120. Brahmå va pårisajjånaµ Indo va vimån’-antare.
gacchanti Buddhe gacchante, ti††hamånamhi thassare,
121. nisinne sayite cåpi1 satthari saha-pårise2
catu-iriyåpathe niccaµ dhårayissanti sabbadå.
(1) C. våpi; (2) C. saha påramise, A. sa†a°
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122. etå c’ aññå ca pËjåyo dibba-månussakå pi ca
vividhåni på†ih¥råni 1 hessanti sabba-kålikå
(1) C. på†ihåriyåni

123. ananta-puñña-tejena Metteyyam abhipËjituµ.
disvåna taµ på†ih¥raµ1 nånå-jaccå mahå-janå
(1) C. på†ihåriyaµ

124. 1 sa-putta-dårå påˆehi1 saraˆaµ hessanti satthuno.
ye brahma-cariyaµ carissanti sutvåna munino vacaµ
te tarissanti saµsåraµ maccu-dheyyaµ su-duttaraµ.
(1–1 ) L. so, M. one word, C. °pi kehi

125. 1 bahu ggih¥1 dhamma-cakkhuµ visodhessanti te tadå
dasahi puñña-kiriyåhi t¥hi su-caritehi ca
(1–1 ) L. so, M. one word

126. ågamådhigamen’ eva sodhayitvåna s’-ådaraµ
anudhamma-cårino hutvå bahË saggËpagå bhave.
127. na sakkå sabbaso vattuµ ettakaµ iti vå yasaµ. 1
accanta-sukhitå niccaµ tasmiµ gate kåla-sampade
(1) C. såsahaµ

128. mahå-yaså sukhenåpi åyu-vaˆˆa-balena ca
dibba-sampatti vå tesaµ månussånaµ bhavissati.
129. anubhutvå kåma-sukhaµ addhånaµ yåvat’-icchakaµ
te pacchå sukhitå yeva nibbissant’ åyu-saµkhayå ;


130. as¥ti-vassa-sahassåni tadå åyu bhavissare,
tåvatå ti††hamåno so tåressati jane bahË.
131. paripakka-månase satte bodhayitvåna sabbaso
avasesådi††ha-saccånaµ 1 maggåmaggam anusåsiyå
(1) C. °di††hi°

132. dhammokkaµ dhamma-nåvañ ca dhamm’-ådåsañ ca osadhaµ 1
sakkaccena hi sattånaµ2 †hapetvå åyatiµ-jane3
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(1) C. osa††haµ; (2) L. so, M. sattå, C. so satthå; (3) L. so, M. åyatiµ
jino

133. saddhiµ såvaka-saµghena kata-kiccena tådinå
jalitvå aggi-kkhandho va nibbåyissati so jino.
134. parinibbutamhi sambuddhe såsanaµ tassa †håhiti
vassa-sata-sahassåni as¥ti c’ eva sahassato;1
tato paraµ antara-dhånaµ loke hessati dåruˆaµ.


(1) L. so, M. sahassako

135. evaµ aniccå saµkhårå addhuvå1 tåva-kålikå,
ittarå 2 bhedanå c’ eva jajjarå rittakå bhavå,
(1) L. so, M. adhuvå; (2) C. itarå

136. 1 tuccha-mu††hi-samå1 suññå saµkhårå båla-låpanå,2
na kassa-ci vaso tattha vattati3 iddhimassa pi ;


(1–1 ) M. two words; (2) C. bala°; (3) C. pava°

137. evaµ ñåtvå 1 yathå-bhËtaµ1 nibbinde sabba-saµkhate.
dullabho puris’-åjañño, na so sabbattha jåyati ;
yattha so jåyati dh¥ro taµ kulaµ sukham edhati.


(1-1) L. so, M. two words

138. tasmå1 Metteyya-buddhassa2 dassan’-atthåya vo idha
ubbigga-månaså su††huµ3 karotha viriyaµ da¬haµ !


(1) B. tassa; (2) B. °ddhaµ; (3) B. °††hu

139. ye keci 1 kata-kalyåˆå appamåda-vihårino
bhikkhË bhikkhuniyo c’ eva upåsakå upåsikå
(1) B. (and L.) so, M. kec¥dha
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140. mahantaµ Buddha-sakkåraµ1 u¬åraµ abhipËjayuµ2
dakkhinti3 bhadra-samitiµ4 tasmiµ kåle sa-devakå.
(1) B. °tthåraµ; (2 ) L. so, M. -ayaµ; (3) B. dakkhanti; (4) B.
°pamitiµ

141. caratha brahma-cariyaµ ! detha dånaµ yathårahaµ 1 !
uposathaµ upavasatha2 ! mettaµ bhåvetha sådhukaµ !








(1) B. mahå°; (2 ) B. °vasa

142. appamåda-ratå hotha puñña-kiriyåsu1 sabbadå !
idh’ eva katvå kusalaµ dukkhass’ antaµ karissathå ti.


(1) B.C. (and L.) so, M. -kriyåsu

Anågatavaµso ni††hito
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TRANSLATION
The Chronicle of the Future [Buddha]
Praise to That One, the Blessed One, the Noble One,
the Fully Self-Awakened One
1. Såriputta of great wisdom, the leader Upatissa, the firm general
of the Doctrine, approached the leader of the world
2. and asked about his own doubts with reference to the future
Conqueror : “What will the wise Buddha immediately after you
be like ?




3. I wish to hear this in detail. Please tell me, O Seeing One.”
Hearing the Thera’s words, the Blessed One said this :


4. “It is not possible for anyone to describe completely at length
Ajita’s great accumulation of merit which is not small, which is
of great fame. I will tell [you about] it in part. Listen to me, O
Såriputta.
5. In this auspicious world cycle, in the future, in a crore of years,
there will be an Awakened One named Metteyya, the best of
two-footed beings,
6. of great merit, great wisdom, great knowledge, great fame, great
power, great steadfastness ; he will be born, one who sees.


7. That Conqueror will be born, having a great [state of] rebirth,
[great] mindfulness, full of wisdom, of great learning, he will be
a preacher, a knower of all things, one who sees well, who
touches, plunges into, and grasps.
8. At that time, there will be a royal city named Ketumat¥, twelve
leagues long and seven leagues wide,
9. full of men and women, adorned with palaces, frequented by
pure beings, unconquerable, protected by dhamma.
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10.

There will be a king named Sakha, of limitless army and
vehicles, possessing the seven jewels, a Wheel-Turning Monarch
of great power,

11.

having psychic powers, fame, enjoying all sensual pleasures ;
and he will preach the doctrine of quiescence that destroys all its
opponents.

12.

[There will be] a well-made palace there, like a divine palace,
produced by the action of his merit, resplendent with many
jewels,

13.

surrounded by balustrades, well designed, delightful, resplendent, very tall, the best, hard to look at, captivating the eye,

14.

the jewelled palace that came into existence for King MahåPanåda. Having raised up that palace King Sakha will live in it.

15.

And then, in that city, there will be various streets here and there,
delightful lotus ponds, well built, with beautiful banks,

16.

with clear water, settled, sweet and cool, fragrant, full to the
brim, drinkable by crows, [with banks] strewn with sand,

17.

covered with red and blue lotuses, accessible to all people at all
seasons. There will be seven rows of palm trees and walls of
seven colours

18.

made of jewels, encircling the city all around. The royal city of
Kusåvat¥ at that time will be Ketumat¥.

19.

At the four gates of the city there will be shining wishing trees,
[one] blue, [one] yellow, [one] red, and [one] white.

20.

Divine clothes and divine ornaments will come into existence
and all sorts of wealth and possessions will hang there.

21.

Then, in the middle of the city, there will be four halls, facing
the four directions, and there will be a wishing tree produced by
the action of his merit.
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22.

Cotton cloth and silk and flaxen Kodumbara cloth produced by
the action of his merit will hang on those wishing trees.

23.

Tambourines, tambours, and small drums produced by the action
of his merit will hang on those wishing trees.

24.

Encircling bracelets and necklaces made of jewels produced by
the action of his merit will hang on those wishing trees.

25.

Tiaras, jewels for the brow, bracelets, and jewelled girdles
produced by the action of his merit will hang on those wishing
trees.

26.

And many other ornaments and decorations of different sorts
produced by the action of his merit will hang on those wishing
trees.

27.

Through the action of beings’ merits, men will enjoy selfgenerated rice that has no “dust”, no chaff, that is pure, sweetsmelling, with grains ready husked, ripened without cultivation.

28.

A sixteenth of [today’s] ambaˆa [measure] will be 2,270 cartloads.

29.

And at that time what is called two tumbas of rice grains will
grow from one grain produced by the action of beings’ merits.

30.

Then the men who live in Ketumat¥ in the kingdom of Sakha
will wear armour and bracelets.

31.

Whatever they want will be fulfilled. They will have happy
faces. They will wear large earrings. Their bodies will be
covered with yellow sandalwood paste. They will wear the best
Kåsi cloth.

32.

They will be of great wealth, rich ; they will be awakened by
drums and lutes. They will constantly be exceedingly happy in
body and mind.

33.

JambËd¥pa will be ten thousand leagues [long], without thorns
and thickets, level, with green grass.
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34.

There will be [only] three diseases : desire, hunger, and old age.
And the women will marry at the age of five hundred.

35.

They will always be in unity, congenial, without disputes. The
vines, trees, woods, and bushes will be covered with fruit and
flowers.

36.

There will be a kind of grass four-inches high that will be soft,
like cotton. There will be even rains and gentle winds, neither
too hot nor too cold.

37.

There will always be good weather. The rivers and ponds will
not lack [in water]. Here and there in various parts of the earth,
the pure sand will not be rough. It will be scattered around like
pearls the size of peas and beans.

38.

It will be delightful like an adorned garden. Here and there, there
will be villages and towns very close together and crowded,

39.

like a great forest of reeds and bamboo, at a cockflight’s
[distance apart], they will be full of people, I think, like the
Av¥ci hell.

40.

Trading cities will be densely filled with men and women, prosperous, rich and tranquil, free from danger, and without trouble.

41.

[People] will wander about at festival-time, always joyful,
always playing, extremely happy, delighted and pleased,
rejoicing.

42.

There will be much food and drink, much to eat, much meat,
drink, and water. JambËd¥pa will be delightful, like Ólakamandå
[the city] of the Devas or the broad capital of the Kurus.

43.

The one named Ajita [will be born] as Metteyya, the best of twofooted beings, with the thirty-two excellent marks and the minor
characteristics,
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44.

of golden complexion, without stain, very splendid, resplendent,
of the highest fame, glorious, of perfect form, of good
appearance,

45.

of great power, incomparable. He will be born in a Brahman
family, with great wealth, with great possessions, and of the best
of great families. He will be born in a Brahman family, not
criticized with talk concerning his birth.

46.

[Four] palaces made of jewels will have come into being for
Ajita : Sirivaha, Vahamåna, Siddhattha, and Candaka.


47.

Ajita’s female attendants will be women perfect in all their
limbs, adorned with [all kinds of] ornaments, small, medium,
and large.

48.

There will be not less than one hundred thousand women fully
adorned. Candamukh¥ will be his wife. Brahmavaddhana will be
his son.

49.

He will delight in great happiness, endowed with pleasure, joyful. Having enjoyed all fame like Våsava [= Sakka] in the
Nandana grove,

50.

he will live in a house for eight thousand years. At some time,
going for pleasure to a park to amuse himself,

51.

seeing the danger in sensual pleasures and being wise in accordance with the nature of Bodhisattas, having seen the four signs
which destroy sensual pleasures and joy :


52.

having seen an old man and a sick man and a dead man with life
departed and a happy wanderer ; [and] having sympathy for all
beings,


53.

becoming averse to sensual pleasures, not looking for great
happiness, seeking the unsurpassed state of peace, he will go
forth.
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Having undertaken the practice of exertion for seven days, the
best of men, that Conqueror will go forth, leaping up [into the
air] from his palace.

55–56. Ajita will become a wanderer, honoured by a great group of
people, friends, ministers and companions, blood relatives, the
fourfold army, assemblies of the four castes, and 84, 000
princesses.
57.

When Metteyya has gone forth, at that time, 84,000 Brahmans
who are skilled in the Vedas will go forth.

58.

At that time, both of the brothers Isidatta and Puråˆa [and]
84,000 [other people] will go forth.

59.

The twins, Jåtimitta and Vijaya, of infinite wisdom, will
approach that Perfect Buddha from the 84,000.

60.

The householder named Suddhika and the lay woman Sudhanå
will approach the Perfect Buddha from that 84,000.

61.

The lay disciple named Sakha and the lay woman named
Sakhå will approach that Perfect Buddha from the 84,000.

62.

The householder named Sudhana and the renowned Sudatta will
approach that Perfect Buddha from the 84,000.

63.

The woman named Yasavat¥ and the renowned Visåkhå will be
honoured by 84,000 men and women.

64.

They will go forth in renunciation in Metteyya’s dispensation.
Other citizens and many people from the country, and no few
nobles, Brahmans, merchants, and workers,

65.

being inclined to renunciation, a great crowd of all sorts of birth,
will then go forth, following the going forth of Metteyya.

66.

On the day that Wise One goes forth in renunciation, on that
very day of going forth, he will approach the dais of the tree of
awakening.
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67.

In the place of the unconquered bull [among men], on that
supreme seat of awakening, seated in a cross-legged position, the
one of great fame will be awakened.

68.

Going to the excellent garden Någavana in full flower, thus the
Conqueror will set in motion the incomparable Wheel of the
Doctrine :


69.

misery, the arising of misery, the overcoming of misery, and the
noble eightfold path leading to the cessation of misery.

70.

Then, there will be a gathering of men for one hundred leagues
all around at the setting in motion of the Wheel of the Doctrine
by the protector of the world.

71.

Then, many more Devas will approach the Conqueror there. At
that time he will loose the bonds of 1,000 crores of them.

72–73. Then, that king Sakha, having given his jewel palace to the
Sagha with the Conqueror at its head, having given another
great gift to the poor, to the needy, and to beggars, hurrying
along together with his queen, will approach the Perfect Buddha.
74.

Through the power of the great king, of limitless army and
vehicles, he will approach the Conqueror with 90,000 crores [of
people].

75.

Then the Perfect Buddha will beat the excellent and best drum of
the Doctrine, the sound of the kettle drum of the death-free,
making known the Four Truths.

76.

The company of people accompanying the king, all 90, 000
crores without exception, will become “Come, Bhikkhu” monks.

77.

Then Devas and men approaching the Leader of the World will
ask the Conqueror a question concerning the excellent [state of]
Arahatship.
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78.

That Conqueror will answer them. By the attainment of the
excellent [state of] Arahatship by 80,000 crores there will be the
third penetration.

79.

The first assembly will be of 100,000 crores of those whose
åsavas are destroyed, who are spotless, with peaceful minds,
venerable ones.

80.

At the Invitation [to declare purity] proclaimed by the Blessed
One when he had spent the rainy season, that Conqueror will
utter the Invitation with 90,000 crores.

81.

And when the Sage has gone in seclusion to the golden and
silver Gandhamådana slope in the Himavanta mountain range,

82.

he will enjoy the sport of meditation with 80,000 crores, with
peaceful minds, venerable ones, whose åsavas are destroyed,
spotless,

83.

100,000 crores, possessing the six higher knowledges, having
great psychic power, will constantly surround that lord of the
World, Metteyya.

84.

Skilled in discriminating knowledges, knowing the words and
the explanation [of the Doctrine], very learned, expert in the
Doctrine, knowledgeable, adorning the Sagha,

85.

well tamed, gentle, firm, they will surround that Conqueror. That
Någa [the Buddha] will be honoured by those monks, Någas,
venerable ones. He who will have crossed over, together with
those who have crossed over, arrived at peace with those who
are at peace.

86.

Together with the orders of disciples, that Great Sage, the
Compassionate One, the Sympathetic One, Metteyya, the best of
two-footed beings, having uttered the Invitation,
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87.

raising up many individuals and Devas, bringing them to
Nibbåna, the Conqueror will wander around the towns and
villages and royal capitals.

88.

Having beaten the drum of the Doctrine, sounding the conch
shell of the Doctrine, proclaiming the spiritual sacrifice, raising
up the banner of the Doctrine,

89.

roaring the lion’s roar, setting in motion the excellent wheel [of
the Doctrine], causing men and women to drink the drink of
truth with its excellent taste,

90.

for the sake of all beings, causing a great crowd, both rich and
poor, of those who are capable of being awakened to be awakened, the Conqueror will wander.

91.

One the Seeing One will cause to take refuge [in the Triple
Gem], one to take the five moral precepts, and one to undertake
the ten skilful [actions].

92.

To one he will give the state of being a recluse and the four
excellent Fruition States. To one he will give discriminating
knowledges into the incomparable Doctrine.

93.

To one the Seeing One will give the eight excellent attainments.
To one he will give the three knowledges and the six higher
knowledges.

94.

By this means that Conqueror will admonish [a large] group of
people. Then the Teaching of the Conqueror Metteyya will be
widespread

95.

Seeing people capable of being awakened, that Sage having gone
100,000 leagues in a moment will cause them to be awakened.

96.

At that time, Metteyya’s mother will be named Brahmavat¥, his
father will be named Subrahmå and will be the priest of King
Sakha.
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97.

His foremost lay followers will be Asoka and Brahmadeva. The
[lay] attendant S¥ha will attend on that Conqueror.

98.

Padumå and Sumanå will be his foremost female lay followers.
Sumana and Sakha will be his foremost [lay] attendants.

99.

Yasavat¥ and Sakhå will be his foremost female [lay] attendants.
The Någa tree will be the awakening [place] for that Blessed
One.

100. Its trunk will be two thousand cubits. It will have two thousand
branches with curved tips [always] moving. It will shine like the
outspread tail of a peacock.
101. The tips [of the branches] will be continually in flower and fragrant with a heavenly smell. The pollen will fill a nå¬i measure ;
the blossoms will be the size of wheels.


102. [The tree] will send its perfume for ten leagues [in all directions],
both with and against the wind. It will scatter its flowers all
around the throne of awakening.
103. People from the country, coming together there, smelling the
excellent perfume, will pour forth words [of admiration],
delighted by that perfume.
104. There will be a happy fruition of meritorious deeds for that venerable one, the Best of Buddhas, by whose radiance an unimaginable [perfume of] flowers will spread out.
105. That Conqueror will be eighty-eight cubits in height. That
Teacher’s chest will be twenty-five cubits in diameter.
106–107. The Seer will have wide eyes, thick eyelashes, clear eyes. Not
blinking day or night, with his physical eye he will see things,
small or large, in all directions for twelve leagues without
obstruction. His radiance will stream forth as far as twenty-five
[leagues].
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108. That Conqueror will shine like a streak of lightning or a candlestick. He will shine like the sun, resembling jewelled columns of
honour.
109. His [thirty-two major] marks and [eighty] secondary marks will
be seen as rays all the time. Many hundreds of thousands of
different sorts of rays will fall [from him].
110. At every footstep [he takes] a flowering lotus will grow up. The
petals will be thirty cubits [across], even ; the minor petals will be
twenty-five [cubits].


111. The stamens will be twenty cubits long and the pericaps will be
sixteen cubits long. Inside the red lotuses [the flowers] will be
filled with very red pollen.
112. The Kåmåvacarika Devas will make columns of honour, and
Någa kings and Supaˆˆa [Devas] will decorate them.
113. There will be eight columns of honour made of gold, eight made
of silver, eight columns of honour made of jewels, and eight
made of coral.
114. There will be many flags, many hundreds of them, hanging there
disporting themselves, ornamented with many jewels, adorned
with garlands and flags.
115. There will be awnings adorned with strings of jewels and pearls,
resembling the moon. There will be many jewelled head ornaments with nets of small bells surrounding them.
116. Various flowers will be scattered, fragrant, sweet-smelling, perfumed, and different sorts of powder, both human and divine,
117. and a variety of cloths of diverse colours, beautiful, of the five
colours. They will sport all around, having faith in the Buddha.
118. There will be gateways there with jewelled columns of honour, a
thousand [cubits] high, delightful, beautiful, unobstructed, and
well-formed.
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119. They will be seen to be shining, wide, with their radiance all
around. The Buddha, at the head of the Order of Monks, in their
midst,
120. [will shine] like Brahmå among the members of his assembly or
lnda in his palace. When the Buddha walks, they will walk ; when
he stands, they will stand ;




121. when the Teacher sits or lies down together with his assembly,
they will always practise the [same] four postures.
122. There will be these honours and others, both human and divine.
There will be many sorts of marvels all the time,
123. to honour Metteyya by the power of his endless merit. Having
seen that marvel, many people of various births,
124. with their wives and children, will go to the Teacher as a refuge
because of their lives. Those who practice the holy life having
heard the word of the Sage, will go beyond journeying-on, which
is subject to death and difficult to cross.
125. At that time many householders will purify the eye of the
Doctrine by means of the ten meritorious acts and the three types
of right action.
126. Many having purified [themselves] respectfully by the attainment
of traditional learning, becoming followers of the Doctrine, will
be destined for heaven.
127. It would not be possible to describe in every detail their fame,
[saying] “It is so much.” They will be continually extremely
happy. When that span of time has passed away,
128. there will be heavenly bliss indeed for those men, with great
fame, with happiness, and with life, beauty, and strength.
129. Having experienced the happiness of sensual pleasures for as
long as they wish, afterwards, at the end of their lives, truly
happy they will gain Nibbåna.
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130. At that time a lifetime there will be 80,000 years. Remaining so
long, [the Buddha] will bring many people to the other shore.
131. Having caused beings whose minds are ripe to be completely
awakened, having instructed the rest, who have not perceived the
[four] truths, about the right path and the wrong path,
132. having carefully established the torch of the Doctrine, the boat of
the Doctrine, the mirror of the Doctrine, the medicine [of the
Doctrine] for beings in the future, among the people,
133. together with the venerable order of lay followers who will have
done what should be done, having blazed out like a mass of fire,
that Conqueror will attain Nibbåna.
134. When the Perfect Buddha has attained Nibbåna, his Teaching will
remain for 180,000 years. After that, there will be a terrible disappearance in the world.
135. Thus, the constituent elements are impermanent, not firm, temporary ; existences are transitory, liable to destruction and old age,
and empty.


136. The constituent elements are like an empty fist, they are empty,
they are the talk of fools. There is no power for anyone there, not
even for one with psychic powers.
137. Thus, knowing this as it really is, one should be disillusioned
with all compounded things. A Thoroughbred Among Men is
hard to find. He is not born everywhere. Wherever that Hero is
born, that family prospers in happiness.
138. Therefore, in order to see the Buddha Metteyya here, act rightly,
energetically, firmly, with agitated mind.
139. Those who do good things here and dwell vigilant, monks and
nuns, male and female lay followers,
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140. who have performed great auspicious honour to the Buddha[s],
they together with the Devas will see the auspicious assembly at
that time.
141. Practise the holy life. Give suitable gifts. Keep the observance
day. Practise loving kindness carefully.
142. Be those who delight always in being vigilant in meritorious
actions. Having done good here, you will make an end of
misery.”
K.R. Norman
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NOTES
Some of these notes are taken over from Leumann. The comments
about the number of syllables in pådas and the suggestions about
resolution which follow the notes are intended to help with the scansion
and sometimes, therefore, the choice of reading.
7a. Presumably mahå- should be understood with sati.
7cde. I take the past participles as active, because they do not make
sense as passives.
13d. Pruitt has “harming” for cakkhu-musano ; Collins has “dazzling”. It
is = Skt netra-mu “stealing, captivating the eye”. A.’s reading °ss°
could be accepted m.c.


14b. The word ratanå-mayo shows rhythmic lenghening to avoid the
succession of short syllables. Cf. 24b, 46d.
18a. The second and third syllables are short. This can be avoided by
reading ratanå- (cf. 14b).
19a. catukke nagara-dvåre is a split compound for nagara-dvåracatukke “at the quartet of city gates”.
24b. For ratanå-mayaµ see the note on 14b.
25a. Like Collins, I follow Cone & Gombrich (1977, p. 93) for the
translations of uˆˆata and mukhaphulla.
33d. Collins takes samoharita- as one word “in abundance”. I take samo
as a separate word “level”.
44a. There are ten syllables, which probably accounts for the v.l.
suvaˆˆo.
45bf. There are nine syllables, but we could assume resolution of the
third syllable. The cadence    ¯ is, however, unusual and v.l.
brahmaˆe is presumably intended to rectify this. The spelling
brahmaˆa- instead of the usual bråhmaˆa- may be intended to show
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that the word is to be scanned as  ¯ , with resolution of the sixth
syllable.
45d. mahå ca kula-m-uttamo is probably a split compound for mahåkula-m-uttamo “possessing, i.e. belonging to, the best of great families”.
46d. For ratanå-mayå see the note on 14b.
47a. There are nine syllables, which probably explains the existence of
the v.l. når¥. It would be possible to scan nåriyo as nåriyo.
54c. Although påsåden(a) is an instrumental, it must be translated as an
ablative.
62a. Collins’ “Suddhika” is presumably a mistake, carried on from 60
by error.
67a. Collins reads aparåjita-††hånamhi, following Bv XXV.20, perhaps
to avoid a ten-syllable påda. Such pådas, however, are not uncommon,
and in this case can be regarded as showing resolution of the first and
fourth syllables.
71. Collins translates bhiyyo bahË as “in even greater numbers”.
73ab. This seems to be the root då with an accusative of the thing “the
gift” and a locative of the persons to whom it is given. kapaˆ’-iddhikavaˆibbake is therefore the locative of a singular dvandva compound.
75c. I translate amata as “death-free”, i.e. the place where there is no
death, i.e. nibbåna. “The drum of the death-free” is the town-crier’s
drum which he beats to attract an audience to whom he tells the news
about nibbåna.
79 & 82. I leave åsava untranslated. For a discussion of possible translations of this word, see Norman 1969 (pp. 133–34 ad Th 47).
94c. hessaµ is a future participle, which is yet another way of signifying the future in this text, beside aorist, optative, present and future
indicative.
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105a. a††hås¥ti bhave hattho is a split compound for a††hås¥ti-hattho
bhave.
110b. In the translation I follow L.’s suggestion of padumå ruhe for
paduma-ruhå “a lotus will grow up”.
110c. patta is usually translated “leaf”, but it can also be “petal”. Either
might be thought to be appropriate here.
112c. There are nine syllables. We could dispense with the first ca,
which seems redundant.
115c. There are ten syllables. It would be possible to read parikhittå and
assume resolution of the first and sixth syllables.
116a. There seems to be no subject for vikirissanti as an active verb, so
it is probably to be taken as a passive.
117c. The short second and third syllables are unusual, which is why L.
suggests reading abhipp°.
120ab. There is no verb. L. suggests reading sobhati or virocati.
124a. Collins (p. 371 note) points out that we should not expect påˆehi
hessanti to mean “abandon at the cost of their lives”. I suggest dividing
hessanti as h’ essanti, where hi is an emphatic particle, and essanti
means “they will go”. We could then translate påˆehi “because of their
lives”.
124c. There are ten syllables. Although we might assume resolution of
the third or fourth syllable, or scan -cariyaµ as -car iyaµ, the påda
would still be hypermetric.
125c. There are nine syllables. We could assume resolution of the sixth
syllable or scan °kiriyåhi as °kiriyåhi.
128a. °yaså must be an instrumental, parallel to sukhena, etc.
130a. There are nine syllables. If we assume resolution of the fifth
syllable we have the cadence ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ , which is unusual.
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HYPERMETRIC PÓDAS
(1) Pådas where the syllable count can be corrected by assuming
resolution :


(a) of the first syllable :


7e, 16c, 18a, 36a, 46a, 56a, 57a, 58c, 59d, 60d, 61d, 62d, 63c, 67a, 73c,
74c, 75c, 76b, 77c, 80c, 83d, 84a, 85b, 86c, 98a, 102a, 106d, 111d,
115ac(?), 116b, 121c, 122c, 126c, 131ac, 134a
(b) of the second syllable :


42c, 91a, 92a
(c) of the third syllable :


45bf
(d) of the fourth syllable :


30a, 67a, 87c, 109d, 114a, 115d, 131d
(e) of the fifth syllable :


102c, 130a (?), 141c
(f) of the sixth syllable :


30a, 42a, 44a, 45bf, 76c, 79a, 80a, 82c, 94a, 115c, 125c (?)
(g) of the seventh syllable :


44a, 76a
(2) Pådas where there seems to be no obvious way of correcting the
syllable count :


(a) with nine syllables :


13c, 49a, 56b, 60a, 62a, 75a, 78c, 82a, 85a, 106a, 109a, 113d, 116a,
124c, 130a, 134de
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Sri Lankan Manuscriptology
This brief note is a review article on Anne M. Blackburn’s paper,
“Notes on Sri Lankan Temple Manuscript Collections”, published in the
Journal of the Pali Text Society, XXVII (2002), pp. 1–59.
Blackburn’s paper is interesting for two reasons: (1) It is salutary
that more and more Western scholars are showing interest in Sri Lankan
palm-leaf manuscripts, (2) It is a contribution to the effort of bringing
these manuscripts into the limelight, especially in the context of the
importance paid to traditional knowledge in recent times.
THE VALUE OF SRI LANKAN MANUSCRIPTS
Sri Lankan palm-leaf manuscripts are the repository of the intellectual
property of that nation up to the twentieth century. After the introduction of printing to the island in the eighteenth century, palm-leaf
manuscripts continued to be written even at the beginning of the twentieth century. Although the bulk of the manuscripts were on Buddhism,
other subjects of interest (grammar, lexicography, literature, history,
astrology, medicine, arts and crafts, yantras and mantras, etc.) were not
neglected. All this mass of literature was written in Sinhala, Påli,
Sanskrit, and some in Tamil. The number of manuscripts that have survived destruction (by rival religious sects, foreign invaders, callous
neglect leaving documents in unfavourable climatic conditions and prey
to the attack of insects, and, in recent times, wanton sale to tourists)
shows the prolific literary activity of the past.
The value of these documents and the urgent need to preserve them
have been pointed out by me in the following three papers :
1. “The Literary Heritage of Sri Lanka , A Case for the Preservation of Palm-Leaf Manuscripts”, Studien zur Indologie und
Iranistik, 15 (1989), pp. 119–27.
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2 . La Fabrication des livres dans l’ancienne Lanka (Paris :
Cahiers du Cercle d’études et de recherches sri-lankaises,
2000).1
3. “Laµkåv„ näs¥ yana saµsk®tika dåyådaya” (“The cultural heritage of Lanka in the process of destruction”), Saµsk®ti, 18, 2,
2002, pp. 34–41.
The palm-leaf manuscripts have been the main source material for
authors of the history of Sri Lankan literature2 and naturally for scholars
engaged in textual criticism. The value of these manuscripts for the
study of a particular branch of knowledge has been amply illustrated in
my studies on the history of medicine and traditional medical literature
of Sri Lanka.3
C ATALOGUING OF SRI LANKAN MANUSCRIPTS
The cataloguing of fractions of this wealth of literature started in the
mid nineteenth century. The first such effort seems to be that of
Mudaliyar Dionysius Perera, Catalogue of Pali and Other Manuscripts
in Temples in the Tangalle District, presented at the General Assembly
of the Asiatic Society of Great Britain and Ireland on 5 May 1832. This
unpublished work is reported to be now lost.4 Heinz Bechert considers
that the first catalogue was published by Edward Upham in the third
volume of his work, The Mahåvansi, The Råjaratnåcari, and the
Råjåval¥, Forming the Sacred and Historical Books of Ceylon ; also, A
Collection of Tracts Illustrative of the Doctrines and Literature of
Buddhism. London, 1833, 169–93.5 About twenty catalogues of Sri
Lankan manuscripts have appeared since then. Some of them are the
following :
1This booklet was published by the Sri Lankan Embassy in Paris.
2See, for example, Godakumbura 1955 and Sannasgala 1964.
3 These studies of over twenty years have been published as a collection in

Liyanaratne 1999.
4See Goonetileke 1970, p. 23.
5Bechert 1980, p. 275.
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1. James D’Alwis, A Descriptive Catalogue of the Sanskrit, Pali
and Sinhalese Literary Works of Ceylon [a very ambitious
task !], Vol. I. Colombo, 1870.
2. Louis De Zoysa, Catalogue of Pali, Sinhalese and Sanskrit
Manuscripts in the Temple Libraries of Ceylon. Colombo, 1885
(an attempt similar to item 1 above).
3. D.M.De Z. Wickremasinghe, Catalogue of the Sinhalese
Manuscripts in the British Museum. London, 1900.
4. W.A. De Silva, Catalogue of Palm Leaf Manuscripts in the
Library of the Colombo Museum. Vol. 1. Colombo, 1938.
5. Heinz Bechert, Singhalesische Handschriften, Vol. I.
Wiesbaden, 1969 ; Vol. II, Stuttgart, 1997.
6. C.E. Godakumbura, Catalogue of Ceylonese Manuscripts, The
Royal Library. Copenhagen, 1980.
7. K.D. Somadasa, Catalogue of the Hugh Nevill Collection of
Sinhalese Manuscripts in the British Library. 7 Vols. London,
1987–95.
Items 4 and 6 above, notably the former, are of special importance
as they have long introductions with a survey of Sri Lankan literature
and valuable information regarding the various aspects of manuscripts
(techniques of production, writing, numbering folios, dating, etc.).
B LACKBURN’S INVENTORY
General observation
Blackburn (B) has been handicapped by not being able to examine
many of the manuscripts herself. She is reproducing the already available handlists of five collections. In the case of the sixth and final
collection, that of the Haÿguranketa rajamahavihåraya, the result of the
research has been limited to a broad general survey of two days. This is
unfortunate because the particular temple, known as the Hanguranketa
potgul vihåraya (“the monastic library of Hanguranketa”) has one of the
richest collections of valuable manuscripts with regard to both contents
and ornamentation of book covers.
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The scrutiny of manuscripts is important to ensure their contents,
for there are instances where the body of a manuscript does not correspond to the title indicated in the cover or the opening folio or the
colophon.
Problems of classification of texts
The category “Miscellaneous Didactic Texts” in B’s classification needs
reconsideration. The use of the term didactic itself is unsatisfactory
because, on the one hand, the entire corpus of classical Sinhala literature, which centred round Buddhism and purported to inculcate
Buddhist ideals, may be called didactic.6 On the other hand, some of the
titles grouped under that heading are not specifically didactic. The
following are some examples :
1. Anågatavaµsaya (p. 11), story of the future Buddha Metteyya,
2. Kavmutuhara (p. 11), a Sinhala poem based on the Dasaratha
Jåtaka,
3. Dharmaprad¥pikåva (p. 12), a Sinhala exposition (parikathå) on
the Påli Mahåbodhivaµsa,
4. PËjåvaliya (p. 20), a Sinhala prose work illustrating the Buddha’s
epithet “arahaµ” with Buddhist tales,
5. Butsaraˆa (p. 12), a Sinhala prose work on the life of the
Buddha,
6. Amarasiµhaya (p. 13), an alternative title of the Sanskrit dictionary Amarakoßa, after the author’s name, Amarasiµha.
7. Råjaratnåkaraya and Narendracaritåvaloka[na]-prad¥pikåva
(p. 17), classified under “Textual Compilations”, are both historical
works.
8. LØvä∂a Sa∫garåva (so read) (p. 14), classified under “Grammars
and Lexicons,” is a didactic poem.7
6On the Sinhala didactic literature proper, see Godakumbura, 1955, pp. 209–20.
7An excellent English translation of this poem, entitled Towards a Better World

(Colombo, 2000), has been made by Bhikkhu K. Ñåˆananda, giving the verses
in Sinhala characters followed by the English translation. The book, like all
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9. Mådhavanidåna, classified under “Grammars and Lexicons”
(p. 1 4 ), is the famous medical text with the alternative titles
Rugvinißcaya and Rogavinißcaya. In fact, this is clear in B’s reference
to Bechert’s Singhalesische Handschriften (1969).
10. Vessantara Jåtakaya is rightly classified under “Jåtaka Texts” on
p. 11, but under “Textual Compilations” on p. 17.
11. Saµgharåjasådhucariyåva, classified under “Other Texts”
(p. 29), is the biography of Välivi†a Saraˆaµkara Sa∫gharåja.
12. The classification of the manuscripts of the Haÿguranketa
rajamahavihåraya according to the bookcases in which they are stored,
is, to say the least, hardly a scholarly approach.
Erroneous transcriptions
Nava Våranägilla (p. 14) is undoubtedly Nåma varanägilla
(“declension”).8
The correct reading of Nalpavila (p. 22, n. 100) is Talpåvila (a
place name).9
The transcription of some titles indicates problems confronted in
reading. For example, “S®tu [= s®ta ?] Sangara-kavaniya” (p. 23) is most
probably Kalidasa’s Ùtusaµhåra-kåvya (with the Sinhala suffix –ya).10
Several words have been deformed due to the misuse of diacritical
marks. Some of the glaring mistakes are cited here with the correct form
following each example : A††hasålin¥- (p. 9), Atthasålin¥- (correct form
is given on p. 36) ; Umåndåva (p. 10), Umandåva or Umaµdåva ; Padasadhaniya (p. 14), Padasådhanaya, exposition of Moggallåna’s Påli
grammar ; Sarasvatiya (p. 15), Sårasvataya, Sanskrit grammar ;
publications of Bhikkhu Ñåˆananda, is strictly for free distribution and can be
obtained from the Public Trustee’s Department, Sri Lanka.
8Cf. ∆ va and Ω ma. See Dharmarama 1949.
9Sinhala ´ ta and ≤ na also differ only slightly.
10Sinhala ® is written with a letter similar to s® and the two letters g and h (í
ga, “ ha) can be distinguished only by the small head added to the latter.
Kavaniya is an obvious error. The same transcription recurs in Jinavaµsad¥pa
Mahåkavanaya (for Mahåkåvyaya) on p. 21.
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Paråbhåva SËtraya (p. 30), Paråbhava sËtraya ; Påcciti (p. 36), Påcitti ;
Kotasak (p. 8 and passim), ko†asak (“part, extract”) ; Kadaim (p. 16,
passim), ka∂aim or ka∂ayim.
“Pañcanivåraˆadäkväna SËtrayek” (p. 35) should read Pañcan¥varaˆa däkvena sËtrayak, “A discourse (sËtrayak) showing (däkvena)
the five (pañca) hindrances (n¥varaˆa)”.
“Saµkhyanåya (sic)” with a note indicating the uncertainty of its
identification (p. 3 8 ) may probably be the abbreviated title
(Saµkhyånaya) of the Saµkhyådhammad¥pikå.11
The nasal ∫ used in place of the Sinhala half-nasal ÿ (before g, ∂, d)
gives a defective pronunciation : Sa∫giya (p. 30 and passim), saÿgiya ;
Sa∫ghasaraˆaya (p. 31), Saÿgasaraˆa. This half-nasal has been correctly
used, however, in the word Maÿgul (p. 40).
It would have been desirable to make a distinction between Påli and
Sanskrit forms of words : Påtimok∑a (p. 9), Pråtimok∑a (Skt) or
Påtimokkha (Påli) ; Dhammaprad¥pikå (p. 27, passim), Dharmaprad¥pikå
(Skt) or Dhammappad¥pikå (Påli).
Linguistic problems
I n “Anågatavaµsaye Desanåva” (p. 31), the inflection of Anågatavaµsaye (gen./loc. sing.) is superfluous. It should read Anågatavaµsa
desanåva where the stem form Anågatavaµsa is used as an adjective of
desanåva (“discourse”). On the other hand, in “Saddharmaratnåkåraya
Kotasak” (sic, p. 38), Saddharma-ratnåkaraya should be in the genitive,
Saddharma-ratnåkaray„ (“part of the Saddharmåkaraya”). HØ∂iya Pota
(p. 55) should be HØ∂i pota (use of the stem form as adjective).
Although the Sinhala alphabet has no capital letters, it has become
the practice, especially in some PTS publications, to use capital letters
at the beginning of sentences and in proper nouns. As such, the use of
capitals in each separate word should have been avoided in conformity
with common practice. Thus, titles such as Vißåkhavata (sic) and Vena
Kathå (p. 17) should read “Visåkåvata saha venat kathå” ; Matal„
11See Sannasgala 1964, p. 627.
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Disåvag„ Kadaim Pota (p. 17), should read “Måtal„ Disåvag„ ka∂ayim
pota”, etc.
Kathåvastu (p. 11, n. 26) simply means “stories” (kathåvastuva,
singular).
Baˆa pot or baˆa daham pot (p. 12, n. 30) means “Buddhist books”
(religious texts), lit. “books (pot) on Buddhist discourses (baˆa) or
Buddhist doctrine (daham)”.
“Moroduv„” (p. 13, n. 33) is probably Morontu∂uv„ (a place
name).
“Siripaññånanda Abhidhåna Sthavirayan Vahans„n visin siµhala
parivartanaya” (p. 19, nn. 60, 67) should read “Siri Paññånandåbhidhåna Sthavirayan vahans„ visin [karana lada] siµhala parivartanaya” :
“The Sinhala translation (siµhala parivartanaya) by (visin) the Elder
(Sthavirayan vahans„) named (abhidhåna) Siri Paññånanda”.
“Rerukan„ Vanavimala Himi” (p. 18, n. 57, p. 20, n. 74) is most
probably Rerukån„ Candavimala himi.
“Yakuduv„ [illegible] Sthavirayan Vahans„” (p. 21, n. 82) is surely
Yakka∂uv„ Prajñåråma Sthavirayan vahans„.
“Kavißvara Sthavirayan Himi Pano” (p. 21, n. 85) is not the name
of a text. It is the name of a monk, Kav¥ßvara. Sthavira himipåˆØ is an
epithet meaning “Venerable Elder”. (Sthavira is the title of a monk who
has obtained the higher ordination (upasampadå) ; himipåˆØ : Skt
svåmipåda > Sinh. Himipå, -åˆa is an honorific suffix, -åˆØ is nom. pl.
honorific).
Nåva-[illegible]-buduguˆa Sannaya (p. 25, n. 117) should be Navaarahådi Buduguˆa sannaya, “The exegetical Sinhala version (sannaya)
of the nine (nava) qualities of the Buddha (Buduguˆa), starting with
arahaµ (“worthy”) (arahådi)”.
The entry “Sela SËtrayådiko†a-ätisa∫graha Baˆa Daham Pota”
(p. 31) means “The compendium of Buddhist texts starting with the Sela
sËtra”, Sela sËtraya ådiko†a äti saµgraha baˆa pota.
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“Sårava∫ga Veda Potak” (p. 39) should read Sarvå∫ga vedapotak,
“A medical book (vedapotak) on general diseases (sarvå∫ga, lit. ‘the
whole body’)”.
“Kalunomadinna” (p. 40, n. 161) is not a name ; it is a sentence
(ka¬u no madinna) meaning “Do not apply black”. When manuscripts
are inscribed, the palm leaves are smeared with lamp black mixed with
resin oil to make the letters clear. This process is called ka¬u mäd¥ma,
noun ; ka¬u mädinavå, verb.
Annotations
For annotations, B has referred the reader especially to catalogues of
Godakumbura and Somadasa in the case of several texts. Many texts are
devoid of annotations, however. In the case of the BhesajjamañjËså, for
example, reference should have been given to the PTS edition of the
first eighteen chapters (1996) which, for the first time, makes this
unique Påli medical treatise available to the Western readers.
The title “Påli Nighaˆ∂uva” (pp. 32, 39, 46), commonly used to
denote the Abhidhånappad¥pikå, should have been annotated to make
that meaning clear.
Talpata (wrongly spelt “Talpota”, p. 40), lit. “palm-leaf”, deserves
to be annotated because of the historical value of this genre of documents. The note given to this document is also interesting as it refers to
a rare type of document written in Tamil : dämala basaven racita
ipärani talpata (= dema¬a bhå∑åven (or båsåven) racita ipäraˆi talpata,
“the ancient talpata (‘royal message’) written in the Tamil language”).
The full texts of two Talpatas, one preserved in the Bibliothèque
nationale, Paris, and the other in the Musée de l’Homme, Paris, have
been reproduced by me in order to give the reader an idea of this type of
document.12

12Liyanaratne 1983, pp. 112–14 ; Liyanaratne 1984, pp. 273–83. The historical

importance of the Talpata of the Bibliothèque nationale has been explained in
Gunawardana 1984–85, pp. 317–19.
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Girimånanda SËtraya (p. 34) has been analysed by me to highlight
its historical importance.13 A reference to that study, I suppose, would
have been of use to readers.
Conclusion
Cataloguing is a rigorous discipline which requires a thorough knowledge of the language(s) and literature(s) of the documents handled.14 In
the case of Sri Lankan manuscripts, a knowledge of Sinhala, Påli,
Sanskrit, and at least a working knowledge of Tamil is necessary. A
good knowledge of Sinhala is, however, indispensable.
Cataloguing these manuscripts needs a special training in view of
certain peculiarities, notably :
1. Lack of punctuation. The usual punctuation mark is the kuˆ∂al¥,
a spiral shape in the form of a cowry shell, generally used as a full stop.
Several kuˆ∂al¥ are used to indicate the separation of sections of a text.
2. Lack of separation of words. Writing is a continuous flow, probably in consideration of the economy of space. Here, knowledge of the
language becomes indispensable for the correct understanding of the
text.
3. Peculiarities of writing. Conjunct consonants especially cca, vva,
bba, may be confused with ∂a, kha and ∫a respectively. Attention has
also to be paid to the similarity between some letters : kha (ê) and ba
(∏) ; ga (í), bha (∫), and ha (“) ; ca (ò), va (…), and ma (º) ; ta (™) and
na (≥). In seventeenth- and eighteenth-century manuscripts, ® is written
as p¬.

13“Nosology in Óyurveda : Data from a Påli Canonical Text” in Liyanaratne

1999, pp. 72–83.
14Some practical problems of cataloguing have been pointed out by me in my

review article Liyanaratne 1998.
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The preparation of a census of Sri Lankan manuscripts on an
island-wide scale still remains a desideratum.15 It has to be a vast
national project engaging trained teams of scholars allotted to the different provinces of the country. In the absence of any such move, individual attempts like that of B to focus attention on the value of this cultural
heritage are indeed commendable. It is hoped that the above observations will be of use to B in the pursuit of her work.
Jinadasa Liyanaratne
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Sriputta’s Three Works on the Samantapsdik
In the twelfth century king Parkramabhu I of Polonnaruwa, Sri
Lanka, instigated a reform of Buddhism which, famously, involved the
unification of the existing nikyas of the region under one nikya, the
Mahvihra. The reform influenced the shape of Theravda throughout
Sri Lanka and Southeast Asia in subsequent centuries, its impact being
felt even to this day. As part of the reform, fresh emphasis was laid on
the correct understanding and performance of Vinaya. This led to the
production of a number of new summaries of and commentaries on
earlier Vinaya works. The leading scholar of the day was the monk
Sriputta, whom King Parkramabhu commissioned to write commentaries on a number of Buddhaghosa’s works, which received particular
attention during the reform. In the centuries that followed the reform
under Parkramabhu, monks from throughout Southeast Asia sought
fresh ordination in Sri Lanka because of the reputation of the Mahvihra for learning and for correct Vinaya. Consequently the reform
came to influence monastic life and scholarship throughout the
Theravda world.
The works ascribed to Sriputta have been discussed most recently
by Pecenko in his survey of Sriputta’s writings and by von Hinüber in
his Handbook of Pli Literature.1 The purpose of this brief article is to
augment the information supplied by them regarding the Vinaya works
of Sriputta. Among the Vinaya works ascribed to Sriputta are the
following three : the Lnasratthadpan (Sp-), the Pimuttakavinayavinicchayasagaha (Plim), and the Pimuttakavinayavinicchayasagahak (Plim-p). These all relate to Buddhaghosa’s commentary
on the Vinaya-piaka, the Samantapsdik (Sp).2 The Lnasrattha1Pecenko

1997, von Hinüber 1996.
von Hinüber 1996, p. 104, on the ascription of the Samantapsdik to
Buddhaghosa, an ascription not found in the fifth-century Chinese translation
by Samantabhadra, but given by Vajirabuddhi (c. sixth century).

2See

The Journal of the Pali Text Society, Vol. XXVIII (2006), pp. 49–59
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dpan, “Illumination of the Meaning of the Hidden Essence” is a
subcommentary on the Samantapsdik. The Pimuttakavinayavinicchayasagaha, “Compendium of Pronouncements on Vinaya Independent of the Order of the Canonical Text” is a compilation of the
legalistic content of the Samantapsdik rearranged according to
subject matter.3 The identity and nature of the Pimuttakavinayavinicchayasagahak, “commentary on Plim”, a description rather
than a title as such, is so far unclear from the few statements in secondary literature on the subject.4
These three texts are noted by Malalasekera in his Pli Literature of
Ceylon. He writes the following regarding commentaries on Plim:
“Two ks are extant on it in Ceylon, one old ( por a) and the other
new (nava), but the author and date of neither is known. The Gandhavasa (p. 61) says that Sriputta wrote a k on it himself.”5 Pecenko
clarifies the matter: “The two ks on Plim are most probably Plimvn- [= Plim-p] ascribed to Sriputta, and Vinaylakrak, written
by Tipiaklakra”.6 This latter is a seventeenth-century work written
in Burma. 7 Both these ks are mentioned by von Hinüber. On the
former, he writes, “Plim-p which is supposed to be the autocommentary by Sriputta (Gv 61, 32) is quoted in Mais [Maisramañjs],
composed in A.D. 1466.”8 Thus all three authors write about this text
rather hesitantly, confirming neither Sriputta’s authorship of this work
nor its content. Furthermore, the quotation of it in Maisramañjs
noted by von Hinüber only sets a terminus ante quem of the mid
fifteenth century.
3The

meaning of pimuttaka here is taken from von Hinüber 1996, p. 158
§ 334 .
4These are texts 1 , 3 , and 4 respectively in the list of Sriputta’s work in
Pecenko 1997: 162 –63. The first text is discussed by von Hinüber, 1996,
§§ 373– 74, the second §§ 334–35, the last § 336.
5Malalasekera 1928, reprint 1958: 191–92.
6Pecenko 1997, p. 170 note 45.
7von Hinüber 1996, § 337.
8von Hinüber 1996, § 336.
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Both von Hinüber and Pecenko mention the edition of Sriputta’s
“autocommentary” to Plim published by K. Paññsra in Colombo in
1908. Pecenko notes that it is recorded in Barnett’s Supplementary
Catalogue of the Sanskrit, Pali and Prakrit Books in the Library of the
British Museum. 9 The text is listed by Barnett under the published
works of Sriputta with shelfmark 014098d34(2). Neither von Hinüber
nor Pecenko had access to this text, so they were not able to include
descriptions of the text in their overviews. 10 Unfortunately, the British
Library’s copy of this rare publication has been lost. The text was
borrowed by a member of staff in 1989 and has not yet found its way
back to the correct shelf allocation. 11 All is not lost for users of the
British Library, however. Manuscript Or. 4957 is a Sinhalese copy of a
commentary on Plim which can be identified as Plim-p from the
colophon.12 Furthermore, a copy of the printed edition is held at
Peradeniya University Library in Sri Lanka.13

9Pecenko

1997, p. 170. Pecenko provides slightly different abbreviations for
the texts.
10von Hinüber 1996, p. 158 n. 541.
11Despite the kind assistance of several members of staff of the Oriental and
India Office Collection, and my own consultation with the former member of
staff in question and searches in the stacks and storage of library, the book has
not yet been recovered.
12This is not the only manuscript of the text. Those listed by W.A. de Silva in
his Catalogue of Palm Leaf Manuscripts in the Library of the Colombo
Museum (Colombo 1938) are also noted by Pecenko 1997, p. 170, n. 44.
13The shelfmark of the Peradeniya copy is 36402. It is bound at the back of a
copy of Pim by Ñavimala Tissa published a year earlier. It is hoped that a
copy is to be restored to the British Library shortly from the Peradeniya
holding. I would like to express my gratitute to Peradeniya library for allowing
a copy to be made, and in particular to Kusantha Kariyapperuma and Tikva
Shobrook for arranging this. I am also grateful to the British Academy, for it
was while in receipt of a BA small projects grant to look at certain temple
manuscript collections in Sri Lanka that I was able to obtain access to this
work. Regarding the quality of the printed edition, the separation of words is
frequently misplaced.
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The opening verse of Plim-p gives this descriptive title:
Anuttnatthadpan, “Exposition of Uncertain Meanings”, a title that
parallels that of Sp-. Both the manuscript consulted and the printed
edition also provide the parallel descriptive title at the head of the
colophon: (Pimuttakavinayavinicchayasagahassa) anuttnapadava an, “The Explanation of Uncertain Words (for the Pimuttakavinayavinicchayasagaha).”
The author does not name himself in the colophon, but states that
he wrote the commentary at the instigation of Parkramabhu while
living at the Jetavana :
ajjhesito narindena so ’ha parakkamabhun14
saddhammahitikmena ssanujjotakrin
ten’ eva krite ramme psdasatama ite
nndumaga ki e bhvanbhiratlaye
staldakasampanne vasa jetavane ima
atthabyañjanasampanna15 aksi yogina hita
ya siddha imin puñña ya cañña pasuta may
etena puññakammena dutiye attasambhave
tvatise pamodento slcragu e rato
alaggo pañcakmesu patvna pahama phala
antime attabhvamhi metteyyamunipugava
lokaggapuggala ntha sabbasattahite rata
disvna tassa dhrassa sutv saddhammadesana
adhigantv phala agga sobheyya jinassana
sad rakkhantu rjno dhamma c’ eva ima paja
nirat puññakammesu jotento jinassana

14Both

the printed edition and MS Or. 4957 have this hypermetric reading in
the second foot, which perhaps should be emended by deleting so or giving the
king’s name as pakantabhun, a form used elsewhere.
15Sa missing from MS Or. 4957.
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ime ca p ino sabbe sabbad nirpaddav
nicca kaly asakapp pappontu amata padanti.16
At the request of Parkramabhu, king of men,
who desires the duration of the true Dhamma and causes the
illumination of the religion,
While residing at the delightful Jetavana which he had built,
adorned with a hundred terraces,
Surrounded by different types of trees, a place enjoyed in
meditation,
Completed with cool waters, I composed this, complete in
meaning and expression, for the benefit of practitioners.
The merit achieved through this and the other produced by me
As a result of this act of merit, in my next embodiment
May I, enjoying myself in the Tvatisa heaven, delighting in
moral precepts, good conduct and virtues,
Free from attachment to the five senses, achieve the first
spiritual goal ;
Thereafter, in my final embodiment, after seeing Metteyya, the
bull of sages,
The highest individual in the world, the protector who delights in
the benefit of all beings,
Having attained the highest goal, may I make the religion of the
conqueror shine forth.
May the kings always protect the Dhamma as well as mankind
here,
Devoted to acts of merit, illuminating the religion of the
conqueror,
And may all these beings, at all times free from distress,
Constantly of good intention, attain the deathless realm.

16Transcribed

from Paññsra 1908, p. 151. The final stanza does not occur in
MS Or. 4057.
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The naming of Parkramabhu as initiator and Jetavana as the
residence in the first part of this colophon are two familiar markers of
texts by Sriputta. Similar statements are found at the end of other texts
by him, in some cases the ascription being further confirmed by some
additional dedicatory verses by one of Sriputta’s direct pupils.17 The
mention of Parkramabhu certainly confirms a date of the twelfth
century. From the colophon there seems to be no reason to doubt the
ascription of authorship to Sriputta, for whom King Parkramabhu I
built the Jetavana monastery at Polonnaruva. However, the way in
which the k author refers to the author of Plim in the third person,
ha or vadati, e.g. kulaputtanti crakulaputta sandhya vadati,18
etc., is a little disconcerting since at first sight it suggests distinct
authors for the two works, a point to which we shall return below.
The opening of the text, which is very brief compared with that of
Sp- but contains some similar wording, seems fairly neutral regarding
authorship :
mahkr ika buddha dhamma tena sudesita
saghañ ca vimala vanditv sugatorasa
anukampya yogina kate vinayasagahe
karissmi samsena anuttnatthadpani.19
After worshipping the Buddha, greatly compassionate, and the
Dhamma well taught by him,
As well as the immaculate Sagha, born of the Sugata,
I shall in brief compose an Exposition of the Uncertain Meanings
in the Compendium of the Vinaya, which was composed out of
consideration for practitioners.
17Pecenko

1997, pp. 166–68, notes the similarity between the colophons of
Plim, Sp-, and Mp-, which is extensive. All state that they were written at
the request of Parkramabhu I at the Jetavana Vihra.
18MS Or. 4957 folio 58. Paññsra 1908, p. 69.
19MS Or. 4957 reads from sagha: sagha vimala seha vanditv
saga and then there is a break until part way into the first paragraph of the
text.
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However, the impersonal kate vinayasangahe (“the Compendium
that was composed”) might be interpreted as indicating that the text is
an autocommentary, for it was the practice of the period for a
commentator to compose some kind of homage to the author of a text at
the start of his commentary, and, given the contemporaneity of the two
works and the fame of Sriputta, we would expect the identity of the
author of Plim to be known to the author of Plim-p. Therefore, if the
two authors were distinct we would expect a more elaborate reference
to the author of Plim.
Given that there appear, then, to be these three texts pertaining to
the Samantapsdik written by Sriputta, a further consideration also
naturally arises as to why one person would be responsible for three
separate works on the same text. In particular, what would be the
purpose of an autocommentary on his own text, especially given that he
had already composed a commentary (Sp-) on the full text (Sp) from
which his Plim was extracted?20 It is reasonable to assume that the
subcommentary to Sp should have provided ample opportunity to
comment on its content. In order to answer this question let us briefly
review the character of those two texts.
It has already been noted that the Lnasratthadpan is a subcommentary on the Samantapsdik. As such it contains commentary
not only on the legalistic content of the Samantapsdik, but also on
the framework stories that contextualize the rules within the Buddha’s
life. The Lnasratthadpan often contains further narrative or draws out
the narrative to explain the context or thought processes underlying
what people say or do in the main text.
The Pimuttakavinayavinicchayasagaha, as has been described
above, is a compilation of the legalistic content of the Samantapsdik
rearranged according to subject matter. As such it contains no material
not found within the Samantapsdik itself, with the exception of a few
connectives. These are added where two excerpts from Sp on a related
20The

style of Plim is quite lucid. This is in no way similar to the style of
Sanskrit krik texts, which require an autocommentary to be comprehensible.
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topic are extracted from different narrative locations. Simple connectives replace the narrative framework so that it can be used as a straightforward legal handbook that reads smoothly in complete sentences. In
order to achieve this sentences are also altered slightly. For example, in
the pabbajjvatthu the list of physical and other defects that debar
someone from ordination into the Sagha immediately precedes the rule
that a boy may not be ordained without the permission of his parents.
They are connected as follows: iti imehi pabbajjdosehi virahitopi na
bhikkhave ananuññto mtpithi putto pabbjetabboti vacanato
mtpithi ananuññto na pabbjetabbo. Here the second section of the
quotation, given unitalicized, is buddhavacana from the Mahvagga of
the Vinaya-piaka as quoted in Sp while the first section is purely
connective and the third section replaces the narrative phrase
sikkhpada paññpesi from Sp that no longer makes sense in the
narrative-free context and order of Plim. In contrast, Plim reproduces
the subsequent passage on what is meant by parental permission
verbatim from the Rhulavatthukath of Sp.21 The sections of Plim are
self-contained accounts on discrete topics of Vinaya including all the
supplementary legalistic clarification provided by Sp on that particular
subject. The material included is entirely “legalistic”. All peripheral
material such as narrative framework is excluded.22
The Pimuttakavinayavinicchayasagahassa anuttnatthadpan is
a commentary on the above handbook. It provides commentary on
terms occurring in the discussion of matters of Vinaya only. As far as I
can ascertain, its content is entirely drawn from Sp-, again with the
exception of a few connectives. So, where a passage of Sp- comments
on the purely legal matters found in Sp, it is included in Plim-p, but

21PTS

edition pp. 1011–12 .
my reading of this text so far I have found all passages, other than the
connective phrases, in either the Vinaya-piaka or the Samantapsdik. Von
Hinüber observes, “As far as this can be ascertained at present, Pim uses
only Vin with Sp. Quotations from the old Ahakath seem to be borrowed
from Sp” (1996, p. 158 § 334).

22In
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following the order of Plim. Thus Plim-p has the same relationship to
Sp- as Plim does to Sp. For example, in the pabbajjvatthu of Plim
mentioned above, Plim-p opens with a few words not found
elsewhere, then continues with :
an extract from Sp-’s commentary on pañcbdhavatthu (Sp-
B e 3.241ff. ; Plim-p, Paññsra ed., pp. 69–70);
a single sentence from Sp- on rjabhadivatthu (Sp- Be
2.122 ; Plim-p, Paññsra ed., p. 70, lines 29–30);
a short extract from Sp- on dhaniyavattthu (Sp- Be 3.243 ;
Plim-p, Paññsra ed., pp. 70–71) ;
a page from Sp-’s hatthachinndikath, identified as such
(Sp- Be 3.204 ; Plim-p, Paññsra ed., pp. 71–72);
Sp- on the pa akavatthu, introduced as the abhabbapuggalakath (Sp- Be 3.257 ; Plim-p, Paññsra ed., p. 72);
Sp- on the ubhatobyañjanakath (Sp- Be 3 . 262 ; Plim-p,
Paññsra ed., pp. 72–73), etc.
This continues right up to the final sentences of the chapter, which
come from the anpucchvara avatthu (Be 3.256, Paññsra ed., p. 84),
with the exception of the last few words: sesam ettha suviññeyyam eva.
The order of these extracts parallels the order of the extracts of Sp in
Plim.
We can conclusively state then that the content of Plim-p is by
Sriputta. Given that Plim is a rearrangement of the Samantapsdik
attributed to Buddhaghosa, and contains no original material by
Sriputta, and that Plim-p is a rearrangement of the material in Sp-, it
is perhaps inappropriate to refer to Plim-p as an “autocommentary”.
The referent of the third person used in it is Buddhaghosa, the ascribed
author of the Samantapsdik from which Plim is extracted. While it
is possible that a scholar other than Sriputta made this rearrangement,
this seems unlikely given the features of the opening verse and
colophon discussed above.
In composing or compiling these three Vinaya texts, Sriputta
makes the Samantapsdik more accessible in three very different
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ways, serving quite separate purposes. With the first he provides a full
commentary on Sp. With the second he extracts and rearranges the
Vinaya material of Sp into a systematic handbook. With the third he
extracts and reorders the commentary on Sp, including only what is
relevant to the terminology of the Vinaya material included in Plim,
and following its order. For understanding matters of Vinaya it is Plim
and Plim-p that are most accessible.
Finally, what, if any, is the relationship between Plim-p and the
Vinaylakrak (Plim-n), written by Tipiaklakra in
seventeenth-century Burma ? Vinaylakra is a revised commentary on
Plim rather than a completely new composition, for it uses Plim-p
fully, following its order throughout, even where the borrowing is not
explicitly identified as such. In places it shortens Plim-p, typically by
leaving out the quotation marker ti and the attributions to earlier
commentaries that Sriputta had provided. Its inclusion of slight
differences from Sp- found in Plim-p means that it is drawn from
Plim-p directly, rather than being a fresh extraction from Sp-. The
Vinaylakrak relies far more heavily on Plim-p than one would
anticipate from its opening verses, where the author states that he has
taken the essence from various older ks : ñnsatthehi sramdya.
However, the text supplements Plim-p in two significant ways. 23
Firstly, it provides grammatical analysis of terms found in Plim.
Secondly, it includes lengthy extracts from Kassapa’s Vimativinodan.
The Vimativinodan is slightly later than Sriputta’s works, and often
rejects his opinions.24 It is where the Vimativinodan offers a different
interpretation from that of Sriputta that it is included in
Vinaylakrak.
From the usage of Plim-p in Plim-n we can see that it was
exported to Southeast Asia, as were many other works by Sriputta, and
23My

description of the Vinaylakra is based only on a full reading of the
pabbajjvatthu as well as short sections from throughout the text, so there may
be further significant features and source texts not observed here.
24von Hinüber, 1996 § 338.
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continued to be preserved there at least as late as the seventeenth
century. From that time on, its contents were largely preserved in the
Vinaylakrak, as well as, of course, remaining embedded piecemeal in Sp- from which it was extracted.
Kate Crosby
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The Canonicity of the Netti and Other Works
In her book The Pali Literature of Burma 1 Mabel Bode has the following statement:
Burmese tradition adds to the fifteen ancient texts of the Khuddakanikya
four other works — the Milindapaha [sic], the Suttasagaha, the
Peakopadesa, and the Netti or Nettipakaraa.

Duroiselle,2 reviewing this book, criticizes her statement:
No educated Burman, lay or monk, ever included these four works among
the Piaka books of the Khuddakanikya.…

This is a very sweeping generalization, and therefore it would be
very difficult to prove, but quite easy to disprove, which latter is my
object here.
In the introduction to the Sumagalavilsin, in the account of
the First Council, Buddhaghosa has a section on the minor books,
including the following words: 3
Jtaka Mahniddeso Claniddeso Paisambhidmaggo Suttanipto
Dhammapada Udna Itivuttaka Vimna-Petavatthu Thera-Therigth ti ima tanti sagyitv Khuddakagantho nma ayan ti ca vatv
… Dghabhak vadanti, Majjhimabhak pana CariypiakaApadna-Buddhavasesu saddhi sabbam pi ta Khuddakagantha …
ti vadanti.
“‘Jtaka, Mahniddesa, Claniddesa, Paisambhidmagga, Suttanipta,
Dhammapada, Udna, Itivuttaka, Vimna-Petavatthu, Thera-Therigth’
– having chanted together this text, having said, ‘This is named
Khuddakagantha’ …” — thus say the Dgha reciters, but the Majjhima
reciters say, “Together with Cariypiaka, Apadna, and Buddhavasa,
all that is also Khuddakagantha …”

1Royal

Asiatic Society, 1909, pp. 4 f.
of the Burma Research Society 1.1 (1911), p. 121.
3Sv I 15.
2Journal

The Journal of the Pali Text Society, Vol. XXVIII (2006), pp. 61–62
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Thus there appears to be a difference of opinion between the reciters on
whether the Cariypiaka, etc., are canonical.4
On this point, Ñbhivasa, who was Mahsagharj of Burma 5
at an early age, in his Slakkhandhavagga-abhinavak (on D I, completed, according to the closing verses, in 2345 B . E .), has this
comment:6
Cariypiaka-Buddhavasnañ c’ ettha aggahaa Jtakagatikatt,
Netti-Peakopadesdnañ ca Niddesa-Paisambhidmaggagatikatt.
And here Cariypiaka and Buddhavasa are not taken because they go
under Jtaka; and Netti, Peakopadesa, and so on, because they go under
Niddesa and/or Paisambhidmagga.

In the first half of the sentence, which is carried over from the old
k, 7 Ñbhivasa is claiming that there was no substantive difference on the contents of the Canon between the reciters: that the Dgha
reciters really did recognize e.g. the Cariypiaka as canonical, but
counted it as part of the Jtaka rather than a separate book. Similarly, in
the second half he is claiming that Buddhaghosa and all the other classical authorities considered the Netti to be canonical, but counted it as
part of the Niddesa or Paisambhidmagga when they listed the books
of the Khuddakanikya.
I think it is clear from this that Ñbhivasa considers the Netti
and Peakopadesa to be just as canonical as the Cariypiaka and
Buddhavasa.
Peter Jackson

4This

has been mentioned by various writers before, of course.
thanks to Lance Cousins for drawing my attention to this last fact.
6Introduction, Section 17, Chaha Sagyana CD-ROM, Version 3.0 (Igatpuri:
Vipassana Research Institute, 1999).
7Sv-p I 29. There are textual variations, but they do not affect my argument.
5My

Mythology as Meditation :
From the Mahåsudassana Sutta
to the Sukhåvat¥vyËha SËtra*


1. MYTHOLOGY AND THE STUDY OF THE PÓLI NIKÓYAS
The seventeenth sutta of the Påli D¥gha-nikåya, the fourth sutta of the
Mahå-vagga, is known in the manuscripts as the Mahåsudassana
suttanta or sutta (MSud).1 It tells of a king — Mahåsudassana — who
lived long ago, of his fabulous city — Kusåvat¥ — of his fabulous
possessions, of how he built a palace, entered that palace, and eventually died. In fact this king, we are told, was the bodhisatta in a distant
previous life, and his city stood on the site of Kusinårå where the
Buddha will shortly die. The whole sutta is thus a Jåtaka, which links
King Mahåsudassana, his city, and his death to the Buddha and his
death.
The language, content, and structure of the sutta make its mythic
qualities manifest.2 There is nothing here that the modern mind would
be tempted to read as history. And while two items of the technical
theory of Buddhist meditation — the four jhånas and the four brahmavihåras — feature in passing, a reader might observe that the sutta’s
thirty pages (in the PTS edition) contain no explicit mention of such
“classic” items of Buddhist teaching as the eightfold path, the four
truths, dependent origination, the five aggregates, not-self, nirvana.

*

This is a revised version of my I.B. Horner Memorial Lecture, “Meditation and
Mythology: From the Mahåsudassana Sutta to the Råmåyaˆa”, delivered at the
School of Oriental and African Studies on 19 September 2003. I am grateful to
Jens-Uwe Hartmann, Mudagamuwe Maithrimurthi and Peter Skilling for their
suggestions.
1
See D II 199.
2
cf. Waldschmidt’s (1944–48, II 341) comments on the mythic qualities of the
sutta.
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In this article I wish to pose and attempt to go some way towards
answering a simple question : what is such a “myth” doing in the corpus
of early Buddhist literature ?, or, what did those who composed it and
listened to it understand by it ?
The scholarship concerned with the Påli Nikåyas and early
Buddhist thought has paid rather less attention to the mythic and narrative portions of early Buddhist literature than it has to, say, those portions concerned directly and explicitly with the classic teachings I have
just mentioned. The reasons for this no doubt go back in part to the attitudes and assumptions that inspired the scholars of the latter half of the
nineteenth and early part of the twentieth century to devote their energies to the exploration of the Påli Nikåyas. The increasing knowledge
among western scholars of the Påli canon towards the end of the nineteenth century resulted in a feeling that knowledge of what the historical
Buddha really taught was a possibility. The Buddha as depicted in
especially the pages of the four primary Påli Nikåyas was a more historically plausible figure than that found in later and Mahåyåna sources.3
The methods and motivations of the early scholars of the Påli canon
led them to believe that if they could trim away the mythic and fantastic
from the texts, they would be left with the historical core of the
Buddha’s life and teachings. 4 This resulted in an emphasis on those portions of the canon which show the Buddha to have been a practical
teacher of ethics, moral training, and common sense — those portions
which show him as human rather than divine or superhuman. A sutta
like the Mahåsudassana Sutta which depicts the Buddha as claiming in






3

While Christian missionaries such as Gogerly (see Young and Somaratna
1996, 79–102) and scholars such as Burnouf had already by the middle of the
nineteenth century studied closely certain portions of the Påli canonical texts,
it is particularly in the works of T.W. Rhys Davids (Buddhism: Being a Sketch
of the Life and Teaching of Gautama the Buddha, first published 1877) and H.
Oldenberg (Buddha: Sein Leben, seine Lehre, seine Gemeinde, first published
1881) that we find the suggestion that the Påli texts represent especially
reliable sources for the life of the Buddha. See de Jong 1997, 22–25, 30– 32.
4
cf. de Jong 1997, 28f.
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some far distant life to have been a king who lived for 336 thousand
years5 in a city with seven walls constructed of gold, silver, and
precious gems, and with groves of palm trees similarly made of gold,
silver, and precious gems, is hardly one that a late nineteenth century or
early twentieth century scholar would adduce as evidence of the
6
Buddha’s ordinary common sense. Whether or not individual scholars
have always shared precisely such attitudes, they have nevertheless
often set the tone for the scholarly exposition of Påli Buddhist literature
and thought over the last century.
More recently some attention has been paid to some of these mythic
narrative portions. Richard Gombrich (1992), for example, has explored
the Aggañña Sutta. In significant ways, though, his approach relies on
earlier assumptions about the place of myth in the Påli canon. As early
as 1899 T.W. Rhys Davids suggested that we might see a certain deliberate humour in some of the mythic narratives of the Påli canon and in
7
particular the Aggañña Sutta. Gombrich (1992) has argued in some
detail that the Aggañña Sutta — especially in its use of nirukti or etymology — should be read as a parody of certain Brahmanical ideas and
methods rather than a literal account of how the world and society came

5

D II 196 : råjå Ónanda Mahåsudassano caturås¥ti vassa-sahassåni kumårak¥¬ikaµ k¥¬i. caturås¥ti vassa-sahassåni oparajjaµ kåresi. caturås¥ti vassasahassåni rajjaµ kåresi. caturås¥ti vassa-sahassåni gih¥-bhËto dhamme
påsåde brahmacariyaµ cari; cf. Matsumura 1988, 9 ,4– 11
6
See, for example, Almond 1988, 77–79, on the more general British tendency
in the late nineteenth century to see the Buddha as something of “an ideal
Victorian gentleman”, and Hallisey 1995 on the tendency for the early study of
Theravåda Buddhism to become effectively reduced to the search for
“original” Buddhism.
7
Rhys Davids concludes some remarks on the Aggañña Sutta (1899, 105– 107)
by commenting: “We may not accept the historical accuracy of this legend.
Indeed a continual note of good-humoured irony runs through the whole story,
with its fanciful etymologies of the names of the four vaˆˆå; and the aroma of
it would be lost on the hearer who took it au grand sérieux.” See also his
comments on the KË†adanta Sutta (1899, 160).
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into being and evolved. Reading the Aggañña Sutta as a humorous
parody allows Gombrich to accept its myth as something the Buddha
might have actually taught ; but, on his reading, as time went on the
9
Buddhist tradition failed to get the joke and ended up taking it literally.
While Gombrich’s account of the text certainly yields useful and
important insights, I think it also embodies certain questionable assumptions, the most fundamental of which might be stated as follows : it is
obvious from certain portions of the Påli Nikåyas that the Buddha was
“a reasonable sort of chap”, therefore he couldn’t possibly have meant
all that obviously unreasonable stuff about beings falling from higher
heavenly realms and the evolution of the four classes literally.10 That is,
we play off the way the Buddha is depicted in certain portions of the
canon against the way he is depicted in other portions.11 There is an
obvious danger of circularity here : we know that the Buddha didn’t
teach implausible myths because in the parts of the Nikåyas that present
his genuine teachings there are no implausible myths ; when we come
across an implausible myth it must therefore not belong to his genuine
teachings — unless, of course, it is just a joke. The problem here is that,
despite a commitment to the disciplines of objective and scientific
scholarship, as twentieth or twenty-first century admirers of much of
what the Buddha is represented as teaching in the Påli canon, we tend to
become upset when things we do not find so congenial are put in his
mouth. Yet there would seem to be no a priori reason why we should
assume that an ascetic wandering the plains of northern India in the fifth
century B.C. E . should share the same common sense and notions of
plausibility that modern scholars do. Why should the Buddha not have








8

But see Norman 1997, 159 on the problem of judging the intention that lies
behind such etymologies.
9
Gombrich 1992, 175.
10
cf. Gethin, 1992, 11.
11
cf. Gombrich 1988, 84 (with reference to the Cakkavattis¥hanåda Sutta):
“From the rest of what we know of him, we cannot think that the Buddha
believed that one day people would literally be no more than ten years old and
go hunting each other like wild beasts.”
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genuinely thought that the world and society evolved after beings fell
from the realm of radiance as described in the Aggañña Sutta, or that in
a previous life he had lived as a great king in a city made of silver, gold,
and other precious gems ? The suggestion that he did think such things
cannot just be dismissed as intrinsically historically implausible.
But whether or not the historical Buddha did teach and believe in
the myths of the Påli canon as “literal truth” — whatever that might
precisely mean — is not my main concern. 12 Steven Collins is perhaps
the single scholar who has in recent years devoted the most thought to
the mythic and narrative portions of the Påli canon in his efforts to
clarify the Theravåda Buddhist vision of happiness, ultimate and also
relative. In response to Gombrich’s suggestion that in the case of the
Cakkavattis¥hanåda Sutta (CSS) one must consider “either that the text
is apocryphal or at least it has been tampered with”, Collins makes the
following important observation :




Story motifs, especially in an oral culture, may often be found in other
combinations in other contexts ; but one must still analyse particular motifs
in particular texts, and attempt to understand those particular texts in their
given, as-redacted-to-us form.13

So, whether or not the Buddha taught a text such as MSud in the form in
which it has come down to us, the text as we have it must still belong to
a relatively early stratum of the Påli Buddhist literary tradition as a
whole, and if we want to understand that tradition and its development
we need to consider the text as we have it. Thus even if we conclude
with Govind Pande (1974, 106) that the lateness of MSud (relative to
certain suttas of the Nikåyas) is “manifest from the detailed and gorgeous descriptions that it contains of the royal city, the seven jewels,
and the ‘Dhamma’ palace”, we still need to consider what such a text
meant to those who put it together in its traditional form, and to those
who read or, perhaps better, listened to it.
12

See my comments on the problematic nature of the categories of “literal
truth” and “mythic symbol” in Gethin 1997.
13
Collins 1998, 480–81.
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As a preliminary to exploring this question it is worth reminding
ourselves that as a “mythic” text the MSud is not especially peculiar in
the context of the Nikåyas. Admittedly identifying precisely what we
might want to categorize as “mythic” is problematic ; in practice nearly
any narrative that is suggestive of a serious underlying meaning beyond
its mere recounting of events or telling of a story might have to be
considered as possessing mythic qualities ;14 and in that case, one might
argue that all the narrative portions of the Påli Nikåyas have a mythic
dimension. Nevertheless, some narratives stand out more obviously as
mythic than others. I would suggest that ten or eleven of the thirty-four
suttas of the D¥gha-nikåya are essentially mythic in content.15 By any
reckoning this is a significant proportion, and while it may be true to
say that the D¥gha-nikåya contains rather more mythic material than the
other main Nikåyas, it seems clear that mythic narrative was a
significant aspect of early Påli Buddhist literature.




2. THE PLACE OF THE MAHÓSUDASSANA NARRATIVE
IN EARLY BUDDHIST LITERATURE
Formally MSud is presented in the D¥gha-nikåya as a separate, freestanding, self-contained sutta. However, it might also be viewed as a
kind of appendix to the Mahåparinibbåna-sutta (MPari), expanding and
developing a particular section of the latter. The nidåna (and the
opening portion) of MSud already occurs within the framework of
MPari. This indicates a close connection between the two texts — a
connection that is confirmed by the various versions of MPari that
survive in Buddhist Sanskrit and in Chinese translation. In all cases, the
full Mahåsudarßana narrative occurs within the framework of the MPari

14

See, for example, the opening chapter of Kirk 1970 (1– 41) for a discussion of
the relationship of myth to religion, ritual, and folk-tale, and of some of the
problems involved in capturing the elusive qualities of “myth”.
15
KË†adanta, Mahåpadåna, Mahåsudassana, Janavasabha, Mahågovinda, Mahåsamaya, Sakkapañha, Cakkavattis¥hanåda, Aggañña, Lakkhaˆa, Ó†ånå†iya.
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narrative ; it is only the Påli MPari that does not contain the full
Mahåsudassana narrative. Nevertheless the existence of the
Mahåsudarßana narrative as a free-standing text outside the Påli
tradition is confirmed by the survival of the Gilgit manuscript of the
Sanskrit Mahåsudarßanåvadåna edited by Matsumura, and a separate
Mahåsudarßana SËtra in the Chinese translation of the Madhyamågama.17
In addition, the Mahåsudassana narrative, in part or in full, has
come down to us or is referred to in a number of other contexts. In the
Påli tradition we find a portion of it in the Saµyutta-nikåya (S III
144–47), while the sutta is referred to by name in the Cullaniddesa as a
sutta uttered by the Buddha indicating the past of both himself and
others.18 Accordingly the story is included in the Jåtaka collection (No.
95, Ja I 391–93), and also briefly recounted in the Cariyåpi†aka (Cp 75).
Looking beyond the Påli tradition we find a relatively full treatment in
the Da zhi du lun or *Mahåprajñåpåramitå-ßåstra/upadeßa, traditionally
attributed to Någårjuna (Lamotte 1949, 763–66).19


16

Bareau 1970–71, II 76. In addition to the Påli MPari we have six other versions: the Central Asian Sanskrit version (edited by Waldschmidt), a Chinese
translation incorporated in the full D¥rghågama translation (TaishØ No. 1),
three separate Chinese translations (TaishØ Nos. 5, 6 , 7 ), and a further Sanskrit
version incorporated in the recently discovered manuscript of the D¥rghågama;
it is very likely that this also contains MSud, but this is as yet impossible to
prove since this part of manuscript is still missing (Jens-Uwe Hartmann,
private communication). The Mahåparinirvåˆa narrative (incorporating the
Mahåsudarßana narrative) is also found as part of the MËlasarvåstivådin
Vinaya, surviving in Chinese and Tibetan translation; a German translation
from the Chinese is found in Waldschmidt 1951, and a partial English
translation from the Tibetan in Rockhill 1907.
17
TaishØ No. 26 (T. I 515b 3– 518c3) ; cf. Matsumura 1988, xv, xxxi.
18
Nidd II (Be CSCD) 164: bhagavå … mahåsudassaniya-suttantaµ bhåsanto
attano ca paresañ ca at¥taµ ådisati.
19
A full list of available primary textual sources for the study of the Mahåsudarßana narrative has in fact been set out by Matsumura in the introduction
to his edition of the Gilgit Mahåsudarßanåvadåna and revised edition of
Waldschmidt’s Central Asian text (Matsumura 1988, xii–xvii) ; Matsumura
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All this establishes not only the close association of the Mahåsudassana myth with the MPari narrative — certainly one of the most
important narratives of the Påli canon — but also its importance as a
narrative in its own right. Moreover, as scholars have long recognized,
certain descriptions of the Mahåsudassana narrative have clear resonances with passages that occur in a number of other contexts in Indian
Buddhist literature : the descriptions of various cities in the Mahåvastu
and Divyåvadåna ;20 the description of Amitåbha’s “pure land” in the
Sukhåvat¥vyËha, the descriptions of heavenly “mansions” in the
Vimånavatthu and its commentary.21 I shall consider the significance of
some of these parallels later, but at this point I should like to give a brief
outline of the Mahåsudassana narrative highlighting the basic similarities and some of the differences between the Påli and Central
Asian/Gilgit (CA/Gil) versions.22 While a comparison of all the available textual materials is clearly desirable these two versions seem sufficiently representative of the kinds of variation found in the different
versions of the narrative to throw the distinctive features of each narrative into clear relief.




does not mention the reference in Nidd II and had, of course, no knowledge of
the more recently discovered D¥rghågama manuscript. Lamotte 1949, 763, n.
3, erroneously notes a further independent Mahåsudarßana text, the Da zheng
qu wang jing (TaishØ No. 45), which in fact corresponds to the Påyåsi Sutta; I
am grateful to Dr Kin Tung Yit for this information.
20
Waldschmidt (1951, 305 ) cites the following descriptions: of Sudarßana, the
city of the Thirty-Three Gods, and Sudharma, the assembly hall of the gods
(Divyåvadåna 220–22), of Bhadrasilå in Uttaråpatha (Divyåvadåna 315), of
D¥pavat¥, the city of King Arcimat, the Buddha D¥paµkara’s father
(Mahåvastu I 194– 96), of Utttara, the city of the Buddha Magala (Mahåvastu
I 249).
21
As discussed by Collins 1998, 311– 14, 478 .
22
Matsumura (1988, viii–ix) concludes that the often verbatim coincidence
between the Mahåsudarßana narrative embedded in the Central Asian manuscript of MPari and the Gilgit manuscript of the Mahåsudarßanåvadåna means
that we can treat them as essentially a single version.
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The narrative opens with the Buddha lying between the two sal trees at
the time of his death.24 Ónanda urges him not to die in a small insignificant town like Kusinårå (Kußinagar¥)25 but in an important city. The
Buddha responds by informing Ónanda that Kusinårå was once the
royal city (råjadhån¥) of a great king, Mahåsudassana, and called
Kusåvat¥/Kußåvat¥, although in the CA/Gil version the person of the
king is not introduced until later, after the initial description of the
city.26 He is introduced abruptly, as if he had already been mentioned,
when we are told that he arranged for girls to hand out food, etc., at the
city’s lotus ponds. The formal introduction comes some lines later.27
The Buddha proceeds to describe the city. It was twelve leagues in
length on its eastern and western sides ; seven on its northern and southern.28 In the Påli version the city is likened to Ó¬akamandå, the city of
the gods. We are told that it was filled with the ten sounds (a detail that


23

The Påli version has been translated into English and other European languages several times: Rhys Davids 1959, 199 –232, and Walshe 1995, 279–90
(English); Neumann 1912 (German). For a German translation of the Sanskrit
MPari, see Weber 1999, 207– 28; I am unaware of any English translation.
24
The Påli version explicitly states this at the opening of MSud (D II 169,2– 3) ;
in the MPari narrative the Buddha has lain down between the sal trees at an
earlier point, see D II 136 and Waldschmidt 1951, 294.
25
The first time a proper name or term occurs that is common to the Påli and
Sanskrit texts I give the Sanskrit in brackets; thereafter I give only the Påli
unless referring specifically to the Sanskrit text.
26
Matsumura 1988, 7 ,6– 7 ( Waldschmidt 1 9 5 1 , 3 1 0) : t å s å µ k h a l u
pukariˆ¥nåµ t¥reu råjñå mahåsudarßanena kanyå sthåpitå y å a n n a m
annårthibhya prayacchaµti …
27
Matsumura 1988, 9,1 –2 (= Waldschmidt 1951, 310)  : kußåvatyåm ånanda
råjadhånyåµ råjå mahåsudarßano nåma babhËva.
28
D II 170,3– 5 : puratthimena ca pacchimena ca dvådasa yojanåni … åyåmena,
uttarena ca dakkhiˆena ca sattayojanåni vitthårena. Matsumura 1988, 3 ,2– 3:
dvådaßa yojanåny åyåmena sapta yojanåni viståreˆa.
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is given later in the CA/Gil versions where twelve sounds are
mentioned.29
The city was surrounded by seven walls made, according to the Påli
version, of gold, silver, beryl, crystal, ruby, sapphire, and all kinds of
gems. In the CA/Gil version the seven walls are made variously of just
30
gold, silver, beryl, and crystal. The city had four gates made of gold,
31
silver, beryl, and crystal. At each gate there were seven pillars also
made of gold, silver, beryl, crystal, ruby, sapphire, and all kinds of
gems. These pillars are three times the height of a man in circumference
and four times that of a man in height.32 CA/Gil has only pillars of the
29

Matsumura 1988, 7,11–15.
D II 170, 17– 21 : Kusåvat¥ Ónanda råjadhån¥ sattahi påkårehi parikkhittå
ahosi. tattha eko påkåro sovaˆˆamayo, eko rËpiyamayo eko ve¬uriyamayo eko
phalikamayo eko lohitakamayo eko masåragallamayo eko sabbaratanamayo.
Matsumura 1988, 3,3 –5 : Kußåvat¥ Ónanda råjadhån¥ saptabhi pråkårai
p a r i k  i p t å b a b h Ë v a , c a t u r v i d h a i  p r å k å r a i  s a u v a r ˆ a i råjatair
vaiËryamayai spha†ikamayai.
31
D II 170, 22 –171, 1 : Kusåvatiyå Ónanda råjadhåniyå catunnaµ vaˆˆånaµ
dvåråni ahesuµ. ekaµ dvåraµ sovaˆˆamayaµ ekaµ rËpiyamayaµ ekaµ
ve¬uriyamayaµ ekaµ phalikamayaµ. Matsumura 1988, 3,5–6  : Kußåvatyåµ
råjadhånyåµ caturvidhåni dvåråˆi måpitåni abhËvaµ sauvarˆåni råjatåni
vaiËryamayåni spha†ikamayåni.
32
D II 171,1–5 : ekam ekasmiµ dvåre satta esikå nikhåtå ahesuµ ti-porisagå
catu-poriså u b b e d h e n a . e k å esikå sovaˆˆamayå e k å rËpiyamayå ekå
ve¬uriyamayå ekå phalikamayå ekå lohitakamayå ekå masåragallamayå ekå
sabbaratanamayå. Rhys Davids (1959, 200) translates E e’s ti-porisagå catuporiså ubbedhena as “in height as three times or as four times the height of a
man” and is followed in this by Walshe (1995, 280). But this must be wrong
and the commentary (Sv II 616) is surely right here in explaining tiporisagå
as tiporisa-parikkhepå. Other editions (Be, C e, S e) of the Påli text have
tiporisagå tiporisanikhåtå dvådasa poriså ubbhedhena : “three times the
height of a man in circumference, set into the ground to a depth three times the
height of a man, and in height twelve times that of a man”. Interestingly this
seems closer to the Mahåvastu’s description of the royal city of D¥pavat¥, the
city of D¥paµkara’s father Arcimat, than to the CA/Gil Mahåsudarßana SËtra.
The Mahåvastu’s D¥pavat¥ is described in very similar terms to Kusåvat¥, and
in front of its gates there were pillars “which were embedded in the ground to
the depth of three men’s lengths, were three men’s lengths in circumference
30
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four precious substances at the gates, in height seven times that of a
man, and set into the ground to a depth three-and-a-half times the height
of a man.33 The CA/Gil version (Matsumura 1988, 3, 9–11) adds that the
city was surrounded by seven moats lined with bricks (i†ikå) of the four
precious substances.
The city was also surrounded by seven rows of palm trees made of
the seven precious substances. The trunks being of one substance and
the leaves and fruits of another — apart from the trees of all kinds of
gems which have trunks, leaves, and fruits of all kinds of gems. When
stirred by the wind the trees made a lovely sound prompting those in the
city who were revellers and fond of drink to dance round. According to
the CA/Gil version the seven rows of trees were made, once again, of
just the four precious substances, but with the same variation : the
leaves, flowers, and fruits of the gold trees are silver, etc., mutatis
mutandis.
The Påli version continues with a long account (D II 172,6–178,20)
of Mahåsudassana as a cakkavattin and of his seven treasures (the
wheel, elephant, horse, gem, woman, treasurer, adviser) and of his four
iddhis (good looks, long life, good health, popularity).
At this point in the narrative, the CA/Gil has still to introduce King
Mahåsudarßana, and when it finally does, he is not given the title of
cakravartin. We are told only that he possessed the seven treasures
(which are simply listed). It is perhaps worth noting, though, that when
Mahåsudarßana’s six categories of 84,000 possessions are later listed,


and twelve men’s lengths in height” (Mahåvastu I 196 : tripauruanaikhånyåni tripaurua-parigohyåni dvådasa-pauruå udvedhena).
33
Matsumura 1988, 3,6– 8 ( Waldschmidt 1951, 306)  : teu khalu dvåreu
caturvidhå i†ikå måpitå abhËvaµ sauvarˆå råjatåni vaiËryamayå
spha†ikamayå sapta-pauruå ardha-caturtha-pauruå ca nikhåtå. The reading
i†ikå seems problematic and appears to have been restored from i(-)kå in the
mss; Matsumura 1988, 3,7 (following Waldschmidt 1951, 306) gives i(†i)kå.
MW records i†akå in the sense of “brick” and i¥ka in the sense of “reed”,
while BHSD gives iika/iikå in the sense of “sign-post”; Mahåvastu I 196,1
has iikåni in this context. BHSD gives aiikå as equivalent to Påli esikå (cf.
CPD s.v.).
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four of them are connected with the treasures : the chief woman is
referred to as the woman treasure (str¥-ratna), the chief prince as the
adviser treasure (pariˆåyaka-ratna), the chief elephant as “the king of
elephants Upoatha”, the chief horse as “the king of horses Vålåha” (the
elephant and the horse treasure in the Påli version are called respectively Uposatha and Valåhaka). The CA/Gil version does give an
account of the king’s four ¤ddhis similar to the Påli, but in a different
order.
We are next told how Mahåsudassana decided to build lotus ponds
among the palm trees with tiles of four precious substances. The lotus
ponds have four flights of stairs made of four precious substances ; the
gold stairs have (a banister) with gold uprights and silver cross bars and
handrail, etc. The ponds were surrounded by two railings with gold
uprights and silver cross bars and handrail, etc. The CA/Gil (having not
yet introduced the king) simply describes these lotus ponds in broadly
similar terms.
Mahåsudassana then had various kinds of lotuses grown in the
ponds. He provided bath attendants and dåna consisting of food, drink,
clothing, transport, beds, wives, and money. In the CA/Gil version
again the lotuses are simply stated as growing in the ponds, though
curiously, as I have noted, when it comes to the account of the lotus
ponds as places for distribution to the needy, Mahåsudarßana is abruptly
introduced : he had girls hand out food, drink, clothing, and garlands,
etc. And it is at this point that the CA/Gil version mentions how those
who were fond of drink and wanted to enjoy themselves came and did
so among the palm trees. Immediately after this the CA/Gil formally
introduces Mahåsudarßana and describes him as possessing the seven
treasures and four ¤ddhis.
Brahmans and householders next approach the king and offer him
money which he refuses. Considering it unfitting to take the money
back, they offer to build the king a dwelling (nivesana) ; he accepts.
Sakka learns of Mahåsudassana’s intentions and instructs Vissakamma
to build a “palace of d h a m m a ” (dhamma-påsåda) ; Vissakamma
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approaches the king who accepts his offer. We are not told where he
builds the palace.
In the CA/Gil version town and country folk offer the king valuables which he turns down. They do not want to take the valuables back
and so make a pile of them before the king, who then decides to use the
wealth to build a dharma-pråsåda. A great number of princes hears of
Mahåsudarßana’s wish and offers to build the palace for him. The king
at first turns them down, but when eventually they prostrate themselves
before him, he accepts, and they build the Dharma Palace to the east of
Kußåvat¥ (pËrveˆa Kußåvatyå dharmaµ pråsådaµ måpayaµti).
A detailed description of the palace follows. While there are some
variations in detail there is also substantial agreement between the Påli
and CA/Gil versions. The Palace is one league by half a league (one, in
the CA/Gil version) ; it has columns, boards, and staircases all made of
the four precious substances ; it has 84,000 upper rooms with couches
again made of the four precious substances ; at the doors of the chambers there are palm trees of the four precious substances. The manner
and detail of the description match closely the manner and detail of the
description of the city as a whole : thus, in the golden room there is a
couch of silver, and outside there is a tree with a trunk of silver and
golden leaves and fruit.
The Påli version mentions a central room, “the room of the great
array” (mahåvyËha-kË†ågåra-). Presumably the epithet mahåvyËha is
intended to indicate that this particular room occupies the central position in the arrangement of rooms, perhaps also suggesting that it affords
some kind of view over the whole arrangement of rooms and palace.34








34

The word v(i)yËha is rare in the Nikåyas; it is used at D I 6, 65 in the sense of
the array of an army (senåvyËha). In the Vinaya it occurs in the sense of a culde-sac, or enclosed space of some sort (Vin IV 271 : vyËhaµ nåma yen’ eva
pavisanti ten’ eva nikkhamanti); this usage is also found at S V 369, 371 in the
expression sambådha-vyËha (Spk III 287 : sambådha-vyËhan ti vyËhå vuccanti
avinibbiddha-racchåyo, yå pavi††ha-maggen’ eva niggacchanti). Thus it might
be possible to interpret mahåvyËha-kË†ågåra- as “the room [at the end] of the
great avenue” depending on how we imagine the arrangement of the palace;
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At the door of this room of the great array the king has a grove of
golden palm trees made.
The king next decides to build a Dhamma Pond (dhammå
pokkharaˆ¥) in front of the Dhamma Palace which is described in detail
and in terms similar to those used of the earlier lotus ponds. In the
CA/Gil version it is the 84,000 princes who take the initiative in building the Dharma Pond (dharm¥ pukariˆ¥) ; these princes also establish a
“Dharma Grove” (dharma-tålavana) in front of the pond.
Having seen to the needs of various ascetics and brahmans the king
himself then enters the palace. Inside the palace the king practises the
four jhånas followed by the practice of friendliness, compassion, sympathetic joy, and equanimity — or, in the CA/Gil version, just the first
dhyåna at this point, and some time later the four brahma-vihåras.
We are then told how it occurs to the king’s wives that they have
not seen the king in a long, long time, and so they decide that they
should pay him a visit in the Dhamma Palace. At the sound of the great
commotion caused by their arrival, the king comes out from the room of
the great array (or the Dharma Palace, in the CA/Gil version). The chief
queen then urges the king to arouse desire for his possessions, which are
listed as consisting of fourteen times 84,000 lots of possession in the
Påli version and six times 84,000 lots in the CA/Gil version. At this the
king is not pleased and explains that she should be urging him to let go
of any desire he has for his possessions. She duly complies. In the Påli
version the king promptly dies and is reborn in the Brahmå world, while
in the CA/Gil version the king now practices the brahma-vihåras, but
his death and rebirth in the Brahmå world are then similarly described.
The story of the past is now finished, and we are returned to the
present where the Buddha announces that it was he who was King
Mahåsudassana and that he has died six times previously in this very


cf. Bollée (1989), pp.143–49. The word v(i)yËha is used in the title of two Sn
suttas apparently in the sense of “mental disposition”.
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same place ; his imminent death will be the seventh, there will be no
eighth.35


4. THE MAHÓSUDASSANA NARRATIVE AND THE
MAHÓPARINIBBÓNA SUTTA
At this point is seems worth considering a little further the question of
the Mahåsudassana narrative’s relationship to MPari. Waldschmidt
(1944–48 I 4, II 205, 341) emphasizes that the Mahåsudassana narrative
must be seen as integral to MPari since it is common to all versions :
prima facie this suggests that the Mahåsudassana narrative should date
from a time prior to the division of the early Sagha into clearly defined
schools, that is, the third or even the fourth century B . C . E .. Yet
Waldschmidt is troubled by this conclusion since he feels that the
mythic content and style of the Mahåsudassana narrative — its similarity in style to later (unspecified) descriptions of Buddhist heavens —
are suggestive of a rather later date.
Bareau (1971, 76), none the less, suggests that we should see the
initial conversation between Ónanda and the Buddha, in which Ónanda
questions the appropriateness of the Buddha’s dying in Kusinårå, as
primary in the evolution of the MPari narrative. The Mahåsudassana


35

D II 198,24–199,3 : chakkhattuµ kho panåhaµ Ónanda abhijånåmi imasmiµ
padese sar¥raµ nikkhipitaµ, tañ ca kho råjå vasamåno cakkavatt¥ dhammiko
dhamma-råjå cåturanto vijitåv¥ janapadatthåvariyappatto satta-ratanasamannågato, ayaµ sattamo sar¥ra-nikkhepo. na kho panåhaµ Ónanda taµ
padesaµ samanupassåmi sadevake loke … yattha Tathågato a††hamaµ
sar¥raµ nikkhipeyyå ti. Rhys Davids (1959, 232) and Walshe (1995, 290) have
mistranslated this passage and have the Buddha incoherently declare that when
he died in Kusåvat¥ as a cakkavattin it was the seventh time, and there will be
no eighth time. Matsumura 47,3– 47,9: yåvad Ónando kußinagar¥ yåvaµ nad¥
hiraˆyavat¥ yåvad yamakasålavanaµ yåvan mallånaµ muku†abandhanaµ
caityaµ atråµtarå dvådaßa yojanåni såmantakena y a t r a a†k¤tva tathågatasya ßar¥ranikepo babhËva tac ca råjña katriyasya mËrdhåbhiaktasya
i d a µ saptamaµ våraµ tac c a tathågatasyårhata samyaksambuddhasya
nåham Ónanda taµ p¤thiv¥pradeßaµ samanupaßyåmi … yatra tathågatasyå†ama ßar¥ranikepa.
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narrative Bareau sees as secondary, having been added after the account
of this conversation as an explanation of why the Buddha chooses to die
in Kusinårå. Whatever the value of Bareau’s suggestion as an explanation for the initial reference to Mahåsudassana and his city, it is inadequate as an explanation of the full Mahåsudassana narrative as it has
come down to us: for example, thirty pages in the PTS edition of the
Påli text, and twenty pages in Matsumura’s edition of the Sanskrit text.
Clearly the Mahåsudassana narrative does rather more than just explain
that Kusinårå was once an important city of an important king who was
the Buddha in a previous life.
Bareau’s suggestion would initially seem to imply that the Påli
MPari, which gives only a relatively brief account of Mahåsudassana
and his city, represents a rather early stage in the development of the
MPari narrative. On the other hand, the existence of a separate MSud in
the Påli tradition might suggest a later development relative to other
versions of MPari, all of which still retain a full Mahåsudarßana
narrative framed by the MPari narrative.
Yet, despite its status as an independent text, in comparison to the
CA/Gil Sanskrit versions the content and narrative structure of the Påli
MSud seem to deliberately tie it more closely to the MPari narrative of
the Buddha’s death. Thus in the Påli version the whole dialogue
between Mahåsudassana and the queen (D II 190,23–195,29) takes place
on Mahåsudassana’s deathbed. So at D II 190,20 Mahåsudassana lies on
his right side in the lion posture, just as the Buddha has done between
the two sal trees at D II 137,16, whereas in the CA/Gil versions we are
told that he sits on a golden seat prior to talking to the queen.36 In the
Påli version, on seeing the king, the queen observes that his faculties are
bright and his complexion pure and clear ; she thus fears that he is about




36

Matsumura 1988, 37 ,3 ( Waldschmidt 1951, 342) : sauvarˆe bhadråsane
niaˆˆa.
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37

to die. This echoes the episode in MPari when Ónanda observes that
the Buddha’s complexion is pure and clear, and the Buddha announces
to Ónanda that this indicates he will die that very night (D II
133 ,30 –134 ,14 ). In contrast, while the CA/Gil version also tells us
something about the king’s senses at this point, it is that he lowers his
eyes and averts them fearing that the presence of so many women in all
their finery will provoke desire in him, whereupon the queen wishes
that the king were not so uninterested in them.38 Again in the Påli
version when the king instructs the queen how to address him, his
instructions are explicitly related to his imminent death :


At these words King Mahåsudassana said to Queen Subhaddå: “Lady,
for a long time you have spoken to me with words that are welcome, dear
and agreeable, but now in these last hours you speak to me with words that
are not welcome, not dear, disagreeable.”
“Then how should I speak to you, lord?”
“Lady, speak to me like this: ‘Lord, you should not die with longing.
Unhappy and unfortunate is the death of one who dies with longing.’ ”39

As we shall see, in the CA/Gil version the king’s instructions are
couched in more general terms without specific allusion to the king’s
imminent death. In the Påli version we are told that soon after his con37

D I I 1 9 0 ,24– 2 6  : a t h a k h o Ó n a n d a Subhaddåya deviyå e t a d ahosi:
vippasannåni kho rañño Mahåsudassanassa indriyåni, parisuddho chavivaˆˆo pariyodåto, må h’eva kho råjå Mahåsudassano kålam akås¥ ti.
38
Matsumura 1988, 35,5–37,2 ( Waldschmidt 1951, 342): adråk¥d råjå mahåsudarßano … sarvås tå striya p¥tavastramålyåbharaˆå p¥tånulepanå. d¤†vå
ca punar asyaitad abhavat atirañjan¥yo bata måt¤gråma iti viditvå indriyåˆy
utkipati. adråk¥t str¥ratnaµ mahåsudarßanam indriyåˆy utkipantaµ. d¤†vå
c a punar asyå etad abhavad yathå khalu devo ’smån d¤†vå indriyåˆy
utkipati, må haiva devo ’småbhir anarthiko bhaviyat¥ti.
39
D II 192,10–20 : evaµ vutte Ónanda råjå Mahåsudassano Subhaddaµ deviµ
etad avoca: d¥gha-rattaµ kho maµ tvaµ devi i††hehi kantehi piyehi manåpehi
samudåcarittha. atha ca pana maµ tvaµ pacchime kåle ani††hehi akantehi
appiyehi amanåpehi samudåcaras¥ ti. – k a t h a ñ c a r a h i taµ d e v a
samudåcaråm¥ ti – evaµ kho maµ tvaµ devi samudåcara: … må kho tvaµ
deva såpekho kålam akåsi. dukkhå såpekhassa kåla-kiriyå, garahitå ca
såpekhassa kåla-kiriyå.
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versation with the queen, the king died, whereas in the CA/Gil version
the king returns to his Dharma Palace (dharma-pråsåda) to practice the
four brahmavihåras (Matsumura 1988, 42–44). We are then told in the
form of a general statement that as a result of developing the four
brahmavihåras and his persistent practice of them (tadbahulavihår¥),
Mahåsudarßana was born in the Brahmå world. 40
In the Påli recension we thus have presented as an independent
sutta a text that is, however, closely and self-consciously tied to the
MPari narrative ; while in the CA/Gil Sanskrit recension we have a text
that is rather less closely tied to the MPari narrative, nevertheless firmly
embedded in that narrative. This complicates our understanding of the
relationship between MPari and MSud. The basic question is whether
we should view the MSud as originally a separate narrative that has
subsequently been incorporated in the MPari, or as originally a minor
episode in the MPari narrative that gradually grew and expanded until it
outgrew its MPari frame and attained the status of a separate text in its
own right.
Matsumura (1988, xxx–xxxi) has little doubt that the independent
Påli MSud and the Chinese Madhyamågama MSud have been extracted
from their original context within the MPari. Part of the evidence
Matsumura adduces is the correspondence between the Mahåsudassana
portion of MPari (D II 146,10–147,11) and the opening of the MSud (D
II 169 ,8 –170 ,16 ). This “proves”, claims Matsumura, that the whole
Mahåsudassana story had once been placed there. It is worth noting,
though, that (pace Matsumura) the two passages do not show word-forword agreement. At D II 146,23 (MSud) Mahåsudassana is described as
cakkavatt¥ dhammiko dhamma-råjå, while at D II 169,18–19 (MPari) he
is described instead as khattiyo muddhåvasitto. The difference would
appear to be quite deliberate. In MSud the narrative requires that he is
not described as a “wheel-turning king” at the beginning, since he only


40

Matsumura 1988, 45,9– 11 : atha råjå Mahåsudarßanaß caturo bråhmåµ
vihåråµ bhåvayitvå kåmeu kåmacchandam p r a h å y a tadbahulavihår¥
brahmalokasya svabhåvatåyåm upapanna.
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becomes such later. In MPari, where the story of his becoming a
wheel-turning king is not related, he can be summarily introduced as
cakkavatt¥ dhammiko dhamma-råjå. What this shows, once again, is
that this portion of MPari and MSud has been carefully edited.
At a certain level the fundamental association between MSud with
MPari seems firm : the name of Mahåsudassana’s city, Kusåvat¥/
Kußåvat¥, clearly echoes Kusinårå/Kußinagara, the place of the
Buddha’s death. Yet the association of a particular literary narrative
with a particular period of or episode in the Buddha’s life does not
mean that its literary development as a text is tied to the literary
development of all other narratives associated with that same period or
episode. Indeed, in addition to the MSud narrative, a number of other
episodes that constitute the MPari narrative appear elsewhere in the
Nikåyas as independent suttas,42 and it seems likely that at least some
of these developed and circulated as independent narrative units prior to
— or even at the same time as — being incorporated in the extended
MPari narrative.
It seems to me probable then that MSud developed as an independent narrative outside the context of MPari, yet always associated with
the episode of the death of the Buddha through the name Kusåvat¥. That
this is so is indicated by the simple fact that the Påli D¥gha-nikåya and
the Chinese Madhyamågama preserve an independent text, and by the
fact that, even while being incorporated in MPari, the CA/Gil version of
MSud, as we have seen, remains less integrated with the MPari
narrative framework in comparison to the Påli version.
Moreover the notion of a free-standing independent sutta/sËtra
seems to have remained somewhat loose during the formative phase of


41

D II 172,12–17: sutaµ kho pana m’ etaµ : yassa rañño khattiyassa muddhåvasittassa tadahu ’posathe paˆˆarase s¥saµ nahåtassa uposathikassa uparipåsåda-vara-gatassa dibbaµ cakkaratanaµ påtubhavati … so hoti r å j å
cakkavatt¥ ti.
42
Rhys Davids tabulated the parallels between MPari and other parts of the
Nikåyas almost a century ago (1954, 71–72) pointing out that something like
two thirds of the text of MPari is found elsewhere in the Nikåyas.
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Buddhist literature. Thus the Gilgit manuscript of the bhaiajya-vastu of
the MËlasarvåstivådin Vinaya refers the reader to “the Mahåsudarßana
SËtra in the D¥rghågama in the section of six sËtras” for the full text ;43
the recently discovered Sanskrit manuscript of DÓ, which appears to
belong to the (MËla-)Sarvåstivådins, possesses an initial section precisely entitled the “section of six sËtras”. The final sËtra of this section
is the Mahåparinirvåˆa SËtra, and the section contains no separate text
of the Mahåsudarßana SËtra. This suggests that even when the Mahåsudarßana narrative was presented embedded in the MPari framework, it
could be thought of as a free-standing, separate sËtra/sutta. 44
In suggesting that the Mahåsudassana narrative developed as an
independent narrative I am not suggesting that, in preserving a version
of that narrative as an independent text, the Påli tradition has necessarily
preserved a more “authentic” version closer to some hypothetical original. In fact, in certain respects, if the Mahåsudassana narrative did
evolve independently from the MPari context, the Påli version might be
seen as representing a relatively advanced stage in so far as elements in
its narrative seem to have been deliberately developed as counterpoints
to the narrative of the Buddha’s death. The CA/Gil version despite
being embedded in the MPari context still retains more of the character
of a separate piece. There are perhaps other indications of the more
developed character of the Påli version : its tendency to talk of seven
rather than four precious substances, as well as its enumeration of
Mahåsudassana’s possessions as consisting of fourteen, rather than just
six, sets of 84,000. And yet, we need to note that the CA/Gil version
also in places shows evidence of additions and development in relation
to the Påli : thus the CA/Gil adds the detail that the city of Kußåvat¥ is
surrounded by seven moats (parikhå) in addition to seven walls
(Matsumura 1988, 3,9–11 ) ; it speaks of the city as being filled with








43

Matsumura 1 9 8 8 , 131 ,6–7 : vistareˆa mahåsudarßanasËtraµ d¥rghågame
a†sËtrikanipåte .
44
cf. also the discussion at Matsumura 1988, xxxiv.
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twelve rather than ten sounds ; it mentions the making of the “Dharma
Palm Grove” in addition to the Dharma Palace and Dharma Lotus
Pond.46
I noted above how Waldschmidt was forced to the conclusion that,
since all versions of MPari are associated with a substantially similar
Mahåsudassana narrative, the substance of that narrative must belong to
a relatively early period — the third or even the fourth century B.C. E.
— and yet, because of its mythic style, he was troubled by that
conclusion. In response, Bareau (1971, 76) has proposed that this
substantial agreement might be seen instead as evidence of later
borrowing among the ancient schools of Buddhism. Bareau’s
suggestion is echoed by the more recent arguments of Schopen about
dating early Buddhist sources. Schopen (1985, 23–30) argues that
strictly we must date the Påli Nikåyas as we have them to the period of
the composition of the Påli commentaries in “the fifth to the sixth
centuries C . E.”, since these provide the earliest incontrovertible
evidence for the existence of the Nikåyas in the form in which they
have come down to us.47 Yet there are other forms of evidence to do
with the development of Buddhist doctrine and Indian material culture,
for example, that Schopen chooses to ignore. Elsewhere (1995, 475)
Schopen complains that to treat the various canonical Vinayas as close
in time to the lifetime of the Buddha is to conclude that “Buddhist
monasticism had little or no real history or development, since by this
argument monasticism appeared fully formed at the very beginning”.
Significantly there are grounds for concluding that the Påli Vinaya is a
more recent document than the four primary Påli Nikåyas.48 And to


45

cf. D II 170,11–16 and Matsumura 1988, 7 ,11–15.
Matsumura 1988, 25,1 3 – 1 4 : pukariˆyå puraståd dharmaµ tålavanaµ
måpayaµti.
47
Similarly the Ógamas cannot strictly be dated earlier than their translation
into Chinese beginning in the second century C.E., and the date of the various
manuscript fragments.
48
v. Hinüber 1996, 26 : “Buddhist literature can be compared to the material
culture in ancient India, which shows, e.g., that the cultural environment of the
46
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insist on a date of the fifth or sixth century for Påli Nikåyas is similarly
to deny any real history or development for early Buddhist literature
and doctrine. In terms of doctrinal development the four primary
Nikåyas are clearly older than certain texts of the Khuddaka-nikåya and
the texts of the Abhidhamma Pi†aka, which in turn are clearly older than
the Påli commentaries.
In the present context perhaps it is Waldschmidt’s (and Bareau’s)
difficulty with mythic style as a feature of relatively early Buddhist
texts that needs to be questioned. The style of Indian literature that
predates or is contemporary with early Buddhist literature — the Vedas,
Bråhmaˆas, Óraˆyakas, and earliest Upaniads, for example — does not
suggest that the mythic or exaggerated numbers were alien literary
motifs.
The issue of the origin and development of MSud — of whether we
should view the MSud as originally a separate narrative that has subsequently been incorporated into the MPari, or as a minor incident that
gradually grew and expanded until it outgrew its MPari frame and
attained the status of a separate text in its own right — is not the main
concern in the present context. The MSud is clearly an important narrative of early Buddhist literature: what is it doing ? I want to consider
this question primarily by reference to the Påli version and Buddhaghosa’s commentary, but also by reference to the CA/Gil version.49




5. THE INTERPRETATION OF THE MSUD
The Påli and CA/Gil versions are very similar in basic structure and
contain the same basic elements, although each orders these slightly
differently in places and has its own distinctive narrative emphasis. As
we have seen, the Påli is more closely tied to the narrative of the
first four Nikåyas of the Sutta-pi†aka is markedly older than that of the
Vinaya-pi†aka.”
49
In what follows I refer to the page and line number of Matsumura’s revised
edition of Waldschmidt’s Central Asian Sanskrit text, quoting Matsumura’s
Sanskrit text without any of his critical apparatus.
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Buddha’s death than the CA/G version. The Påli narrative is thus more
clearly and poignantly tied to the impermanence and passing of things.
while in the CA/Gil version the dialogue between Mahåsudarßana and
his chief queen is not so specifically related to death.
So what are we to make of this myth ? Nineteenth- and early
twentieth-century scholarship was often concerned with the question of
origins. T.W. Rhys Davids thus commented in his introduction to his
translation that the Mahåsudassana “legend is nothing more nor less
than a spiritualized sun myth”.50 But he immediately goes on to say (p.
197) that even if this is so, “it is still essentially Buddhistic”. Jean
Przyluski posited Babylonian influences on Buddhist descriptions of the
cakravartin’s city, citing for example Herodotus’s account of the
ancient city of the Medes, Ecbatana :




[T]he city now known as Ecbatana was built, a place of great size and
strength fortified by concentric walls, these so planned that each successive
circle was higher than the one below it by the height of the battlements …
The circles are seven in number and the innermost contains the royal palace
and treasury … The battlements of the five outer rings are painted in different colours, the first white, the second black, the third crimson, the fourth
blue, the fifth orange; the battlements of the two inner rings are plated with
silver and gold respectively.51

The parallel is certainly striking, yet even if we accept such an account
as a source of the conception of Kusåvat¥, this will not help with the
question of what a text such as the MSud meant to those who actually
composed it and used it.
Texts describing kings and their ways in the Påli canon have sometimes been read as offering a Buddhist theory of kingship and society,
as providing prescriptions for how a good Buddhist king should behave,
or as providing Buddhist legitimations of kingship and political power.
Steven Collins (1998, 476–96) has recently, and rightly in my view,
50

Rhys Davids and Rhys Davids 1959, 196f. This view is presumably derived
from the work of Senart on the life of the Buddha at the end of nineteenth
century, on which see de Jong 1997, 28f.
51
Histories I 98, translated by de Sélincourt and Burn 1972, 82.
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criticized this rather narrow and literalist approach to such texts. He
attempts to unpack rather more, and suggests that they can be read as
ironical and satirical comment on kings and society from the
perspective of the ascetic renouncer.
Collins comments only rather briefly on the MSud (1998, 476–79)
and focuses most attention on the CSS, a sutta that recounts another
myth concerning a cakkavattin, or rather cakkavattins. He sums up as
follows :


CSS does not express a Buddhist social theory: it tells a witty story, by turns
pleasantly farcical and fearsomely imaginative, with some familiar doctrinal
motifs in unexpected narrative settings; the whole parable being a disbelief
suspending morality tale. (1998, 495)

While I think some of what Collins says about the CSS may apply to the
MSud, we also need to bear in mind Collins’s observation, quoted
above, concerning the need for understanding these suttas as redacted
wholes. So, for example, following Rhys Davids and Tambiah, Collins
reads the CSS account of the cakkavattin’s conquest of the world with
the aid of his wheel-treasure and the admonition to his subjects to keep
the five precepts as a parody, an ironical comment on the way in which
ancient armies and kings actually did achieve their conquests. Collins
comments :


If the Sutta were to be performed as a drama in modern dress I would have
the king as a Mafia boss along with his sons and a crowd of hit-men,
strolling calmly into opponents’ territory and asserting his power by carefully worded homilies on Catholicism and family values. (485)

While this may vividly bring out a dimension of the text that we might
otherwise miss, we must be careful. The account of the cakkavattin’s
conquest of the world with the aid of his celestial wheel-treasure is
common to both CSS and MSud, and Collins’s reading seems to me
problematic in the context of the MSud. In the MSud the cakkavattin is
Mahåsudassana, and Mahåsudassana is the bodhisatta. Can we really
read the tale of Mahåsudassana as the tale of how the Buddha in a previous life was once, as it were, a big Mafia boss who guarded his lucrative patch on the South Side ? I am doubtful and in any case think it
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possible only if we are prepared to read the MSud as a narrative of such
a Mafia boss’s reform and genuine renunciation of his former evil ways.
Moreover we should note that the cakravartin’s conquest of the world
with the aid of his celestial wheel-treasure is not recounted in the
CA/Gil version, while in the Påli version it plays a quite different role
and is rather less prominent in the narrative of the MSud than in that of
the CSS. In the Påli version of the MSud all seven treasures of the king
are elaborately described, not just the wheel treasure as in the CSS. And
significantly at one place in the Nikåyas we are explicitly told that the
seven treasures of a wheel turning king correspond to another set of
treasures, namely the seven constituents of awakening (bojjhaga) :


As a result of the appearance of a cakkavattin king there is the appearance of
seven treasures. Which seven? There is the appearance of the wheel-treasure
… of the elephant-treasure … of the horse-treasure … of the gem-treasure
… of the woman-treasure … of the master-treasure … of the advisertreasure. As a result of the appearance of a Tathågata, an arahant, a fully
awakened one there is the appearance of the seven treasures that are the
constituents of awakening. Which seven? There is the appearance of the
treasure that is the constituent of awakening that is mindfulness … of the
treasure that is the constituent of awakening that is equipoise.52

This to me is suggestive of the possibility of a certain symbolism
operating in the myth of the MSud, of the possibility that the world of
Mahåsudassana should be understood as not so dissimilar from the
world of Buddhist practice and meditation. With this in mind I want to
consider now a reading of MSud as essentially a mythic narrative of the
Buddhist path.

52

S V 99 : rañño bhikkhave cakkavattissa påtubhåvå sattannaµ ratanånaµ
påtubhåvo h o t i . katamesaµ sattannaµ. cakkaratanassa påtubhåvo hoti
hatthiratanassa. assaratanassa. maˆiratanassa. itthiratanassa. gahapatiratanassa. pariˆåyakaratanassa påtubhåvo hoti … tathågatassa bhikkhave
påtubhåvå arahato sammå-sambuddhassa sattannaµ bojjhagaratanånaµ
påtubhåvo hoti. katamesaµ sattannaµ. satisambojjhagaratanassa påtubhåvo hoti pe upekhåsambojjhagaratanassa påtubhavo hoti. The commentary (Spk III 154– 55) explains the correspondence between the cakkavattin’s
treasures and the bojjhagas in some detail ; see Gethin 1992, 182–83.
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6. MSUD AS A MYTHIC NARRATIVE OF THE BUDDHIST PATH
If one considers the MSud narrative as a whole, one might suggest that
it is basically a narrative of a journey out of this world. This aspect of
the narrative is apparent at a number of levels. First, the backdrop of
MSud is the story of the Buddha’s death, his final departure from the
world of saµsåra. Secondly, the story of Mahåsudassana’s life and
(especially in the Påli version) death forms a literary counterpoint to the
story of the Buddha’s death. But there is a third level. The narrative of
MSud also tells the story of Mahåsudassana’s withdrawal from his city
into its inner sanctum, the Palace of Dhamma — a journey from the
outer world of the city to the inner world of the Palace of Dhamma —
although in the CA/Gil version, where the Palace of Dharma is
described as situated to the east of the city, the movement is perhaps
away from the city, emphasising renunciation and the giving up of the
household life. While it is explicit only in the CA/Gil version, in both
versions the king’s entering the Palace of Dhamma effectively marks
the beginning of a life as a celibate ascetic removed from his possessions and his wives.
At the beginning of the sutta Mahåsudassana is established within
his city within his kingdom where everything is well. The first half of
the sutta emphasizes Mahåsudassana’s s¥la and dåna ; he establishes
dåna at the lotus ponds providing food and drink, etc. In the Påli
version as he enters the inner Palace of Dhamma he reflects on what has
brought him to this state : “It is as a fruit and result of three kinds of
action, namely giving (dåna), control (dama), and restraint (saµyama),
that I now have such great fortune and power.”53 The general implications of the latter two terms in the present context seem clear enough,
but the commentary spells out specific meanings : while in the Ó¬avaka
Sutta (Sn 181–92) dama means “wisdom” (paññå), here it should be
understood as keeping the observance day (uposatha-kamma) ;








53

D II 186 : tiˆˆaµ kho m e idaµ kammånaµ phalaµ, tiˆˆaµ kammånaµ
vipåko, yenåhaµ etarahi evaµ mahiddhiko evaµ mahånubhåvo, seyyath¥daµ
dånassa damassa saµyamasså ti.
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saµyama is just s¥la. If we think in terms of the division of Buddhist
practice by way of the three bases of meritorious action (puñña-kiriyavatthu),55 so far, then, we have had dåna and s¥la ; we are now going to
get bhåvanå.
As Mahåsudassana enters the Room of the Great Array he
“breathed a sigh : ‘Stop here, thoughts of sensual desire ! Stop here,
thoughts of hostility ! Stop here, thoughts of malice !’”56 If the Palace of
Dhamma is in general a place for a celibate ascetic, its innermost chambers are a place where not even thoughts of sensual desire, hostility, and
malice are allowed. The commentary is explicit: the king is entering the
house or room of meditation (jhånågåra), and such thoughts have no
place inside it.57 We are then told how the king does indeed practise the
jhånas in this meditation room : all four in the Room of the Great Array
according to the Påli version, while according to the CA/Gil version he
practises just the first dhyåna in each of the different chambers — gold,
silver, beryl, crystal.58














54

Sv II 630– 31: damasså ti Ó¬avaka-sutte paññå damo ti ågato, idha attånaµ
damentena kataµ uposatha-kammaµ. saµyamasså ti s¥lassa. This passage is
missing from the CA/Gil and some other versions but is contained in two of
the Chinese translations of the Mahåparinirvåˆa SËtra which seem to reflect
slightly different terminology (dåna, kånti/ dama, dhyåna/maitr¥) ; see
Matsumura 1988, lii.
55
D III 218 ; A IV 241–43.
56
D II 186 : mahå-vyËhassa kË†ågårassa dvåre †hito udånaµ udånesi: ti††ha
kåma-vitakka. ti††ha vyåpåda-vitakka. ti††ha vihiµså-vitakka.
57
Sv II 632: mahåviyËhan ti rajatamayaµ mahå-kË†ågåraµ. tattha vasitu-kåmo
h u t v å agamåsi, ettåvatå k å m a - v i t a k k å ti kåma-vitakka tayå ettåvatå
nivattitabbaµ, ito paraµ tuyhaµ abhËmi, idaµ jhånågåraµ nåma, na-y-idaµ
t a y å saddhiµ vasana††hånan ti, e v a µ t a y o vitakke kË†ågåra-dvåre yeva
nivattesi.
58
According to the Da zhi du lun (Lamotte 1949, 765) he practises the first,
second, third, and fourth dhyånas in respectively the gold, silver, beryl, and
crystal chambers. The translation of the Mahåparinirvåˆa SËtra included in
T.1 (= D¥rghågama) and the independent translation T. 7 mention four
dhyånas ; the other two independent translations (T. 5 and 6) refer to the
contemplation of impermanence ; the independent Madhyamågama
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The Påli commentary emphasizes the way in which the Mahåsudassana’s Palace of Dhamma is suited to the practice of jhåna by
pointing out that the king had no need for actual individual kasiˆas to
use as a starting point for his jhåna practice, since wherever he looked
sapphire served as a blue kasiˆa, gold as a yellow kasiˆa, ruby as a red
kasiˆa, silver as a white kasiˆa. 59 In the Påli version he proceeds
straight from the practice of the four jhånas to the practice of the four
brahmavihåras, though in the CA/Gil and other versions these come
later.
The palace is thus a place only for those who practice the spiritual
life, and a place where they can practise meditation. In entering the
Palace of Dhamma Mahåsudassana has left behind all his possessions :
the Påli version enumerates fourteen lots of 84,000 possessions, the
CA/Gil just six lots. But he has not put them behind him for good : they
are about to come to remind him of their existence.
Dressed in all their finery and headed by the Woman Treasure
Mahåsudassana’s 84,000 wives along with his four armies come
streaming into the Palace of Dhamma, knocking on the door of the inner
room. The king hears the commotion and comes out from the room to
tell the women that they are not to come inside. The queen then urges
him to arouse desire for all his possessions and for life. But the king
reprimands her : like all practitioners of the spiritual life he must not
cling to his possessions but let go of them, he must see them as
impermanent ; while his possessions and good fortune may have come
to him as the result of the practice of giving, control, and restraint, they
are now obstacles to his progress.








Mahåsudarßana SËtra (T. 26) again mentions just the first dhyåna ; I am
grateful to Dr Kin Tung Yit for this information.
59
Sv II 632 : pa†hamajjhånan ti åd¥su visuµ kasiˆa-parikamma-kiccaµ nåma n’
atthi. n¥la-kasiˆena atthe sati n¥la-maˆiµ, p¥ta-kasiˆena atthe sati suvaˆˆaµ,
lohita-kasiˆena atthe sati ratta-maˆiµ, odåta-kasiˆena atthe sati rajatan ti
olokita-olokita-††håne kasiˆam eva paññåyati.
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The CA/Gil version describes how when the king sees the women
he is wary lest they excite his desire and so averts his eyes and guards
his senses.60 This echoes the Buddha’s advice to Ónanda on how to deal
61
with women which is also found in some other versions of the MPari.
When the queen sees the king lower his eyes she wishes that he were
not uninterested in his wives and then urges him to arouse desire for all
his possessions.
The CA/Gil version brings out the way in which his wives are now
obstacles to his progress along the Buddhist path in a rather nice play on
words. The king says to his chief queen : while in the past you have
always acted as a friend (mitra), now you are acting as a rival
(sapatna).62 The word sapatna which comes to be used of a rival,
opponent, or obstacle in a general sense, is derived from sapatn¥, a cowife, a woman who shares her husband, which is, of course, exactly
what the Woman Treasure is ; she shares her husband M with 83,999
other women to be precise. So the attractions of life as a king outside in
the city with wives and possessions represent rivals – obstacles which
are opposed to life in the Palace of Dhamma with no wives and no
possessions. The world of the senses outside is opposed to the world of
meditation inside. And the way to overcome the opponent ? Reflect on
its impermanence and thereby lose desire for it. Both versions use the
narrative to provide its listeners with what is in effect a long, twice
repeated meditation on impermanence : first the king instructs the queen
on how she should remind him of the impermanence of his possessions








60

Matsumura 1988, 35, 4 –6  : a d r a k  ¥ d råjå mahåsudarßano dharmapråsådådhaståt sarvås tå striya p¥tavastramålyåbharaˆå p¥tånulepanå d¤†vå
ca punar asyaitad abhavat atirañjan¥yo bata måt¤gråma iti viditvå indriyåˆy
utkipati.
61
D II 141; the Central Asian version edited by Waldschmidt does not contain
this incident, but it is found in T. 1 (D¥rghågama version) and the independent
T. 7 as well as in an Ekottarågama text. See Bareau 1971, 34–35; Matsumura
1988, Chart IV.
62
Matsumura, 1988, 39,1 –2 : pËrve ca tvaµ bhagini måµ mitravat samudåcarasi
så tvaµ tarhi sapatnavat.
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and then she carries out his instructions. To quote from the beginning of
the Påli version :


We must lose and be deprived of and separated from everything pleasant and
dear. Lord, you should not die with longing. Unhappy and unfortunate is the
death of one who dies with longing.63

Or as the CA/Gil version puts it :


Short is the life of man, troubles must be endured. Do what is good! Practise
the spiritual life! There is no escape from death for one who has been born;
the moment, instant, or second when you must give up this body completely
is not known. Whatever desire … you have for your 84,000 women … give
it up, be without desire for life.64

It is worth noting here that the long and repetitive list of Mahåsudassana’s various possessions is repeated in full a total of six times in
the second half of the Påli version — a tedious repetition perhaps,
unless one takes the second half of the sutta as a deliberately repeated
meditation on the beauties and splendours of the world and crucially
their impermanence. I shall return to the question of repetitions in the
text of MSud presently.
Let me sum up this reading of MSud as a mythic narrative of the
Buddhist path. The outer city is the place for the household life ; it is in
effect the ordinary world, the world of the five senses (kåma-dhåtu).
The Palace of Dhamma is the place for the celibate and spiritual life
(brahma-cariya) of an ascetic ; its rooms are for the practice of meditation, of jhåna, and to enter them is in effect to enter the world of pure




63

D II 1 9 2 : s a b b e h ’ e v a deva piyehi manåpehi nånå-bhåvo vinå-bhåvo
aññathå-bhåvo. må kho tvaµ deva såpekho kålam akåsi. dukkhå såpekhassa
kåla-kiriyå, garahitå ca såpekhassa kåla-kiriyå.
64
Matsumura, 1988, 39,6– 11 (= Waldschmidt 1951, 346, 348) : alpaµ j¥vitaµ
manuyånaµ gaman¥ya såmparåya | kartavyaµ kußalam | caritavyaµ
brahmacaryam | nåsti jåtasyåmaraˆaµ [Waldschmidt: n a pråptajåtasyåmaraˆam] | s o ’ p i deva kaˆo lavo muhËrto na prajñåyate yatråsya
kåyasya sarveˆa sarvaµ n i k  e p o bhaviyati | y a d devasya caturaß¥tiu
str¥sahasreu str¥ratnapramukheu cchando v å j a n i t o r å g o v å j a n i t a
i†akåntamanåptvaµ vå jnitaµ tad deva prajahåtu niraveko devo bhavatu
j¥vite |
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form (rËpa-dhåtu). Having practised dåna and s¥la, the king is ready to
move from the outer city to the inner Palace of Dhamma. Here he practises the jhånas and brahma-vihåras, following which he meditates on
the impermanence of all conditioned things. This is a very straightforward and clear narrative of the Buddhist path : dåna and s¥la followed
by bhåvanå consisting of the practice of samådhi or samatha and paññå
or vipassanå. As Rhys Davids observed, this is indeed a thoroughly
Buddhistic narrative.


7. MSUD AND VISUALIZATION
One of the features of especially the first half of MSud is the pervasive
presence in the description of the various parts of the city of seven, or
just four, precious substances or colours : gold, silver, beryl, crystal,
ruby, sapphire, and all kinds of gems. These substances and colours
form the basis of the description of the city’s walls, its gates, its pillars,
its trees, its lotus ponds, and their staircases. They form the basis of the
description of the Palace of Dhamma, its staircases, its chambers, its
couches, and also its groves of trees. They form the basis of the description of the lotus pond that lies in front of the Palace of Dhamma.
Everything in the city is described as being made of gold, silver, beryl,
crystal, ruby, sapphire, and all kinds of gems in a manner that the
modern reader is tempted to characterize as simply boring. Why not just
say everything is made out of these things and move on, why dwell on it
at every possible chance ? For not only are we told that everything is
made of these seven or four precious substances, at a number of points
we are laboriously informed that trees and railings made of one
substance have leaves and fruit, crossbars and handrails, of another
substance :
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The trunks of the golden palm trees were gold, the leaves and fruits silver;
the trunks of the silver palm trees were silver, the leaves and fruits gold … 65

What is going on ? At the end of his introduction to his translation of
MSud Rhys Davids refers to the aspiration of some Mahåyånists to “a
life of happiness … in a heaven of bliss beyond the skies”. He
comments :




One of the most popular books among the Buddhists of China and Japan is a
description of this heavenly paradise of theirs, called the Sukhavåt¥-vyËha
[sic], the “Book of the Happy Country.” It is instructive to find that several
of the expressions used are word for word the same as the corresponding
phrases in our much older “Book of the Great King of Glory [= MSud].”
(1954, 198)

Some might hesitate to describe MSud so confidently as “much older”
than the Sukhåvat¥vyËha SËtra, though there can, I think, be little doubt
that the descriptions of Mahåsudassana’s city are earlier and that they
provide something of a template for the descriptions of comparable
cities in the Mahåvastu and Divyåvadåna, and of Amitåbha’s Pure
Land.
In a recent article entitled “Mediums and Messages : Reflections on
the Production of Mahåyåna SËtras”, Paul Harrison (2003) has drawn
attention to what he sees as the early or proto-Mahåyåna extension of
the mainstream practice of buddhånusm¤ti to involve the visualization
of Buddhas and their worlds — worlds which are described in texts like
the Sukhåvat¥vyËha. He comments that the descriptions of these worlds
are often long-winded and certainly rather tedious to modern sensibilities. He cites a specific example from the Sukhåvat¥vyËha SËtra which
describes at some length how the trees that grow in Sukhåvat¥ are made
of seven precious substances gold, silver, beryl, crystal, sapphire, ruby,
and emerald. The description here is elaborated in a way that echoes the
MSud description in a specific way :




65

D II 171: sovaˆˆamayassa tålassa sovaˆˆamayo khandho ahosi, rËpi-mayåni
pattåni ca phalåni ca. rËpimayassa tålassa rËpimayo khandho ahosi sovaˆˆamayåni pattåni ca phalåni ca.
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There, Ónanda, the trees made of gold have roots, trunks, shoots, branches,
flowers, and leaves made of gold, but fruits made of silver. The trees made
of silver have flowers, leaves, branches, limbs, trunks, and roots made only
of silver, but fruits made of beryl.66

It continues in similar vein ringing the changes. Harrison points out that
in the early Chinese recensions of this text this section is even more
long-winded than in the more familiar versions. It is thus potentially
even more tedious. He then suggests, however, that its tedium disappears once we understand this is a text not to be read but performed : the
listener is being provided with detailed and precise instructions for an
elaborate visualization. To quote Harrison directly :




This gives us a new way of reading the text, as a template for visualisation,
the sheer detail of which now begins to make sense. What we are left with
on the printed page resembles the wiring diagram for a television set, of
interest only to electricians, baffling and tediously complex to anyone else.
But when we “do” the text rather than read it, when we perform its
operations ourselves, it suddenly becomes a little more interesting.

Harrison tends to focus on this kind of visualization as characteristic of
early or proto-Mahåyåna meditation, yet if his intuition about this
section of the Sukhåvat¥vyËha is correct, then it should equally apply to
MSud.67 In which case we must reconsider the place of visualization in
what Harrison refers to as “mainstream” Buddhism.
66

Sukhåvat¥vyËha (ed. Muller and Nanjio), 34 ; (ed. Ashikaga): tatrånanda
sauvarˆånåµ v¤kåˆåµ suvarˆamayåni mËla-skandha-vi†apa-ßåkhå-pattrapupåni phalåni raupyamayåni. raupyamayånåµ v¤kåˆåµ rËpyamayåny eva
mËla-skandha-vi†apa-ßåkhå-pattra-pupåni phalåni vaiËryamayåni.
67
It is true that the full Sukhåvat¥vyËha passage is more elaborate, taking as its
basis seven precious substances with seven parts of a tree, but the essential
“visual” device would seem to be the sequence of different types of tree, with
different types of leaves and fruit. The CA/Gil version uses only four substances to similar effect: “the leaves, flowers and fruit of the golden palms
were silver …” (Matsumura 1988, 3,13– 5,1  : sauvarˆasya tålasya råjataµ
patraµ pupaµ phalaµ måpitam abhËt). That MSud might be understood as a
visualization is a suggestion that Lance Cousins has made in my hearing on
several occasions. The fact that both Harrison and Cousins have responded
separately to essentially the same text possibly lends weight to it.
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One obvious objection to the suggestion that MSud might be read
as a visualization is the general lack of supporting evidence : the
accounts of meditation preserved in the Nikåyas and such mainstream
manuals as the Vimuttimagga, Visuddhimagga, and Abhidharmakoßa
do not seem to provide explicit instructions for the practice of
visualization nor do they show much interest in it. Such an objection is
perhaps not as strong as it might first seem.
One problem here is defining precisely what is meant by the
English term “visualization”, a term which does not have a clear
Sanskrit equivalent. In the proto-Mahåyåna and early Mahåyana texts
68
discussed by Harrison and others the idea of visualization is largely
inferred from contexts where “recollection of the Buddha” (buddhånusm¤ti) is presented by reference to the appearance of the Buddha or
buddhas, and by accounts of practitioners mentally “seeing” (simplex
forms of the verbal roots paß and d¤ß are used) the Buddha or buddhas.
In the later esoteric Buddhism of the vajrayåna the notion of
“visualization” appears to be commonly conveyed by use of that most
universal of words for “meditation”, the causative ( vi)bhåvayati, having
as its object, for example, “an image of the Buddha” (buddha-bimba).
While other words and expressions are also used to convey the general
idea of visualization, what seems clear is that there is no specialized
word or expression in Buddhist Sanskrit texts for “visualization”. Moreover the notion of “visualization” is somewhat loose, ranging from
having some kind of vision, to deliberately cultivating a specific prescribed image. It seems worth considering the possible evidence in the
non-Mahåyåna materials of a more general interest in the visual in a
meditative context.
Certainly there is some. Harrison and Yamabe have pointed to the
accounts of buddhånusm¤ti in the Chinese Ekottarågama (which mentions the use of an image as an aid to practice) and the Mahåvastu
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See Harrison 1978, 1992; Yamabe 1999.
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(which includes some account of the Buddha’s appearance). Yamabe
(1999, 15) also cites a remarkable passage from the Central Asian meditation manual edited and translated by Dieter Schlingloff which
describes a vision in connection with the practice of mindfulness of
breathing in and out :


Moreover as he progresses with the practice of breathing in and out, the
world and his body appear made of crystal; from his head a jewelled tree
spreads out over infinite worlds. In the full-leafed branches of this tree there
appear buddhas teaching the Dharma: jewels, flowers, and lotuses of various
colours issue from their mouths in a rain that scatters across the world. The
roots of the tree, which shine like beryl and are hollow within, appear set in
a golden circle with the soles of the yogin’s feet.70

The mention of crystal, beryl, and jewelled trees with leaves and fruits
of various colours also recalls the MSud and Sukhåvat¥vyËha. In
addition Yamabe (1999, 6–12) cites the practice of contemplating a
rotting corpse as described in the Satipa††håna Sutta as an example of a
visualization from the earliest sources,71 and argues that the fuller and
more specific instructions for asubha-bhåvanå and kasiˆa practice
found in such texts as the Visuddhimagga are in fact quite close to the

69

Harrison 1978, 37–38; 1992, 219– 20; Yamabe 1999, 127– 58. Yamabe (1999,
129– 32) argues that the reference to the use of an image in Ehara’s translation
of the Vimuttimagga’s account is based on a misunderstanding of the Chinese.
70
Schlingloff 1964, 79: punar åßvåspraßvåsåt våhayata sphaikamayo loka
åßrayaß ca d¤ßyaµte | tato mËrdhna ratnamayo v¤ka anaµtå lokadhåtva
spharitvå ti†hati | tasmiµ v¤ke ghanapattraßåkhåsu buddhå d¤ßyaµte
dharmaµ deßayaµta taµmukhani¤tai
ratnapupapadmavarair
nånåvarˆair loko vyavak¥ryate | v¤kamËlåni
c a vaiËryåbhåµny
antasuiråˆi … kåµcanacakre prati†hitå d¤ßyante. My translation of this
passage follows Schlingloff’s German more closely than Yamabe’s English.
71
“Again, monks, a monk considers this body as though he were looking at a
body left in a charnel ground, one, two, or three days dead, bloated, livid, and
festering: This body is of the same nature, of the same constitution, it has not
got beyond this.” (M I 58 : puna ca paraµ, bhikkhave, bhikkhu seyyathå pi
passeyya sar¥raµ sivathikåya chaitaµ ekåhamataµ vå dv¥hamataµ vå
t¥hamataµ vå uddhumåtakaµ vin¥lakaµ vipubbakajåtaµ. so imam eva kåyaµ
upasaµharati: ayam pi kho kåyo evaµdhammo evaµbhåv¥ etaµ anat¥to ti).
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instructions for visualization of the Buddha found in the fifth century
C.E. compilation Wumen chanjing yaoyong fa.
Further examples can be cited. Sally Mellick’s work on the late
canonical Apadåna has brought to light an important passage of several
pages that quite clearly describes a visualization of a “palace” (påsåda)
carried out by the Buddha himself in terms that once more resonate with
the Mahåsudassana narrative :


Mentally I collected in full the incalculable gems in the sky and on the earth;
there on the silver ground I created (måpayiµ) a jewelled palace with many
storeys … It had colourful pillars … the first storey was of beryl … it possessed fine gabled rooms — blue, yellow, red, white, and pure black —
decorated with the seven jewels. 72

The use of the verb måpeti here — the same verb employed in MSud in
connection with the construction of the Dhamma Palace — in the sense
of “[mentally] create” is worth noting.
The Abhidharmakoßa provides a further clear example of a visualization in connection once more with the practice aßubha-bhåvanå :


The ascetic who wishes to develop [the meditation on] ugliness first fixes his
mind on some part of his own body.… Cleansing the bone at that point by
progressively visualizing73 the flesh as saturated with moisture, he sees the
full skeleton. Then, in order to extend his vision, he visualizes a second
skeleton in exactly the same way until by progressively taking in the
monastery, park, and countryside, he visualizes the earth encircled by the
ocean as full of skeletons. Then, in order to gather in his mind, he gathers in
[his vision] until he visualizes just his own skeleton.74

72

Ap 1 : åkåsa††hå ca bhËma††hå, manaså sabbam åhariµ // tattha rËpiyabhËmiyaµ påsådaµ måpayiµ ahaµ / ’nekabhummaµ ratanamayaµ … //
vicittathambhaµ … // pa†hamå ve¬uriyå bhËmi … // n¥lå p¥tå lohitakå odåtå
suddhakå¬akå kË†ågåravarËpetå sattaratanabhËsitå // My translation is
adapted from Mellick 1993, II 435–38.
73
This passage appears to employ adhi-  muc in a sense that approximates to
“visualize”; cf. BHSD s.v. adhimucyate and CPD and DOP s.v. adhimuccati
for the use of these verbs in the sense of “transform (something, acc.) by
magic into (something else, acc.)”.
74
Abhidh-k VI 1 0 a–b ( bhåya): aßubhåµ bhåvayitukåma ådito yogåcåra
svågåvayave cittaµ nibadhnåti pådågu†he lalå†e yatra cåsyåbhirati | sa
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Finally it is worth drawing attention to the description of the “sign”
(nimitta) that, according to the Påli commentaries, is seen by the successful practitioner of mindfulness of breathing in and out :


It appears to some like a star or a cluster of gems or a cluster of pearls, to
others with a rough touch like that of silk-cotton, seeds, or a peg made of
heartwood, to others like a long braid string or a wreath of flowers or a puff
of smoke, to others like a stretched-out cobweb or a film of cloud or a lotus
flower or a chariot wheel of the moon’s disk or the sun’s disk. 75

More generally the “counterpart sign” (pa†ibhåga-nimitta) associated
with the attainment of concentration is said to appear to the meditator
“like a looking-glass disk drawn from its case, like a mother of pearl
dish well washed, like the moon’s disk coming out from behind a
cloud”.76
It seems to me that these passages provide sufficient evidence of
the importance of the “visual” in the context of Indian Buddhist meditation generally. We should perhaps also consider that one reason for the
relative lack of formal instruction in “visualization” may also be that the
visual aspect of certain passages — the fact that they were meant to be
imagined and brought to life — may have been largely taken for
granted. If we conceive of these texts as being composed orally, being
transmitted orally, then the visual dimension may have come alive more

tatra måµsa-kleda-p¥tådhimoka-krameˆåsthivißodhayan sakalåm asthis a µ k a l å µ paßyati | tathaiva ca punar dvit¥yåm adhimucyate y å v a d
vihåråråma-ketra-krameˆa samudra-paryantåm p¤thiv¥m asthisaµkalåµ
pËrˆåm adhimucyate ’dhimokåbhivardhanårtham | punaß ca saµkipan
yåvad ekåm eva svåm asthisaµkalåm adhimucyate citta-saµkepårtham |
75
Sp II 427 = Pa†is-a II 500 = Vism 285 ( VIII 215) : idaµ hi kassaci tårakarËpaµ viya, maˆigu¬ikå viya, muttågu¬ikå viya ca kassaci kharasamphassaµ
hutvå kappåsa††hi viya, såradårusËci viya ca kassaci d¥ghapåmagasuttaµ
viya, kusumadåmaµ viya, dhËmasikhå viya ca kassaci vitthata makka†akasuttaµ viya, valåhakapa†alaµ viya, padumapupphaµ viya, rathacakkaµ viya,
candamaˆalaµ viya, sËriyamaˆalaµ viya ca upa††håti. Translation from
Ñåˆamoli 1956.
76
Vism 126 (IV 31): pa†ibhåganimittaµ thavikato n¥ha†ådåsa-maˆalaµ viya,
sudhota-sakhathålaµ viya, valåhakantarå nikkhanta-canda-maˆalaµ viya.
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or less spontaneously to those reciting and listening to the texts. An oral
culture may well nurture a more active visual imagination than a culture
transmitted via TV, cinema, and computer screens.
One place one might look for confirmation that MSud should be
taken as a visualization is obviously the commentary of Buddhaghosa.
It must be said that the evidence of the commentary is inconclusive. I
have already referred to one or two passages which certainly suggest
that the commentary, in places at least, read MSud as a myth of the
Buddhist path. Certainly there appears to be little if any evidence that
the commentarial tradition was interested in finding some social theory
embedded in the sutta, or in drawing lessons about how kings should
behave. While there appear to be no specific instructions about
visualization, none the less, the commentary does seem interested in the
visual dimension of MSud. So, for example, the commentary is
concerned to add further details about the city’s walls, the pillars, and
the palm trees.
The innermost and highest wall is the one made out of all kinds of
gems, and it is sixty cubits in height. However, some elders say that it is
to those standing surveying it from within that the city looks lovely,
therefore it is the outermost wall that is sixty cubits, the others being
increasingly lower ; some elders say that it is to those standing surveying the city from without that the city looks lovely, and it is therefore
the innermost wall that is sixty cubits, the rest being increasingly lower.
And some elders say that it is to those standing and surveying the city
from both within and without that it looks lovely, and it is therefore the
middle wall that is sixty cubits, and the three outer and inner walls are
increasingly lower.77 Given that Yamabe (1999, 174–79) suggests that
Sanskrit (vy)avalokayati should be seen as part of the technical vocabulary of meditative visualization, it is worth noting that the verb I have
translated above as “survey” is the Påli equivalent oloketi and that, as


77

Sv II 616.
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Yamabe himself notes, this is the verb used for surveying the initial
object in the practice of asubha and kasiˆa meditation.78
In the light of the comparison made between the nimitta seen in
meditation and a chariot wheel and the disks of the sun and moon, it is
perhaps also significant that the commentary devotes considerable space
to elaborating on the description of the wheel treasure (Sv II 617–19)
telling how some mistook its appearance as a second full moon.
Furthermore when the king sees the wheel treasure his body is suffused
with strong joy and gladness, and he gets up from his seat to look
79
through the window. Such an account recalls the uplifting (ubbegå)
and suffusing (pharaˆå) joy that according to the standard commentarial account of the attainment of jhåna arises with the attainment of
concentration and the appearance of the counterpart sign.80
The possibility of reading aspects of the Mahåsudassana narrative
as a visualization raises the possibility of a further connection with
much later Buddhist ideas and practices, namely those associated with
maˆala in the esoteric Buddhism of the Vajrayåna. In his work on
Barabuur originally published in the 1930s Paul Mus posits and
explores the possible continuities between the construction of the Vedic
fire altar, the architecture of stËpas and temples, the description of the
city of the cakravartin, and maˆalas. 81 All these constructions in their
different ways define a sacred space that is at once a diagram of the
cosmos and a point of access between the levels of that cosmos. It
seems to me that the Mahåsudassana narrative bears a rather marked
resemblance to aspects of the later accounts of maˆalas. Anthony
Tribe (2000, 227–28, 230) sums up the nature of a maˆala as a tantric
deity’s residence conceived of as a temple-palace comprising a series of
78

e.g. Vism 114 (III 119), 185–86 (VI 50).
Sv II 620 : atha råjå balava-p¥ti-påmojja-phu†a-sar¥ro pallakaµ mocetvå
u††håy’ åsanå s¥hapañjara-sam¥paµ gantvå taµ cakka-ratanaµ disvå.
80
See D I 73–74 (the canonical description of the first jhåna and its simile) and
Vism 125–6 (IV 31); 143–44 (IV 94–99).
81
See Mus 1998, 11, 105– 06, 111 –13, 265, 341– 2.
79
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concentric square courtyards with decorated gateways in the middle of
each side and the main deity enthroned at the centre ; typically a
maˆala is constructed both ritually and mentally as a visualization that
is subsequently dissolved. The narrative of MSud seems to prefigure
aspects of this in quite remarkable ways. The narrative takes the listener
from the ordinary world — an insignificant village of huts in the jungle
— to a fabulous city where a many-roomed jewelled palace is constructed to be entered only by the royal seer who follows the path of
meditation. And having given its listeners this fabulous vision, the narrative proceeds to slowly and deliberately dissolve it, bringing the
listeners back to the present: the ordinary world, the village of mud
huts. While the significance of this possible affinity between the Mahåsudassana narrative and much later tantric practice must be a matter for
speculation, it is perhaps worth in conclusion recalling certain of Mus’s
own reflections (1998, 341) :






Our interpretation of early Buddhism and Buddhism of the middle period
would indeed find useful confirmation in the facility with which it can be
applied to the late forms: for whatever may have been said about them, the
greater part of the latter have their origins in the early doctrine, or its first
specifications … [T]he stËpa of the Påli tradition with their effigies of the
Buddha, of his disciples, etc., are already illustrated maˆala: … Buddhist
Tantrism therefore invented nothing; or rather what it invented was a cipher.
It transcribed the ancient values with the help of more limited conventions.

8. CONCLUSION
To return to the question posed at the beginning of this article : what is
the Mahåsudassana “myth” doing in the corpus of early Buddhist literature ? It seems to me that, as Collins ( 1998, 495) has suggested in the
case of CSS, the text works in the first place by placing certain familiar
doctrinal and especially meditative motifs in an unexpected narrative
setting — a narrative setting that is “by turns pleasantly farcical and
fearsomely imaginative”. Thus, while I think there is undoubted humour
and wit in the MSud — especially, for example, in the account of the
king’s wives bustling into the palace to see the king — this humour and
wit is not so much satirical as simply an aspect of an entertaining nar
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rative that would have engaged a monastic audience concerned with the
celibate life.
Even if we hesitate to regard the MSud as a formal visualization in,
say, the manner of the tantric maˆala, yet its meditative and contemplative dimensions remain manifest. The slow, unhurried description of
the city with its groves of jewelled trees with tinkling bells and its lotus
ponds, of the palace with its jewelled rooms and couches, evokes an
image and sense of wellbeing and calm. The story of the king’s conversation and of his death, especially in the Påli version, is of considerable
emotional intensity : it is a story of letting go, of the passing of the
things to which we are deeply attached — the passing even of the
Buddha himself. It is thus a perfect complement to the story of
Ónanda’s weeping when it sinks in that his teacher will soon die.82 The
MSud thus has the power to move and arouse — certainly in its ancient
listeners — religious emotion in the manner so well brought out by
Steven Collins in his discussion of the Vessantara Jåtaka (1998,
497–554). It is in this sense — the sense in which, after all, the
recollections of the qualities of the Buddha, Dhamma, and Sagha are
classified as meditations (kamma††håna) in the Påli commentaries —
that we might characterize the MSud myth as a form of early Buddhist
“meditation”.
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D II 143 ; Waldschmidt 1951, 294– 96.
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APPENDIX
COMPARATIVE TABLE OF THE MSUD PÓLI AND CA/GIL
Mahåsudassana-sutta / Mahåsudarßana-sËtra
Påli version
Central Asian/Gilgit version

169,1 –3 . The Buddha is lying between the two sal trees at the time of
his death.
169,4 –15. Ónanda urges the Buddha
not to die in a small a town like
Kusinårå.
169,16– 170, 2 . Kusinårå was once
the royal city of King Mahåsudassana
and called Kusåvat¥.
[Later : 170 ,7 –11]
170, 2– 5. It was 12 Ÿ 7 leagues.
170, 7– 11 . It was prosperous, like
Ó¬akamandå, city of the gods.
170, 11–16. It was filled with the ten
sounds.
170, 17–21 . It was surrounded by 7
walls – of gold, silver, beryl, crystal,
ruby, emerald, and all kinds of gems.
170, 22–171 ,1 . It had 4 gates made
of gold, silver, beryl, and crystal.
171, 1– 5 . There were 7 pillars at
each gate made of gold, etc. (7 kinds).
[Missing.]

171, 6– 21. The city was surrounded
by 7 rows of palm trees of gold, etc.
(7 kinds); trunk–leaves–fruits variation.
171, 22–172 ,3 . Stirred by the wind
the trees make a lovely sound.
172,3 –5 . The drunkards of the city
dance to the sound.
172,6 –7 M had 7 treasures.
172, 8– 177,14. Detailed account of
M’s 7 treasures: wheel, elephant,

The Buddha is lying between the two
sal trees at the time of his death.
Ónanda urges the Buddha not to
die in a small a town like Kußinagar¥.
3,1 . Kußinagar¥ was once the royal
city called Kußåvat¥. [Mahåsudarßana
is introduced later.]
3,1 –2 . It was prosperous.
3,2 –3 . It was 12 Ÿ 7 leagues.
[Earlier: 3,1– 2]
[Later : 7,11–15]
3,3 –5 . It was surrounded by 7 walls
– of gold, silver, beryl, crystal.
3,5 –6 . It had 4 gates made of gold,
silver, beryl, and crystal.
3,6 –9 . There were pillars at each
gate made of gold, etc. (4 kinds).
3,9 – 1 1 . It was surrounded by 7
moats with bricks of gold, etc. (4
kinds).
3,12–5,3 . The city was surrounded
by 7 rows of palm trees of gold, etc.
(4 kinds); (trunk–)leaves–fruit variation.
5,3 –5 . Stirred by the wind the trees
make a lovely sound.
[Later : 7,8– 10]
[Later in brief: 9,2– 4]
[Missing.]
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horse, gem, woman, treasurer, adviser.
177, 15–178 ,20. Account of 4 iddhis:
good looks, long life, good health,
popularity.
178, 21–179 , 1 2 . M builds lotus
ponds among the palm trees with tiles
of gold, etc., flights of staircases of
gold, etc.; surrounded by two railings
with gold uprights and silver cross
bars and hand rail, etc.
179,14– 19 . M has various kinds of
lotuses grown in the ponds.
[Missing.]
179,20– 25 . M provides bath attendants.
179, 26–180 , 5 . M provides dåna:
food, drink, clothing, transport, beds,
wives, money.
[Earlier: 172,3– 5]

[Earlier: 170 ,11– 16]
[Earlier: 169,16, 172,6– 7]
[Earlier in full: 172 ,8 –177 ,14]

[Earlier: 177 ,15–178,20]

180,6 –12 . Brahmans and householders offer money to the king :
turned down.
180,13– 21. They do not want to take
the money back and offer to build the
king a dwelling (nivesana); the king
accepts.
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[Later : 9,4–13,2]

5,5 – 1 3 . There are lotus ponds
among the palm trees; similarly described.

5,13–7,2 . Various kinds of lotuses
grow in the ponds.
7,2 –5 . Various kinds of flowers
grow on the banks of the ponds.
[Missing.]
7,5 –8 . M 83 has girls hand out food,
drink, clothing, garlands and perfume.
7,8 –10. The drunkards enjoy themselves and dance among the palm
trees.
7,11– 15 . The city is filled with the
12 sounds.
9,1 –2 . Kußåvat¥ was the city of
King Mahåsudarßana.
9,2 –4 . He possessed 7 treasures:
wheel, elephant, horse, gem, woman,
treasurer, adviser.
9,4 –13,2 . Account of 4 ¤ddhis: long
life, good looks, good health,
popularity.
13,3– 12 . Town and country folk
offer valuables to the king: turned
down (Ÿ 3 ).
13, 12 –15, 8 . They do not want to
take the valuables back and make a
pile of them before the king, who
83

Mahåsudarßana is abruptly mentioned for the first time here.
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180, 22–181 ,11. Sakka hears of M’s
intentions and instructs Vissakamma
to build a dhamma-påsåda ; the king
accepts Vissakamma’s offer.

181, 12–182 ,21 . Description of the
Dhamma Palace: 1 Ÿ 12
a league,
with columns, boards, staircases,
84,000 chambers (4 kinds) with
couches (4 kinds) and palm trees at
the doors.
182,22– 28. The king has a grove of
golden palm trees made at the door of
the ‘Room of the Great Array’.
182, 29–183 , 2 1 . The Dhamma
Palace is encircled by 2 railings and 2
strings of bells.
[Missing.]

183, 22–184 ,2. When completed, the
Dhamma Palace was difficult to look
at.
184, 3– 185,21 The king decides to
build a Dhamma Pond in front of the
Dhamma Palace; described in detail.
[Missing.]

185,22– 2 6 . When the Dhamma
Palace and Pond were completed, M
saw to the wishes of well-known
ascetics and brahmans and went up
into the palace.
185, 28–186 , 1 1 . M reflects on the
actions that have led to his present
circumstances : dåna, dama, saµyama. At the door of the Room of the
Great Array he renounces thoughts of

then decides to build a d h a r m a pråsåda.
15,8–17,10. 84,000 princes hear of
M’s wish and offer to build the palace
for him; the king turns them down
three times ; finally they prostrate
themselves before the king and he
accepts.
1 7 , 1 1 – 2 3 , 1 2 . They build the
Dharma Palace to the east of Kußåvat¥ : 1 Ÿ 1 league, with columns,
boards, staircases, 2 railings, and
m o r e  ; with 84,000 chambers (4
kinds) with couches (4 kinds) and
palm trees at the doors.
[Missing.]

[Earlier (only railings): 21,11–15]

23,11– 13 . The Dharma Palace is
strewn with gold dust, sprinkled with
sandal scented water, etc.
[Missing.]

23,14–25,11. 84,000 princes build a
Dharma Pond in front of the Dharma
Palace; described in detail.
25,12 –29,2 . They build a Dharma
Grove (dharma-tålavana), and then
inform M everything is ready.
29,2– 9 . M reflects that he should
not live in the Dharma Palace immediately and so first entertains wellknown ascetics and brahmans there
and clothes each in a pair of robes.
29,9–31,2 . He further reflects that
he should not enjoy sense pleasures in
the Dharma Palace so decides to
practice the holy life in the Dharma
Palace as a royal seer with a single
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sense desire, hostility and malice.
186, 12–26. In the Room of the Great
Array seated on a golden couch he
dwells having attained the first, second, third, fourth jhånas.

186, 27–187 , 5 . He then enters a
golden chamber and seated on a silver
couch dwells suffusing the directions
with mettå, karuˆå, muditå, upekkhå.
187, 6– 188, 11 . The king’s 1 4 Ÿ
84,000 possessions are listed (first
listing).
188, 12–189 ,8. The curious incident
of the elephants.
189, 9– 190,6 . Queen Subhaddå reflects that it is long since she has seen
the king, and suggests to the women
of the harem that they should wash
their hair, put on yellow clothes and
go to see the king. She has the
Adviser make ready the fourfold
army and they all enter the Palace of
Dhamma, and stand at the door of the
Room of the Great Array.
190,7 –22 . At the noise, the king
comes out and tells the queen that she
cannot enter; he instructs a man to
bring out a golden couch; he lies
down on his right side in the lion
posture.
190, 23–192 ,9. The queen is struck
by his serene senses and clear complexion and fears he is about to die.
She urges him to arouse his desire for
his 14 Ÿ 84,000 possessions (second
listing).
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attendant.
31,3– 12. He enters the Palace; in a
golden chamber seated on a silver
couch, in a silver chamber on a
golden couch, in a beryl chamber on a
crystal couch, in a crystal chamber on
a beryl couch, he dwells having attained the first dhyåna.
[Later : 43,8– 45,8]

[Missing.]

[Missing.]
30,15–32,15. The 84,000 women of
the harem complain to the Woman
that it is long since they have seen the
king ; she informs the Adviser that
they are eager to see the king. He tells
them to make themselves ready while
he summons the king’s 84,000
princes, elephants, horses, and chariots ; they all come and make a great
noise beneath the Dharma Palace.
33,1–35,4 / 32,16–34,12. The king
asks a man about the noise; he explains. The king tells him to prepare a
golden seat beneath the palace for
him to sit on and survey the crowd.
35,5–39,1. On seeing all the women
he averts his senses. The queen sees
this and wishes the king not to be
uninterested in them. The king comes
down from the palace and sits on the
seat. The queen approaches him and
urges him to arouse desire for his 6 Ÿ
84,000 possessions (first listing).
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192, 10–194 , 7 . The king responds
that her words have always been
pleasing but that now they are not.
She asks what she should say. He tells
her that she should tell him to give up
his desire for his 1 4 Ÿ 8 4 ,0 0 0
possessions (third time).

194, 8– 195,29. The queen weeping
tells him to give up his desire for his
14 Ÿ 84,000 possessions (fourth listing).
[Earlier: 186 ,27–187,5 ]

195, 30–196 ,8. Soon after, the king
died and was reborn in the Brahmå
world: for 84,000 years he had been a
prince, for 84,000 years viceroy, for
84,000 years king, for 84,000 years a
householder practising the holy life in
the Dhamma Palace.
196, 9– 198,17. The Buddha explains
that he was M and the 14 Ÿ 84,000
possessions (fifth listing) were his; of
each of the 14 types of 84,000 possession (sixth listing) he used just
one.
198,18– 23 . The Buddha reminds
Ónanda that all conditioned things are
impermanent.
198, 24–199 , 3 . The Buddha announces that he has died six times in
this place, this is the seventh, there
will be no eighth.

39,1–41,9. The king responds that
previously she has addressed him as a
friend, but that now she addresses
him as an enemy; he calls her ‘sister’
(bhagin¥). At this she weeps and asks
him what she should say as a friend.
He tells her that she should tell him to
give up his desire for his 6 Ÿ 84,000
possessions (second listing).
41,10–43,7. The queen tells him to
give up his desire for his 6 Ÿ 84,000
possessions (third listing).
43,8–45,8 . Then the king goes up
into the Dharma Palace: in a golden
chamber seated on a silver couch, in a
silver chamber on a golden couch, in
a beryl chamber on a crystal couch, in
a crystal chamber on a beryl couch,
he dwells suffusing the directions
with respectively maitrå, karuˆå,
muditå, upekå.
45,9– 13. When the king died he was
reborn in the Brahmå world. (Details
of the four periods of the king’s life
are given at 9,4– 11 in connection with
the first ¤ddhi: during the last he was
a “royal seer”.)
45,14–47,2. The Buddha explains in
brief that he was King Mahåsudarßana.

[Missing.]

47,3–47,9. The Buddha announces
that he has died six times in this
place, this is the seventh, there will be
no eighth.

Mythology as Meditation
199,4 –7 . Closing verse : Impermanent are conditioned things! It is
their nature to arise and fall. Having
arisen, they cease. Their stilling is
happy.
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4 7 , 1 0 – 1 1 . Closing verse : That
which leads to existence is cut out;
wandering through births is destroyed ; there is now no rebirth
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Jtaka and Paññsa-jtaka in South-East Asia*
The extreme popularity of the Jtakas is expressed not only by the
large number of manuscripts in which they are recorded—whether
as complete collections or separately for the most celebrated—but
also by the frequency of their representation in Buddhist art.
Jean Filliozat1
Introduction: Reflections on Jtaka literature
The jtaka is one of the oldest classes of Buddhist literature. 2 As a
genre it is unique to Buddhism: it is not found in Jaina or Brahmanical
literature. 3 There are specific jtaka texts such as the collection of
verses included in the Theravdin Khuddaka-nikya under the name
Jtaka, or the Sanskrit Jtakaml collections, but beyond that the
jtaka thoroughly pervades Buddhist literature, whether rvakayna or

* This

is a revised and expanded version of a lecture presented at Otani
University on 18 December, 1999. I am grateful to Prof. Shingyo Yoshimoto
for his invitation to participate in the project, and to Oskar von Hinüber,
Prapod Assavavirulhakarn, Justin McDaniel, Justin Meiland, and Steven
Collins for reading through the article and offering valuable comments and
corrections. Any errors or heresies remain my sole responsibility.
1Louis Renou and Jean Filliozat, L’Inde classique, Manuel des études
indiennes, École française d’Extrême-Orient, Hanoi, 1953, § 1967. See also
§§ 1972, 1993.
2For jtaka see M. Winternitz’s entry in James Hastings (ed.), Encyclopædia of
Religion and Ethics, Vol. VII, Edinburgh, 1914, pp. 491–494 ; M. Winternitz,
A History of Indian Literature (tr. Ketkar & Kahn), Vol. II [Calcutta, 1933]
New Delhi, 1991, pp. 113–156 ; K.R. Norman, Pali Literature, Wiesbaden,
1983, pp. 77–84; Encyclopædia of Buddhism, Vol. VI, Fasc. 1 (1996), pp.
2– 23.
3There may be exceptions, such as Hemacandra, Jaina Jataka or Lord
Rshabha’s Purvabhavas (translated by Banarsi Das Jain, The Punjab Sansk.
Bk. Depot, Lahore, 1925—not seen: reference courtesy Kazuko Tanabe
through Toshiya Unebe), but this late work does not constitute a genre.
Nonetheless, further study of the past lives of Trthakaras as presented in
Jaina literature with the well-developed Buddhist jtaka literature would
certainly be welcome.
The Journal of the Pali Text Society, Vol. XXVIII (2006), pp. 113–173
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Mahyna. It does this formally, in the sense that stories of past births
are related or alluded to in S tras—whether rvakayna or
Mahyna—and in Vinayas. It does this ideologically, in the sense that
a career spanning many lives in which one is linked to past and future
Buddhas is a presupposition and a precondition of Buddhist practice.
In the mainstream of Buddhism, the past lives during which
kyamuni fulfilled the perfections are taken for granted.4 Accounts of
these past lives, the jtakas, are an essential part of kyamuni’s
bodhisattva career. As such they are inseparable from the biography of
the Buddha, as may be seen in the Jtaka-nidna, in the Mahvastu, or
in Chapter 1 3 of the Lalitavistara. 5 Narrations of or references to
jtakas abound in Mahyna s tras. The Bhadrakalpika-s tra alludes to
many jtakas in its exposition of the perfections, and jtakas are an
integral part of the Suvaraprabhsa, an early and important Mahyna
s tra. Fifty jtakas are summarized in verse in the R raplaparipcch-s tra.6 The long recension of the Prajñpramit texts
contains an interesting disquisition on the animal births of the
bodhisattva from the point of view of prajñpramit thought. 7
Examples from the texts of the rvaka schools are given below.
The Commentary on the Discourse on the Ten Stages, preserved
only in Chinese translation and attributed to Ngrjuna, gives a list of
Great Bodhisattvas to be contemplated. The first twenty-one (preceding
Maitreya, no. 22) are names of kyamuni during his previous lives, his
4By

mainstream I mean the common tradition, the shared heritage, of all
Buddhist schools, whether the “eighteen nikyas” of the rvakas or the
traditions that came to be grouped under the term Mahyna.
5 See Étienne Lamotte, Histoire du bouddhisme indien des origines à l’ère
aka, Louvain-la-Neuve, repr. 1976, p. 725, for further examples.
6L. Finot (ed.), R raplaparipcch, S tra du Mahyna, repr. Mouton &
Co., ’S-Gravenhage, 1957, introduction pp. vi–viii, text pp. 21– 27; Jacob
Ensink, The Question of R rapla, translated and annotated, Zwolle, 1952,
pp. 21–28.
7Edward Conze (tr.), The Large S tra on Perfect Wisdom with the divisions of
the Abhisamayla kra, Berkeley, 1975, pp. 621–623.
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bodhisattva career related in the early jtakas. 8 It is with reference to
jtakas that a verse of the same text states:
When he was seeking the Path to Buddhahood,
he performed many marvellous practices
As described in various s tras.
So I prostrate myself and worship him.9

In his Mahynasagraha Asa ga cites the bodhisattva’s “displaying
of a diversity of births (jtakas)” as an aspect of the profound ethics of a
bodhisattva. 10 Jtakas are referred to in “apocryphal” Mahyna s tras
like the Prajñpramit for Humane Kings who wish to Protect their
States. 11 In sum, it seems more difficult not to find jtakas than to find
them.
Jtakas have been popular from the time of the earliest postAokan evidence for Buddhism in India: the stone reliefs at the
monuments of Bhrhut, Sñc, Bodh Gay, Amarvat, and elsewhere.12
The earliest surviving Buddhist painting, at Cave X at Aja, dated by
Schlingloff to the 2nd century BCE, depicts two jtakas— adanta and
yma—along with the life of the Buddha and the legend of Udayana.13
Jtakas continued to be painted at Aja in the following centuries, and
no doubt at other monuments that have long succumbed to the law of

8Hisao

Inagaki (tr.), Ngrjuna’s Discourse on the Ten Stages, Daabh mikavibh , Kyoto, 1998 (Ryukoku Literature Series V), p. 158.
9Inagaki, Ngrjuna’s Discourse, p. 152 .
10Étienne Lamotte (ed., tr.), La somme du Grand Véhicule d’Asa ga
(Mahynasagraha), repr. Université de Louvain, Institut Orientaliste,
Louvain-la-Neuve, 1973, Tome I (text) p. 70, Tome II (translation) p. 217.
11Charles D. Orzech, Politics and Transcendent Wisdom: The Scripture for
Humane Kings in the Creation of Chinese Buddhism, The Pennsylvania State
University Press, University Park (Pennsylvania), pp. 246–247 .
12Lamotte, Histoire du bouddhisme indien, pp. 443– 446.
13Dieter Schlingloff, Studies in the Ajanta Paintings: Identifications and
Interpretations, Ajanta Publications, Delhi, 1988, pp. 1– 13, 64–72; Monika
Zin, “The Oldest Painting of the Udayana Legend”, Berliner Indologische
Studien, 11/12 (1998), pp. 435–448 .
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impermanence. The earliest inscription from Nepal, the Cbahila
inscription, “a fragment dated perhaps to the first half of the fifth
century”, records a woman’s donation of a caitya “adorned with
illustrations from the Kinnar-jtaka” (kinnarjtakkrannncitravirjitam). 14
According to the Sri Lankan chronicles Mahvasa and Th pavasa, when King Duhagma built the Mahth pa at Anurdhapura
in the first century BCE, he had the relic-chamber decorated with scenes
from the life of the Buddha as well as with jtakas, including the
Vessantara, which was depicted in detail (vitthrena).15 Later, in the
early 5th century, Fa-hien recorded that on the occasion of the Toothrelic procession in Anurdhapura, the king had a section of the
processional route flanked by “the five hundred different bodily forms
in which the Bodhisattva has in the course of his history appeared”.16
The jtaka spread wherever Buddhism travelled. Perhaps we may
say the jtakas immigrated, since they were quickly localized, as sites
of past lives or deeds of the bodhisattva became pilgrimage or cult
centres throughout Gandhra and the North-West,17 as well as in Nepal,
or as jtaka murals donned the costumes of the local culture. The cave14Theodore

Riccardi, Jr., “Buddhism in Ancient and Early Medieval Nepal”, in
A.K. Narain (ed.), Studies in History of Buddhism, B.R. Publishing
Corporation, Delhi, 1980, p. 273, with reference to Dhanavajra Vajrcrya,
Licchaviklk Abhilekh, Kathmandu, B.S. 2030, Inscription 1.
15Mahvasa XXX, 87–88, N.A. Jayawickrama (tr., ed.), The Chronicle of the
Th pa and the Th pavasa, being a Translation and Edition of
Vcissaratthera’s Th pavasa, Luzac & Co., London, 1971 (Sacred Books of
the Buddhists, Vol. XXVIII), pp. 116–117 (translation), 234 (text).
16James Legge (tr.), A Record of Buddhistic Kingdoms, being an account by the
Chinese Monk Fa-Hien of his travels in India and Ceylon (A.D. 399– 414) in
search of the Buddhist Books of Discipline, [Oxford, 1886] New York, 1965,
p. 106.
17Léon Feer, “Les Jâtakas dans les mémoires de Hiouen-Thsang”, Actes du
Onzième Congrès International des Orientalistes, Paris–1897, Première
section, Langues et archéologie des pays ariens, Imprimerie Nationale, Paris,
1899, pp. 151–169; Lamotte, Histoire du bouddhisme indien, pp. 365–368 .
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temples along the Silk Route, such as those at Dun-huang, are rich in
jtaka murals, especially in the early period. About one hundred
jtakas, some still unidentified, are depicted in relief on the lower
galleries of the great st pa of Borobudur in Java, which dates to circa
the 9th century.
Jtakas, originally transmitted in Prakrits, “Buddhist Sanskrit”, and
Sanskrit, were translated into Central Asian languages like Khotanese,
Tocharian, Uighur, and Sogdian. 18 Some of the first texts to be
translated into Chinese were jtakas. One of the early translators was
K’ang Seng-hui (Kang senghui), who was born in Chiao-chih (Giaozhi,
the area of modern Hanoi, in Vietnam) of Sogdian extraction and
entered the monastic order at the age of ten. In 247 he went to Nanking,
where he translated texts into Chinese. Among them is the Scripture of
the Collection of the Six Perfections, 19 which Tsukamoto describes as
“K’ang Seng-hui’s principal achievement as a translator”, going on to
say:
That scripture is one particularly deserving of note … as an example of
Buddhist narrative literature. It contains stories of Gautama’s former
existences, far antedating the attainment of Buddhahood by Prince
Siddhrtha, whether as a king, as a prince, as a rich man, as a poor man, or
even as an elephant or deer, existences during the course of which he
cultivated the Six Perfections …”.20

18See

e.g. Ronald E. Emmerick, A Guide to the Literature of Khotan, 2nd
edition, The International Institute for Buddhist Studies, Tokyo, 1992 (Studia
Philologica Buddhica, Occasional Paper Series III); Johan Elverskog, Uygur
Buddhist Literature, Brepols, Turnhout, 1997 (Silk Road Studies I), pp. 32–33,
36–42; E. Benveniste, Vessantara Jtaka: Texte Sogdien édité, traduit et
commenté, Paul Geuthner, Paris, 1946 (Mission Pelliot en Asie central série
in-quarto IV).
19Liu tu chi ching, * apramit-sa graha-s tra (Korean Tripiaka 206 , Taish
152, Nanjio 143).
20Zenry
Tsukamoto, A History of Early Chinese Buddhism from its
Introduction to the Death of Hui-yüan (translated from the Japanese by Leon
Hurvitz), Kodansha International Ltd., Tokyo, New York, San Francisco, Vol.
1, 1985, pp. 151– 163. For K’ang Seng-hui see Robert Shih (tr.), Biographies
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It was from this text that Chavannes drew the first eighty-eight
stories of his monumental Cinq cents contes et apologues extraits du
Tripiaka chinois, which remains the classical collection of jtakas
translated from Chinese sources into a European language.21 Another
early translation into Chinese was the Avadna-ataka, a collection of
avadnas—a genre related to the jtaka, which includes some jtakas
properly speaking. The translation, done by Chih-chien between 223
and 253, generally agrees with the Sanskrit text which is represented by
much later manuscripts.22 The Ta chih tu lun, a commentary on the
Pañcaviati Prajñpramit translated by Kumrajva at Chang-an in
404–5, is rich with allusion to and narration of jtakas. It has been and
remains a reference work for East Asian Buddhists.
In Tibet several classical jtaka works were translated, such as
rya ra’s Jtakaml and its commentary, or Haribhaa’s work of
the same name.23 Numerous jtakas are embedded in other works
des moines éminents (Kao seng tchouan) de Houei-Kiao, Louvain, 1968,
pp. 20–31; Prabodh Chandra Bagchi, Le canon bouddhique en chine, tome 1,
Paris, 1927, pp. 304–307; Nguyen Tai Thu (ed.), History of Buddhism in
Vietnam, Hanoi, 1992, pp. 46–51; Minh Chi, Ha Van Tan, Nguyen Tai Thu,
Buddhism in Vietnam, Hanoi, 1993, p. 13.
21Édouard Chavannes, Cinq cents contes et apologues extraits du Tripiaka
chinois, Tome I, repr. Paris, 1962, pp. 1– 346. See Chavannes’ introduction,
pp.i–iv, and Tome IV, pp. 1– 16 for summaries of the stories. The second set
of translations in Cinq cents contes (nos. 89– 155) is from the Chiu tsa p’i yü
ching (*Sayuktvadna-s tra: Korean Tripiaka 1005, Taish 206, Nanjio
1359), which Chavannes believed to have been translated by K’ang Seng-hui.
Modern scholarship has questioned the attribution.
22Yoshiko K. Dykstra (tr.), Miraculous Tales of the Lotus Sutra from Ancient
Japan: The Dainihonkoku Hokekykenki of Priest Chingen, University of
Hawaii Press, Honolulu, 1983, p. 9, n. 65.
23 rya
ra’s work and commentary (= Peking Kanjur, Otani Reprint, Vol.
128, Nos. 5650, 5651) are conveniently printed in sKyes rabs so b i ba’i rtsa
’grel b ugs so, mTsho s on mi rigs dpe skrun kha , 1997. The root-texts of
rya ra (Otani No. 5650) and Haribhaa (Otani No. 5652) are published in
bsTan ’gyur las byu ba’i skyes rabs da rtogs brjod gces bsdus, Mi rigs dpe
skrun kha , 1993. For the jtaka section of the Tanjur, see Tshul khrims rin
chen, bsTan ’gyur dkar chag, Bod ljo s mi dma s dpe skrun kha , 1985,
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translated into Tibetan such as the Vinaya, the mDo mdza s blun,
avadna collections, and Mahyna s tras.24 That the genre captured
the Tibetan imagination may be seen from the abridged versions
produced by Tibetan writers, such as Karma Ra -byu rdo rje’s
Hundred Births, 25 Zhe chen ’gyur med Padma rnam rgyal’s mDo las
byu ba’i gtam rgyud sna tshogs, 26 or Padma Chos ’phel’s summary of
the Avadnakalpalat. 27 The jtakas were one of the six basic texts of
the bKa’ gdams pas, the forerunners of the dGe lugs pas.
In the 7th century I-ching noted that jtaka plays were performed
“throughout the five countries of India”. The culture of dramatic
performances of jtakas spread with (or developed naturally within)
Buddhism. In Tibet, for example, the Vivntara-jtaka, somewhat
pp. 816–817. (I am grateful to Franz-Karl Erhard [Kathmandu] for his
indispensable help in collecting Tibetan materials.) For Haribhaa see Michael
Hahn, Haribhaa and Gopadatta, Two Authors in the Succession of rya ra:
On the Rediscovery of Parts of their Jtakamls, Second edition, thoroughly
revised and enlarged, Tokyo, The International Institute for Buddhist Studies,
1992 (Studia Philologica Buddhica Occasional Paper Series I).
24See F. Anton von Schiefner, Tibetan Tales Derived from Indian Sources,
translated from the Tibetan Kah Gyur (translated from the German by W.R.S.
Ralston), repr. Sri Satguru, Delhi, 1988; William Woodville Rockhill,
“Tibetan Buddhist Birth-Stories: Extracts and Translations from the Kandjur”,
Journal of the American Oriental Society XVIII (1897), pp. 1– 14; Jampa
Losang Panglung, Die Erzählstoffe des M lasarvstivda-Vinaya Analysiert
auf Grund der Tibetischen Übersetzung, Reiyukai Libarary, Tokyo, 1981
(Studia Philologica Buddhica, Monograph Series III).
25Printed in bCom ldan ’das ston pa kya thub pa’i rnam thar b ugs so,
mTsho s on mi rigs dpe skrun kha , 1997, pp. 205–506.
26Zhe chen ’gyur med Padma rnam rgyal, mDo las byu ba’i gtam rgyud sna
tshogs, Kru go’i bod kyi es rig dpe skrun kha , 1992.
27sKyes rabs dpag bsam ’khri i , Si khron mi rigs dpe skrun kha , 1991; tr.
Deborah Black, Leaves of the Heaven Tree: The Great Compassion of the
Buddha, Dharma Publishing, 1997. For the history of the Avadnakalpalat in
Tibet see Leonard W.J. van der Kuijp, “Tibetan Belles-Lettres: The Influence
of Da in and Kemendra”, in José Ignacio Cabezón & Roger R. Jackson
(ed.), Tibetan Literature: Studies in Genre, Snow Lion, Ithaca, 1996, pp.
401– 402.
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transformed and under the title Dri med kun ldan, became a popular
play, according to Bacot “le plus joué de tous les drames tibétains”,
which could reduce the rough Tibetans to tears.28 Bacot notes that
another play, ’Gro ba bza mo (Djroazanmo), is related at least in
certain episodes to a play known to the Cambodians as Vorvong and
Saurivong and to the Siamese as Voravong.29 The dramatization of Nor
bza or Sudhana is well-known both in Tibet and South-East Asia, and
in the Malay peninsula it gave birth to a unique dance-form, the Nora.
Another adaptation of a jtaka—the story of Prince Maic a—is the
Loknanda, composed by the famous Candragomin and translated into
Tibetan.30 New year performances of plays, including jtakas, have
been enacted in Tibet since at least the second half of the 15th
century.31
In Japan jtakas were known from the early period, as attested by
the famous Tamamushi Shrine in the Hry -ji temple, Nara (where the
stories depicted are drawn from Mahyna s tras).32 Jtakas arrived, of
course, with the Tripiaka texts brought from China. The Chinese
28See

Jacques Bacot, “Drimedkun: Une version tibétaine du Vessantara jtaka”,
Journal Asiatique, Sept.–Oct., 1914; “Tchrimekundan”, in Jacques Bacot,
Trois mystères tibétains, repr. l’Asiathèque, Paris, 1987, pp. 19–131 (citation
from p. 23).
29Ibid, p. 133. For “Drowazangmo” see Marion H. Duncan, Harvest Festival
Dramas of Tibet, Orient Publishing, Hong Kong, 1955. For “Vorvong and
Sauriwong” see Vorvong et Sauriwong, Séries de Culture et Civilisation
Khmères, Tome 5, Institut Bouddhique, Phnom Penh, 1971. “Voravong”
(Varavasa) is no. 45 in the Thai National Library printed edition of the
Paññsajtaka. For the place of Voravong in Southern Thai literature see the
entry by Udom Nuthong in Saranukrom Watthanatham Phak tai pho so 2529,
Vol. 8, pp. 3296–3302.
30Michael Hahn (tr.), Joy for the World: A Buddhist Play by Candragomin,
Dharma Publishing, Berkeley, 1987.
31R.A. Stein, Tibetan Civilization, Stanford University Press, Stanford,
California, 1972, p. 278.
32See Seiichi Mizuno, Asuka Buddhist Art: Horyu-ji, Weatherhill/Heibonsha,
New York & Tokyo, 1974 (The Heibonsha Survey of Japanese Art, Vol. 4),
pp. 40–52.
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translation of the S tra of the Wise and the Foolish, a collection of
sermons from Khotan very much built around jtakas, was copied and
gilt by Emperor Shmu in his own hand.33 Jtakas were adapted into
Japanese literature, such as in the Samb ekotoba written in 984 by
Minamoto no Tamenori, or later works like the Shish hyaku-innen sh
of J shin, completed in 1257, or the Sangoku denki of Gent, dating
perhaps to the first part of the 14th century or to the 15th century.34 In
popular Japanese literature jtakas may be mentioned in passing, as, for
example, in Soga Monogatari, 35 in a manner which suggests that the
readers or audience would understand the reference. In the modern
period, many studies and translations of jtakas and avadnas have
been made by Japanese scholars.36
Jtaka in South-East Asia
When and how were jtakas introduced to South-East Asia? By
whom, and in what language? No answer can be made. No texts,
chronicles, or histories survive from the earliest period of Buddhism in
the region, that is, the first millenium of the Christian Era. All we have
is iconographic and archæological evidence, starting from about the 7th
33Museum

für Ostasiatische Kunst Köln, Im Licht des Grossen Buddha:
Schätze des Tôdaiji-Tempels, Nara, Köln, 1999, p. 194.
34Douglas E. Mills, “Récits du genre jtaka dans la littérature japonaise”, in
Jacqueline Pigeot & Hartmut O. Rotermund (ed.), Le Vase de béryl: Études
sur le Japon et la Chine en hommage à Bernard Frank, Éditions Philippe
Picquier, Paris, 1997, pp. 161–172. The best account that I know of in English
is in Edward Kamens, The Three Jewels: A Study and Translation of
Minamoto Tamenori’s Sanbe, Ann Arbor, 1988 (Michigan Monograph Series
in Japanese Studies No. 2 ), pp. 50 foll. The 14th century date for the Sangoku
Denki is suggested by Mills (p. 165). Japanese scholars usually date the work
to the 15th century.
35See Thomas J. Cogan (tr.), The Tale of the Soga Brothers, University of
Tokyo Press, Tokyo, 1987, p. 86: reference to Dpakara, “Prince Sattva”,
and King ivi.
36See Hajime Nakamura, Indian Buddhism: A Survey with Bibliographical
Notes, Kansai University of Foreign Studies, Hirakata City, 1980, pp. 46–48
for the former and pp. 137–140 for the latter.
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century, from the so-called Dvravat state or culture of the Mons, a
“lost civilization” possessing a vital, original “Indicized” culture that
must have had a flourishing literature. The earliest representations of
jtaka from this period are at Chula Pathon Cetiya in Nakhon Pathom.37
Somewhat later are the so-called sm stones in North-Eastern Siam,
which belong to a Mon culture which I call the “Chi Valley culture”.38
From Chinese sources we learn that Buddhism was established in
the kingdom of Chiao-chih (Giaozhi) in the Red River valley (the
vicinity of modern Hanoi) by the 1st or 2nd century. In the 3rd century
foreign monks resided in or passed through the area. We have referred
above to K’ang Seng-hui of Chiao-chih, translator into Chinese of the
Scripture of the Collection of the Six Perfections, an early and
representative collection of jtakas. It is not clear, however, whether
K’ang Seng-hui studied the text in Chiao-chih and carried it with him to
37Piriya

Krairiksh, Buddhist Folk Tales Depicted at Chula Pathon Cedi,
Bangkok, 1974; Nandana Chutiwongs, “The Relief of Jataka (Buddha’s Life
Episodes) at Chula-Pathon Chedi”, Silpkon 21.4 (November, 1977), pp.
28–56 [review of preceding, Thai version]; Nandana Chutiwongs, “On the
Jtaka Reliefs at Cula Pathon Cetiya”, Journal of the Siam Society 66.1
(January, 1978), pp. 133–151 [review of Piriya, English version].
38Piriya Krairiksh, “Semas with Scenes from the Mahnipta-Jtakas in the
National Museum at Khon Kaen”, in Art and Archaeology in Thailand,
published by the Fine Arts Department in Commemoration of the 100th
Anniversary of the National Museum, September 19, 1974. For two recently
discovered examples see Arunsak Kingmanee, “Suvannakakkata-Jataka on the
Bai Sema of Wat Non Sila-atwararam”, Muang Boran, Vol. 22 No. 2,
April–June 1996, pp. 133–138 ; Arunsak Kingmanee, “Bhuridatta-Jataka on
the Carved Sema in Kalasin”, Muang Boran, Vol. 2 3 No. 4 ,
October–December 1997, pp. 104–109 (I am grateful to Justin McDaniel for
these references); Suganya Nounnard, “A Newly Found Sima Stone in the
Ancient Town of Fa Daet Song Yang”, Silpakorn Journal 45.8 (Nov.–Dec.
2000), pp. 52–74. Note that in Thai the stones are regularly called bai sem,
and hence in English “sema stones”. The “Chi Valley culture” is usually
classed as part of a monolithic Dvravat culture. But there is no basis for such
a classification, whether politically (we know nothing about the state[s] in the
Chi or middle Mekhong valleys) or culturally (the artefacts are distinctive). I
therefore provisionally use the description “Chi Valley culture”.
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Nanking, where he did his work, or whether he obtained the text in
China.
In 484 the King of Funan, Kauinya Jayavarman, sent the Indian
monk Ngasena with a petition to the Song court. As was customary,
the monk presented items of tribute, among which were two ivory
st pas. In addition to Jayavarman’s petition, Ngasena presented a
written account of Funan to the Emperor. The report contains the
following passage:39
Le bodhisattva pratique la miséricorde. Originairement, il est issu de la
souche ordinaire, mais, dès qu’il a manifesté un cœur (digne de la) bodhi, (il
est arrivé) là où les deux véhicules ne pourraient atteindre. Pendant des
existences successives, il a amassé des mérites; avec les six prmit, il a
pratiqué une grande compassion; ardemment, il a franchi tout un nombre de
kalpas. Ses trésors et sa vie, il les a donnés jusqu’au bout; il ne s’est pas
dégoûté de la vie et de la mort.

Perhaps this passage does not tell us anything about the actual state of
Buddhism in Funan, in that it is entirely normative, giving a condensed
account of the spiritual career of the bodhisattva according to general
Mahyna doctrine. But it does suggest that the “jtaka ideology” was
current in Funan.
It is with the flourishing of Theravdin Buddhist culture in the
states of Pagan from the 1 1 th century and Sukhothai from the 1 3 th
century that we find abundant evidence for jtakas. Here we limit our
discussion to the latter, where we find that jtakas are referred to in
inscriptions, and represented on the famous stone slabs of Wat Sichum,
which are inscribed with the names of the jtakas.
Our discussion of jtaka in Siam may be presented under two
categories: classical jtaka and non-classical jtaka.

39Paul

Pelliot, “Le Fou-nan”, Bulletin de l’École Française d’Extrême-Orient
III, 249– 303, especially pp. 257– 270. The reconstruction of Sanskrit terms is
Pelliot’s.
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1. Classical jtaka
By classical jtaka I refer to the Jtaka of the Khuddaka-nikya
together with its commentary, the Jtaka-ahavaan. These jtakas
are classical within the Theravdin tradition in that they are transmitted
as part of the Tipiaka and that as such they are part of the common
heritage of “Theravdin Buddhism”, wherever it spread. I use
“classical” and “non-classical” in place of the more common
“canonical” and “non-canonical”. The term “classical” has, of course, a
relative value: for example, Vessantara and certain other jtakas are
classical to all Buddhist traditions, not just the Theravdin, and different
“non-classical” jtakas are “classical” to vernacular literatures or
cultures: Thai, Lao, Khün, Khmer, etc., all having their own “classics”.
Here I restrict the term “classical” to the 547 jtakas, verse and prose,
as transmitted in the Jtaka of the Khuddaka-nikya of the Pli canon
together with its commentary, the Jtaka-ahavaan. (The Pli
Jtaka collection challenges the concept of canonicity in that only the
verses, and not the prose, belong to the “canon”. The Theravdin
collection of Jtaka verses without narrative prose is unique, the only
one known among the various schools. The antiquity of the stories
themselves is proven by their representation in the earliest surviving
Buddhist art of India, mentioned above, which predates any of our
surviving literary texts.)40
In his Samantapsdik Buddhaghosa defines jtaka, one of the
nine component genres (a ga) of the Buddha’s teaching (nava gabuddhassana), as “the five hundred and fifty birth stories commencing
with Apaaka”. This is not a definition of the term jtaka as such:
rather, it is simply an equation of the jtaka-a ga with the classical Pli
j  t a k a collection. This deficiency has been pointed out by
Jayawickrama:

40There

are, of course, jtakas incorporated within the Sutta-piaka itself, or in
other works like the Cariy-piaka or A p a d  n a and Buddhavasa
commentaries. These are beyond the scope of this paper.
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There is no justification for equating the A ga called Jtaka with the extant
Jtaka collection numbering about 550 stories. Firstly, the stories
themselves have no Canonical status, which is reserved for the Jtakapli,
the stanzas, only. Secondly, there is no reason why Jtakas of Canonical
antiquity such as those incorporated in other suttantas, e.g. K adanta and
Mahgovinda Suttas in D[gha Nikya], should be excluded. The definition
given here is highly arbitrary. 41

A good working definition of jtaka is given by Asa ga in the first
yogasthna of his rvakabh mi:
What is jtaka? That which relates the austere practices and bodhisattva
practices of the Blessed One in various past births: this is called jtaka.42

The narrative aspect is emphasized in the definition in the Mahyna
Mahparinirva-s tra:43
What is jtaka? This is as in the case in which the World-honoured One, in
the days gone by, becomes a bodhisattva and practises the Way, as: “O
bhikus! Know that, in the days gone by, I gained life as a deer, a brown
bear, a reindeer, a hare, a king of a small state, a cakravartin, a nga, and a
garuda. Such are all the bodies one receives when one practises the Way of
a bodhisattva.” This is jtaka.

For the later scholastic tradition, the jtakas, as accounts of the past
deeds of the bodhisattva, are illustrations of the perfections, the pram
or pramit. Adopted by the pramit ideology, the jtakas both
41N.A.

Jayawickrama, The Inception of Discipline and the Vinaya Nidna,
being a Translation and Edition of the Bhiranidna of Buddhaghosa’s
Samantapsdik, the Vinaya Commentary, Luzac & Co., London, 1962
(Sacred Books of the Buddhists Vol. XXI), p. 102, n. 6 .
42 rvakabh mi Study Group, rvakabh mi: Revised Sanskrit Text and
Japanese Translation, The Institute for Comprehensive Studies of Buddhism,
Taish University, The Sankibo Press, Tokyo, 1998 (Taish Univeristy Sg
Bukky Kenky jo Series IV), p. 230: jtaka katamat / yad attam adhvnam
updya tatra tatra bhagavata cyutyupapde u bodhisattacary
du karacarykhyt / idam ucyate jtakam //.
43Kosho Yamamoto, The Mahayana Mahaparinirvana-sutra: A Complete
Translation from the Classical Chinese Language in 3 volumes , The
Karinbunko, Ube City, Volume Two, p. 361.
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exemplify the virtue of kyamuni and and provide inspiration for those
who aspire to Buddhahood in future lives, the bodhisattvas.
In Siam the classical Jtaka is often referred to as Ahakathjtaka or Nipta-jtaka: that is, the collection of jtakas organized
according to chapters of the canonical Jtaka book of the Khuddakanikya, from chapters with one verse (Ekanipta) up to the Great
Chapter (Mahnipta).44 Another term is Phra chao ha roi chat, which
means “[stories] about the Lord [bodhisattva] in five hundred births”.
The last ten births are often transmitted separately as Dasajti,
Dasajti-jtaka, or Phra chao sip chat, “the ten births” or “[stories]
about the Lord [bodhisattva] in [the last] ten births”, or also the
Mahnipta-jtaka, “the jtaka of the Great Chapter”.
The perennially popular Vessantara-jtaka is transmitted in its own
right as “Phra Wetsandon”, Mahachat (the “Great Birth”), or—when
the verses alone are recited—Katha [Gth] phan, the “Thousand
Stanzas”.45 The recitation of the Mahachat was an important ceremony
in pre-modern times and remains so today.46 Another ceremony, the
44See

Oskar von Hinüber, A Handbook of Pli Literature, Walter de Gruyter:
Berlin & New York, 1996, §§ 109–115 . See also the same author’s Entstehung
und Aufbau der Jtaka-Sammlung (Studien zur Literatur des TheravdaBuddhismus I), Franz Steiner Verlag, Stuttgart, 1998.
45For the Vessantara-jtaka see Steven Collins, Nirvana and other Buddhist
Felicities: Utopias of the Pali imaginaire, Cambridge University Press, 1998.
The Thai pronunciation of Mahjti is “Mahachat”, of jti is chat, of jtaka is
chadok, of dean is thet. In romanizing the titles I follow the Romanization
Guide for Thai Script, The Royal Institute, Bangkok, July, 1982.
46The classical study is G.E. Gerini’s A Retrospective View and Account of the
Origin of the Thet Mahâ Ch’at Ceremony (Mahâ Jâti Desanâ) or Exposition of
the Tale of the Great Birth as Performed in Siam, [1892] repr. SathirakosesNagapradipa Foundation, Bangkok, 27th May 1976. See also Phya Anuman
Rajadhon, Thet Mah Cht, The Fine Arts Department, Bangkok, BE 2512
[1969] (Thai Culture New Series No. 21), repr. in Phya Anuman Rajadhon,
Essays on Thai Folklore, Editions Duang Kamol, Bangkok, n.d., pp. 164– 177;
Lucien Fournereau, Bangkok in 1892, White Lotus Press, Bangkok, 1988
(translated by Walter E.J. Tips from Le Tour du Monde, Vol. 68 [1894], pp.
1– 64), pp. 122–125 . In Thai see Dhanit Yupho, Tamnan thet mahachat, The
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“Phra Vessantara Merit-making Festival” (bun phra wet = puñ[ña]
bra ves[antara]) is an intergal part of the annual ritual calendar in the
North-East of Siam and in Laos. 47 Recitation and enactment is part of
the fabric of merit-making.
Many different versions of the Vessantara exist in Thai. These
include the Mahachat kham luang, the “Royal Recension” composed at
the court of King Paramatrailokantha in BE 2025 (1482), the Kap
mahachat, believed to have been composed during the reign of King
Song Tham (r. 1610–1628), and the Mahachat kham chan composed by
Krommamun Kawiphot Supreecha in the 19th century.48 There are
numerous “sermon” versions, such as Mahachat klon thet (or Ray yao
mahachat)49 and so on.50 Regional and vernacular versions of the
Vessantara abound, such as the various Lan Na Mahachat-s, the
Phetchaburi Mahachat (Mahchat muang phet), the North-Eastern

Prime Minister’s Office, Bangkok, 2524 [1981]; Sathirakoses, “Prapheni mi
ngan thet mahachat”, in Prapheni tang tang khong thai , Bangkok, 2540, pp.
1–41; Chuan Khreuawichayachan, Prapheni mon ti samkhan, SAC Princess
Maha Chakri Sirindhorn Anthropology Centre, Bangkok, 2543 [2000], Chap.
11; brief note at Term Wiphakphotchanakit, Prawatsat isan, Third printing,
Thammasat University Press, 2542 [1999], p. 567 (reference courtesy Justin
McDaniel).
47For Laos see Marcel Zago, Rites et cérémonies en milieu bouddhiste lao,
Rome, 1 9 7 2 (Documenta Missionalia 6 ), pp. 2 9 0 – 9 7 , with further
bibliography in n. 3 2 , p. 290; Kideng Phonkaseumsouk, “Tradition of
Bounphravet in Laos”, in Sarup phon kan sammana tang wicchakan ruang
watthanatham asia akhane: khwam khlai khleung nai withi chiwit, The Fine
Arts Department, Bangkok, 2540 [1997], pp. 150–158 .
48Kap is kby, Sanskrit kvya; chan is chand, Sanskrit chandas: the terms refer
to Thai metres.
49Sinlapawatthanatham thai, Vol. 3, Bangkok, BE 2525 [1982], pp. 163–165
50See for example Mahachat 6 thamat reu thet 6 ong, in Chumnum nungseu
thet, Part 1, Bangkok, Rongphim Tai, 2472. Note that the “sermon” ( thet =
deana), performed in a range of lively vocal styles and punctuated or
accompanied by music, was not only the main vehicle for the teaching of
Buddhism in pre-modern times, but also the inspiration for pre-modern
narrative literature.
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Mahachat ( Mahjti samnuan isan), the Korat Mahachat ( Mahjti
korat), and so on. The prevalence of jtakas is demonstrated by a
manuscript survey conducted in the North, which recorded inter alia:
the Mahachat in 1, 424 texts in more than eighty literary styles, and
general jtaka stories in 907 texts, “many composed by local monks”.
The next largest group was “general Dhamma”, in 472 texts. 51 Udom
Rungruangsri refers to 130 versions of Vessantara-jtaka composed by
different authors.52
One reason for the popularity of the Vessantara-jtaka was the
pervasive belief, spread through the Mleyya-sutta and related
literature, that by listening to this jtaka one could be assured of
meeting the next Buddha, Metteya, often called Phra Si An (Phra r
rya Maitreya) in Thai. 53 The recitation of Mleyya followed by the
Vessantara is mentioned in an inscription from Pagan dated to CE
1201. 54 A Northern Thai text on The Benefits of the Mahvessantarajtaka states:55
Whoever … wants to see the glorious Metteyya Bodhisatta, let him bring
the following propitiatory elements, such as 1000 lamps, 1000 candles and
joss-sticks, 1000 lumps of (glutinous) rice … worship and listen to the
Mahvessantara sermon finishing it in one day with great respect … his
51Sommai

Premchit, “Palm Leaf Manuscripts and Traditional Sermon”, in
th
Buddhism in Northern Thailand, The 13 Conference of the World Fellowship
of Buddhists, Chiang Mai, 1980, p. 83.
52Udom Rungruangsri, Wannakam lanna, Chiang Mai University, Chiang Mai,
Second printing, 2528 [1985], pp. 126–127 .
53For the story of Mleyya, see Bonnie Pacala Brereton, Thai Tellings of Phra
Malai: Texts and Rituals concerning a Popular Buddhist Saint, Arizona State
University, Tempe, Arizona, 1995, and Collins, Nirvana and other Buddhist
Felicities. A Pli version with translation has been published in the Journal of
the Pali Text Society (Vol. XVIII, 1993). There are many vernacular versions.
54See Than Thun, “History of Buddhism in Burma A.D. 1000–1300”, Journal
of the Burma Research Society LXI (Dec., 1978), pp. 85–86.
55nisasa of the Mahvessantara-jtaka from Wat Nong Phaek, Tambon
Nong Phaek, Amphoe Saraphee, cited in Premchit, “Palm Leaf Manuscripts
and Traditional Sermon”, p. 86 (with some alteration).
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wishes will all be fulfilled … in the future he will attain nibbna … in front
of that Buddha.

Other reasons include the wish to gain merit by listening to or
sponsoring the sermon, or, in rural practice, to bring rain.56 The
sermons were presented in various ways, with great pomp and ritual,
and many sorts of offerings and musical accompaniment. In the early
Bangkok period it was a court custom for princes, during their period of
ordination, to offer a sermon on the Vessantara-jtaka to their father the
King. In 2360 [1817], during the Second Reign, for example, Prince
Mongkut (the future King Rama IV), ordained as a novice (smaera)
offered a sermon on the Madri Chapter to King Rama II. In 2409
[1866], during the Fourth Reign, Prince Chulalongkorn (the future King
Rama V) offered the Sakkapabba Chapter, in a version composed by
his father the King. In the Fifth Reign, Prince Mahavajiraunhis offered
the Sakkapabba Chapter in 2434 [1891] and Prince Krommaluang
Nakhon Rajasima offered the Chakasat Chapter. 57

56Did

the recitation of the Vessantara have any connection with consecration of
Buddha images? The Jinaklamlin (ed. A.P. Buddhadatta, The Pali Text
Society, London, 1962, p. 120) reports that when the “Sinhalese image”
(Shala-paim) was installed at Wat Pa Daeng in Chiang Mai in CE 1519, the
Mahvessantara-nidna and Mahvessantara-nma-dhammapariyya were
recited in the first stage, and the Buddhavasa at a later stage. Among the
chants recited in consecration ceremonies in Thailand is a verse summary of
the last ten births followed by the life of the Buddha. It seems, then, that the
jtakas and the life empower the image with the tejas of the bodhisattva.
57See Chao nai thet mahachat in Dhanit Yupho, Tamnan thet mahachat, pp.
28–30. For the ordination and sermon of Prince Chulalongkorn, see Phra
Ratchaphongsawadan krung ratanakosin ratchakan ti si, tr. Chadin
(Kanjanavanit) Flood, The Dynastic Chronicles, Bangkok Era: The Fourth
Reign, B.E. 2394–2411 (A.D. 1851–1868), Volume Two: Text, The Centre for
East Asian Cultural Studies, Tokyo, 1966, pp. 361–364 . In the Fourth Reign
during the “ceremony of the Sermons with the Great Alms Baskets” monks
from leading temples preached the thirteen chapters of the Vessantara along
with other sermons over a period of five days: Flood, op. cit., Vol. One (1965),
pp. 73– 76.
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The tradition of rendering jtakas into Thai verse continues to this
day. Most recently, the Thotsachat kham chan (Ten Jtakas in verse)
was produced in honour of His Majesty the King’s sixth cycle (that is,
72nd birthday). 58
2. Non-classical jtaka.
The Paññsa-jtaka as a whole should prove to have a value far beyond the
sphere of comparative philology, particularly with reference to the Sanskrit
Avadna literature and to various aspects of popular Southeast Asian
Buddhism.
P.S. Jaini59

Non-classical jtakas are “birth-stories” modelled on the classical
stories but, unlike the latter, transmitted outside of the canon and only in
certain regions. There is a great mass of such texts in South-East
Asia—some known (in diverse recensions) throughout the region, some
specific to one or the other region, culture, or vernacular. Non-classical
jtaka is called bhiraka-jtaka or chadok nok nibat, “jtaka outside
the nipta”, in Thai. It is not clear when these terms came into use; the
latter was used if not coined by H.R.H. Prince Damrong Rajanubhab in
the early 20th century. The Northern Thai Piakaml calls the
Paññsa-jtaka “the fifty births outside the sa gyan”.60 This might
approach the concept of “non-canonical”, but the relation between text
and sa gyan is complex. This complexity may be seen in the
Srasa gaha, whose compiler appears to accept texts like the
Nandopanandadamana even though they were not “handed down at the
three Councils” (sa gtittayam anr ha). It is noteworthy that two of
these texts are described as “sutta”: Kulumbasutta, Rjovdasutta. In
contrast, the Srasa gaha rejects other texts, incuding Mahyna s tras
58Thotsachat

kham chan, Bangkok, 2542 [1999].
S. Jaini (ed.), Paññsa-jtaka or Zimmè Pasa (in the
Burmese Recension), Vol. I, Jtakas 1– 25, London, 1981 (Pli Text Society,
Text Series No. 172), p. vi.
60A Critical Study of Northern Thai Version of Panyasa Jtaka, Chiang Mai,
2541, Introduction, p. 19.
59Padmanabh
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and Tantras, as “not the word of the Buddha” (abuddhavacana).61
Non-classical jtakas may be transmitted separately, in their own
right, and remain independent or “uncollected”, or they may be
collected with other texts into anthologies. The same story may be
transmitted in several contexts: singly, or as part of collection a, or as
part of collection b, and so on.62 One common type of anthology
contains (ideally) fifty stories, and bears the title Paññsa-jtaka. The
Paññsa-jtaka cannot be viewed apart from the body of non-classical
jtaka literature, whether Pli or vernacular, of South-East Asia, for
reasons that will be seen below. That is, it depends on and draws on this
literature, rather than vice-versa.
The independent jtakas include “local jtakas”, stories cast in the
jtaka narrative structure and transmitted in regional vernacular
traditions. There are far too many to enumerate here.63 Moreover, one
jtaka may be transmitted in several recensions in the same region.
Popular stories include Brahmacakra in the North, Sang Sinchai in the
North-East, Nok Krachap in the Centre, and Subin in the South.64 In his
61Genjun

H. Sasaki (ed.), Srasa gaha, The Pali Text Society, Oxford, 1992,
pp. 45– 46.
62For example, the Samudaghosa-jtaka is included in most known Paññsajtaka collections, as well as independently in regional vernacular versions
including verse compositions. It is also a puppet play.
63For studies and translations of texts in the Khün and Lao traditions see
Anatole-Roger Peltier, Chao Bun Hlong, Chiang Mai, 1992; Sujavaa,
Chiang Mai, 1993; Nang Phom Hom, “La Femme aux cheveux parfumés”,
Chiang Mai, 1995; L’Engoulevent Blanc, Chiang Mai, 1995; Kalè Ok Hno:
Tai Khün Classical Tale, SAC Princess Maha Chakri Sirindhorn
Anthropology Centre, Bangkok, July 1999.
64Sueppong Thammachat, Wannakhadi Chadok (Jataka Literature), Odeon
Store, Bangkok, 2542 [1999], pp. 188– 218. Many of the these jtakas are
described in the newly published Saranukrom Watthanatham Thai, which
devotes fifteen volumes to each of the four regions of modern Thailand
(North, North-East, and Centre, with eighteen volumes for the South). For
Subin see Subin samnuan kao: wannakam khong kawi chao muang nakhon si
thammarat, Nakhon Si Thammarat Teachers’ College, Nakhon Si Thammarat,
2520 [1977]. For the relation between Southern literature and that of other
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Lan Na Literature Udom Rungruangsri lists one hundred titles of
Northern jtakas out of over two hundred registered by Harald
Hundius.65 Some are quite long, in ten or fifteen bundles (phuk). Udom
gives summaries of Horaman (a story of Hanuman), Phrommachak
(Brahmacakra: based on the Rma story), and Ussabarot, which he
describes as influenced by Brahmanical literature. These texts are in
Lan Na language but mixed with Pli. Whether they all had Pli
originals remains to be seen. There is a Lao Rma-jtaka, related to the
South-East Asian Ramakien. 66 This vast literature is outside the scope
of this study—let me simply stress that the number of such jtakas is in
the hundreds and that this jtaka literature was a vital part of pre-

regions of Thailand see Udom Nuthong, “Wannakam phak tai: khwam
samphan kap wannakam thong thin uen”, in Sukanya Succhaya (ed.),
Wannakhadi thong thin phinit, Chulalongkorn University Press, Bangkok,
2543 [2000], pp. 77–95.
65Udom Rungruangsri, Wannakam lanna, pp.141–143.
66H.H. Prince Dhani Nivat, “The Rama Jataka (A Lao version of the story of
Rama)”, in Collected Articles by H.H. Prince Dhani Nivat Kromamun
Bidayalabh Brdhihyakorn Reprinted from the Journal of the Siam Society on
the Occasion of his Eighty-Fourth Birthday, The Siam Society, 2512/1969,
Bangkok, pp. 73–90; Vo Thu Tinh, Phra Lak Phra Lam ou le Ramayana Lao,
Éditions Vithagna, Vientiane, 1972 (Collection “Littérature Lao”, volume
premier); Sahai Sachchidanand, The Rama Jataka in Laos: A Study in the Phra
Lak Phra Lam, B.R. Pub. Corp., Delhi, 1996 (2 vols.) (not seen). The Rma
story was also presented as a jtaka in Khotan: see Ronald E. Emmerick, A
Guide to the Literature of Khotan, 2nd edition, The International Institute for
Buddhist Studies, Tokyo, 1992 (Studia Philologica Buddhica, Occasional
Paper Series III), § 19.2, and “Polyandry in the Khotanese Rmyaa”, in
Christine Chojnacki, Jens-Uwe Hartmann and Volker M. Tschannerl (ed.),
Vividharatnakaraaka, Festgabe für Adelheid Mette, Swisttal-Odendorf,
2000 (Indica et Tibetica 37), p. 233. For the text see H.W. Bailey, IndoScythian Studies, being Khotanese Texts Volume III, Cambridge, 1969, § 26,
pp. 65–76. See also Frank E. Reynolds, “Rmyaa, Rma Jtaka, and
Ramakien: A Comparative Study of Hindu and Buddhist Traditions”, in Paula
Richman (ed.), Many Rmyaas: The Diversity of a Narrative Tradition in
South Asia, Oxford University Press, New Delhi, pp. 50–63.
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modern culture.67
We should bear in mind that jtaka is not an inflexible category.
The same narrative can fulfill different functions, at one and the same
time or at different times, as a jtaka, a dean, an nisasa, a paritta,
or a s tra. The Khandhavatta-jtaka belongs to Jtaka (No. 203), to
Vinaya (Cullavagga, II 110), to Sutta ( A guttara-nikya II 72–73), and
to Paritta (Khandha-paritta). Verses from other classical jtakas are
recited for protection and blessing, for example in the Mora-paritta, 68
Chaddanta-paritta, 69 and Vaaka-paritta. 70 The key verse of the latter,
the saccakiriy, is known from two inscriptions in Sri Lanka. It was
found inscribed on a copper-plate in Ngar characters of about the
tenth century in the ruins of the Abhayagiri Vihra at Anurdhapura,71
and inscribed “in shallowly incised and badly formed Sinhalese
characters of the twelfth century” on the underside of the covering slab
of the third relic chamber of the main cetiya at the Koavehera at
Dedigama. 72 It has been suggested the verse was intended as a
protection against fire. The use of verses from the jtakas as parittas
demonstrates the power of the speech of the bodhisattva—even in his
births as a peacock, an elephant, or a quail.
The non-canonical texts of South-East Asia are equally
multifunctional. The Pli Uhissa-vijaya—a narrative related to the

67See

Wajuppa Tossa, Phya Khankhaak, The Toad King: A Translation of an
Isan Fertility Myth into English Verse, Bucknell University Press, Lewisburg,
1996, for a North-Eastern “folk-jtaka”.
68Jtaka No. 159, which lies at the heart of the Mahmy r-vidyrjñ, which
came to be included in the Pañcarak .
69Jtaka No. 514, Vol. V, v. 121.
70Jtaka No. 35, Cariy-piaka p. 31, Jtakaml No. 16.
71Epigraphia Zeylanica I, No. 3 (and Pl. 1 1 ); revised reading by S.
Paranavitana in Epigraphia Zeylanica III, No. 16; Ancient Ceylon I (January
1971), pp. 106–109 .
72C.E. Godakumbura, The Koavehera at Dedigama, The Department of
Archæology, Colombo, 1969 (Memoirs of the Archæological Survey of
Ceylon, Volume VII), pp. 40–42.
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North Indian U  avijaya—occurs in its own right as a protective
chant, a s tra, an nisasa, a jtaka, and a Kham lilit (Thai verse
version), and is embedded in longer texts like the Paramattha-ma gala
and the Mahdibbamantra. The Jamb pati-s tra contains a jtaka and
an nisasa, and is incorporated in summary in “the nisasa of
offering a needle”.
Paññsa-jtaka73
There are several collections of jtakas in South-East Asia which bear
the name Paññsa-jtaka. The title varies, and occurs in vernacular
forms like Phra chao ha sip chat, “[stories] of the Lord [bodhisattva] in
fifty births”. For the most part—though not exclusively—the jtakas in
these collections are non-classical. Although the tales are diverse, many
deal with giving or charity (dna)—not only the relinquishing of
material goods but also the ultimate sacrifice, that of body and life—and
with ethical conduct (sla) and their benefits (nisasa). The truth-vow
(saccakiriy) figures prominently. The hero, the bodhisattva, is often a
prince, and many of the tales may be described as romances. The
sources of the stories are varied, some going back to India, others being
local compositions. The collections are transmitted in a variety of
scripts and languages, from “local” Pli to nisay style (Pli mixed with
Tai dialects) to vernaculars.74
Léon Feer was the first European scholar to discuss the Paññsajtaka, in an article published in Journal Asiatique in 1875. 75 He was
followed by Louis Finot, who in his classic Recherches sur le littérature
73I

am profoundly indebted in my research to the work of several generations
of Siamese scholars, from Prince Damrong to Niyada, and to Western scholars
from Feer to Finot to Fickle. I regret that I cannot do justice to research done
in Japanese, and can mention only the pioneering work of Kazuko Tanabe and
the current project of the Paññsa-jtaka Study Group at Otani University
under the leadership of Shingyo Yoshimoto.
74The word nisay is variously spelt in the T(h)ai languages: nisaya, nissaya,
nisraya, etc. As a narrative genre it differs in many ways from the technical
Burmese nissayas on classical Pli literature.
75Léon Feer, “Les Jtakas”, Journal Asiatique 7e Sér., v, 1875, pp. 417 foll.
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laotien, published in 1917, introduced the subject in some detail.76
French scholars such as Terral[-Martini],77 Deydier,78 Schweisguth, 79
and Jacqueline Filliozat 80 have continued to make important
contributions. In English, Dorothy Fickle produced a thesis,
unfortunately not published, based largely on the National Library
printed edition,81 and Padmanabh S. Jaini published several articles
followed by an edition and translation of the Zimmè Pasa. 82 In
Thailand pioneering work has been done by Prince Damrong, Niyada,
and others.83
76Louis

Finot, “Recherches sur la littérature laotienne”, Bulletin de l’École
française d’Extrême-Orient XVII, 5.
77Ginette Terral, “Samuddhaghosajtaka”, Bulletin de l’École française
d’Extrême-Orient XLVIII, 1 (1956), pp. 249–351 ; Ginette Terral-Martini,
“Les Jtaka et la littérature de l’Indochine bouddhique”, in René de Berval,
Présence du bouddhisme (special issue of France-Asie, Revue mensuelle de
culture et de synthèse, tome XVI), pp. 483– 492.
78Henri Deydier, Introduction à la connaissance du Laos, Saigon, 1952, pp.
28–29. For a necrology of Deydier by Jean Filliozat see Bulletin de l’École
Française d’Extrême-Orient 48 (1956), pp. 603–606.
79 P. Schweisguth, Étude sur la littérature siamoise, Imprimerie Nationale,
Paris, 1951. Schweisguth does not deal with the Paññsajtaka in general
(except with its translation into Thai, very briefly, pp. 318, 357) but gives
summaries of some of the popular tales that were circulated both
independently and in Paññsajtaka collections.
80These include both her identification of Paññsa-jtaka texts in the course of
cataloguing numerous manuscript collections, and her work on Deydier
forthcoming, for which see below.
81Dorothy M. Fickle, An Historical and Structural Study of the Paññsa
Jtaka, 1979 (doctoral dissertation consulted in the Siam Society Library).
82Padmanabh S. Jaini, “The Story of Sudhana and Manohar: an analysis of the
texts and the Borobudur reliefs”, Bulletin of the School of Oriental and African
Studies, xxix, 3 (1966), 533– 558; “The Apocryphal Jtakas of Southeast Asian
Buddhism”, The Indian Journal of Buddhist Studies, Vol. I, No. 1, 1989,
pp. 22–39.
83For Prince Damrong see below. For Niyada see Niyada (Sarikabhuti)
Lausunthorn, Paññsa Jtaka: Its Genesis and Significance to Thai Poetical
Works [in Thai], Bangkok, 2538 [1995].
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Paññsa-jtaka collections are known only in mainland South-East
Asia. They are not known in India or Sri Lanka (although a few
manuscripts found their way to the latter in recent centuries). 84 I use the
plural, “Paññsa-jtaka collections”, for a reason, and this is that none
of the available collections (whether in Pli, or in vernaculars, whether
from Burma, Siam, Laos, Lan Na, or Cambodia) are the same: they are
disparate assemblages of varying numbers of texts in different
sequences. Even when the same text is included in two collections, the
recension may be different, as Terral has shown for the Samudaghosajtaka and Yoshimoto has shown for the Sur pa-jtaka. There is no
evidence at present as to which collection, if any, is standard, and
therefore I avoid referring to “the Paññsa-jtaka” in the singular.
It may be the norm for tale collections to exist in widely discrepant
recensions. The classical Pli Jtaka itself is not stable: titles vary in
different recensions and inscriptions, and the order of the last ten tales is
not consistent. 85 Tatelman writes the following about the Divyvadna,
well-known today in the “standard” edition of thirty-eight tales edited
by Cowell and Neil in 1886:
…[T]he several manuscripts entitled Divyvadna diverge widely from
each other. Yutaka Iwamoto observed that there are only seven stories
which occur in every manuscript and that, of these, only two, the
Koikarvadna and the P rvadna, always occur in the same place, as
the first and second stories respectively. In fact, Iwamoto defines
Divyvadna as a collection of Sanskrit avadnas the first two stories of

84See

for example the stray ph k 17 among the Siamese manuscripts at
Asgiriya in Kandy: Jacqueline Filliozat, “Catalogue of the Pli Manuscript
Collection in Burmese & Siamese Characters kept in the Library of
Vijayasundararamaya Asgiriya: A historical bibliotheca sacra siamica in
Kandy, Sri Lanka”, Journal of the Pali Text Society XXI (1995), p. 151
(Asgiriya Siamese 4).
85See Ginette Martini, “Les titres des jtaka dans les manuscrits pli de la
Bibliothèque Nationale de Paris”, Bulletin de l’École Française d’ExtrêmeOrient LI, Fasc. 1 (1963), pp. 79–93.
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rvadna.86

The S tra of the Wise and the Foolish is a collection of narratives
known through translations into Chinese, Tibetan, and Mongolian. The
collection is believed to go back to a single source, in Chinese, but it
exists in two Chinese versions. The Tibetan is said to be have been
translated from “the” Chinese, but its contents do not correspond to
either Chinese version. The Mongolian, said to be translated from the
Tibetan, has 52 tales against the 51 of the latter. Mair writes:87
While there is no doubt that the Chinese and the Tibetan versions are indeed
related in some fashion, the number of stories that are included, the order in
which they are given, and the style in which they are written all differ
markedly. Furthermore, three stories that occur in the Tibetan and
Mongolian versions were not even present in the earliest known integral
printed Chinese edition … of the s tra.

The Ming-pao chi, a Buddhist tale collection compiled in the middle of
the 7th century by Tang Lin, survives in a confused state. Gjertson
writes of the Kzan-ji and Maeda manuscripts:
The order of the tales in the first chüan [roll] is the same in both
manuscripts, but differs in the second and third chüan, with two of the
additional tales [out of four tales found in the Maeda manuscript but not in
the Kzan-ji manuscript] found in the second and two in the third. … Since
… some tales almost certainly forming part of the original Ming-pao chi are
found in various collectanea but in neither of these manuscripts, it is also
apparent that they do not represent the original state of the collection.88

86Joel

Tatelman, The Glorious Deeds of P ra: A Translation and Study of the
P rvadna, Curzon Press, Richmond (Surrey), 2000, p. 13. Tatelman is
referring to Yutaka Iwamoto, Bukky setsuwa kenky josetsu [“An
Introduction to the Study of Buddhist Legends”], Kamei Shoi, Tokyo, 1978,
pp. 143 –148 .
87Victor H. Mair, “The Linguistic and Textual Antecedents of The S tra of the
Wise and Foolish”, Sino-Platonic Papers, Number 38, April, 1993, p. 15.
88Donald E. Gjertson, Miraculous Retribution: A Study and Translation of
T’ang Lin’s Ming-pao chi, University of California at Berkeley, 1989
(Berkeley Buddhist Studies Series 8), pp. 101, 103 .
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The original order of the twenty-seven tales collected in the Kara
Monogatari (“Tales of China”), a work either of the late Heian or early
Kamakura period (12th to 13th century), is not certain. 89 Similar
discrepancies occur in the available versions of the Dainihonkoku
Hokekykenki of Priest Chingen, a collection of “Miraculous Tales of
the Lotus S tra”.90 The Paññsa-jtaka is not alone in being a fluid
collection.
The fact that several Paññsa-jtaka collections are available (and
that others will become available) raises problems of terminology.
“National” descriptions—Burmese, Lao, Thai—are misleading, and I
have chosen to refer to available editions as specifically as possible, by
their location or place of publication. Again, because these collections
differ in contents, organization, and language, they cannot be called
recensions, redactions, or editions, and I have chosen to call them
“collections”, as does Fickle, for similar reasons.91
Like the classical jtakas, the stories of Paññsa-jtaka collections
contain verses interspersed with prose. Were the verses of the Paññsajtaka ever transmitted separately from the stories, like the verses of the
Theravdin Jtaka? No such collection of verses has survived. It is true
that each story of the Zimmè Pasa (and most stories of the Thai
National Library Paññsa-jtaka) opens with the first line of the first
verse of the story in question. I cite as example the first jtaka in of the
Zimmè Pasa, dittarja:
yad bhonto supino me ti. ida satth jetavane viharanto attano
pubbakatadnapramim rabbha kathesi.

Yad bhonto supino me is the first line of the first verse. But in the
absence of any other evidence, it seems more likely that this opening is
89Ward

Geddes, Kara Monogatari: Tales of China, Arizona State University,
1984 (Center for Asian Studies, Occasional Paper No. 16), p. 27.
90Yoshiko K. Dykstra (tr.), Miraculous Tales of the Lotus Sutra from Ancient
Japan: The Dainihonkoku Hokekykenki of Priest Chingen, University of
Hawaii Press, Honolulu, 1983, p. 9.
91An Historical and Structural Study, p. 10.
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simply an imitation of the classical Jtaka opening, which starts with a
citation of the verse followed by the satth … viharanto … rabbha
kathesi formula.92
An even more striking point is that the verses of the Zimmè
Pasa often differ from those of the Thai National Library collection.
That is, the same idea, or progression of ideas, is expressed, with some
of the same vocabulary, but the composition (phrasing, metre) is quite
different. I cite an example from the Samudaghosajtaka:93
Khmer/Siamese text
Ta sutv bodhisatto anantara gthm ha:
Yad pucchmi brhmae ta pavutti suomi ’ha
Tañ c’eva me cintayato ummatako jto mano
Tasm cajeyya attna tava sagammakta
Cajetv mtapitaro gato tava santike ti.

Zimmè Pasa
Ta sutv bodhisatto somanassapatto ima gthadvayam ha
Bhadde pucchmi brhmae tuyha gua sumi ’ha
Aha ta cintayanto so ummato jyate sad (20)
Tasm pahya me raha karomidha tay vsa
Chaev mtapitaro gatsmi tavantike ti. (21)

In some cases verses found in one version of a story are not found in
another version.94 We may therefore suggest that an important
distinction between the classical Jtaka and the Paññsa-jtaka is that
while the former is a fixed collection of verses around which prose
92The

formula is also used in the Dhammapada-ahakath, and a text or texts
using the same formula was known to Prajñvarman, North-East Indian
commentator on the Udnavarga: see Peter Skilling, “Theravdin Literature in
Tibetan translation”, Journal of the Pali Text Society XIX (1993), pp.
143– 153.
93Ginette Terral, “Samuddhaghosajtaka”, Bulletin de l’École Française
d’Extrême-Orient XLVIII, 1 (1956), pp. 282–283 .
94See Terral, op. cit., pp. 276–279 : Zimmè Pasa verse nos. 11–13 have no
counterparts in the Khmer/Siamese text, which is in prose.
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narratives were composed, the latter is a collection of stories, of
narratives, accompanied by and in part expressed in verse. Another
difference is that the Paññsa-jtaka verses are themselves often
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narrative: this is the case for only some of the classical Jtakas, such as
the final stories.
The verses have not been numbered consecutively in any editions,
Pli or vernacular, so we cannot state how many there are. An absolute
desideratum for further studies of the Paññsa-jtaka collections is a
pda index of the verses in published editions, whether Pli or
vernacular. This will help to determine the relation between the
Paññsa-jtaka and other Buddhist and indeed non-Buddhist literature.
For example, certain verses of the apocryphal Jamb pati-sutta have
parallels in the Paññsa-jtaka (and there are also stylistic or
phraseological similarities). In the Lokaneyyappakaraa, a long and
important Siamese Pli text, Jaini found twelve verses paralleling the
Thai National Library edition of the Paññsa-jtaka and two verses
paralleling the Zimmè Pasa. 95
Paññsa-jtaka collections may be classed under two broad
categories: Pli and vernacular. At present two main Pli traditions are
known—one from Burma and one from Siam—but only the former has
been published. No Pli Paññsa-jtaka manuscripts have come to light
in Lan Na and Lan Chang so far (although it will be seen below that the
Wat Sung Men Lan Na Thai nisay embeds an almost complete Pli
text).96 Scholars have traditionally accorded primacy to the Pli, but the
relationship between the vernacular and Pli versions must be examined
carefully, story by story. We must bear in mind that some stories may
95Padmanabh

S. Jaini (ed.), Lokaneyyappakaraa, The Pali Text Society,
London, p. 203.
96The status of the Cambodian Pli collection and its relation to the Siamese
collection remains unclear. In Chapter III of An Historical and Structural
Study Fickle gives romanized texts of two jtakas—Kanakavaarja and
Dhammasoaka—each based on the Institut Bouddhique Khmer-script
printed version compared with a microfilm of a single Khom-script manuscript
from the National Library, Bangkok. The variants recorded in her notes are
minor and scribal. Thus the Institut Bouddhique and National Library versions
of these two jtakas belong to the same textual tradition. If it does turn out that
Cambodia has an independent manuscript tradition this would make a third
Pli tradition.
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have been translated from vernacular to Pli. Such is, after all, the case
with some of the classical narrative literature of Sri Lankan Theravda.
The Dhammapada stories were translated into Pli from Sinhalese
Prakrit in the 5th century, and then back into Sinhalese in an expanded
version in the 13th century. The new Sinhalese version took on “an
identity and life of its own”.97
Pli is a literary language used by people who spoke, and speak,
different languages. A significant difference between South-East Asian
Pli compositions and the classical works is that for the most part the
latter were translated into Pli from other Prakrits, while South-East
Asian narratives were translated from very different language families
such as Mon or Thai. The 15th century Chiang Mai monk Bodhirasi
states at the beginning of his Cmadevvasa that it was translated from
Thai (deyya-bhs). It is, therefore, a misconception to have a fixed
idea of the Pli as the “original text”, and the history of each text must
be carefully examined.98
Jaini and others have traced some of the sources of the stories in the
Zimmè Pasa. Here we may again compare the case of the Japanese
tale collection Kara Monogatari. Geddes writes:
All but two of the twenty-seven tales of the Kara Monogatari can readily be
found in early Chinese sources. However, the question of whether the
compiler relied on Chinese works or on Japanese versions of the tales
existent prior to the appearance of the Kara Monogatari seems impossible
to resolve. A number of tales appear in more than one Chinese work; here
too it is impossible to state categorically that one or another work is the
source of the Japanese version of a tale. In addition … when the possibility
is considered that the Kara Monogatari may be closely related to Chinese
97

See Ranjini Obeyesekere (tr.), Jewels of the Doctrine: Stories of the
Saddharma Ratnvaliya, State University of New York Press, Albany, 1991,
Introduction.
98On the value of vernacular vis-à-vis Pli literature, see Charles Hallisey,
“Roads Taken and Not Taken in the Study of Theravda Buddhism”, in
Donald S. Lopez, Jr. (ed.), Curators of the Buddha: The Study of Buddhism
under Colonialism, The University of Chicago Press, Chicago & London,
1995, pp. 31–61.
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or Japanese works now lost, the task of tracing and sorting out sources must
be seen as having no ultimate resolution.99

This assessment applies equally to the Paññsa-jtaka collections.
1. Paññsa-jtaka in Siam
The National Library edition
Kazuko Tanabe has published romanized Pli editions of several
jtakas from the Paññsa-jtaka manuscripts in the National Library,
Bangkok, but no study or edition has been made of the Pli collection as
a whole. The collection consists of Khom script palm-leaf manuscripts
in the National Library, Bangkok, in the Wat Bovoranivet and other
temple libraries, and in foreign libraries such as the Bibliothèque
Nationale in Paris, the Royal Library in Copenhagen, and the Otani
University Library in Kyoto.100
In BE 2466 (CE 1923) the National Library published a Thai
translation of the Paññsa-jtaka in twenty-eight fascicles under the
direction of Prince Damrong. Different translators were responsible for
different jtakas. 101 This collection was reprinted in two volumes in
2 4 9 9 [1956].102 It contains a total of 6 1 stories, without any
99Ward

Geddes, Kara Monogatari: Tales of China, Arizona State University,
1984 (Center for Asian Studies, Occasional Paper No. 16), p. 45 (see also p.
46, where Geddes concludes that the “task of tracing the influences and
sources … appears hopeless”).
100The giant of Buddhist studies Léon Feer prepared a list of the contents of the
jtaka manuscripts, including Paññsa-jtaka, in the Bibliothèque Nationale
but it remains unpublished, preserved with his papers: see A. Cabaton,
“Papiers de Léon Feer”, in Catalogue sommaire des manuscrits sanscrits et
plis, 2e fascicule—manuscrits plis, Bibliothèque Nationale, Paris, 1908,
p. 175.
101See Niyada, Paññsa Jtaka: Its Genesis and Significance to Thai Poetical
Works [1995], Appendix ka, pp. 302– 304 for the list.
102Paññsajtaka chabap ho samut heng chat, Sinlapabannakan Press,
Bangkok, 2499: Part I, ka– a + 1040 pp., stories 1– 48; Part II, stories 49–50
plus Pacchimabhga, stories 1– 11, followed by Pañcabuddhabykaraa,
Pañcabuddhaakarjavarran, and nisa s pha pa sukula, 982 pp., with
alphabetical list of titles at end, pp. ka–kha. I am grateful to Santi Pakdeekham
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arrangement into vaggas. 103 It is divided into a “first part” with 50
stories (48 in the first volume, two in the second) and a later part
(pacchimabhga) with another 11 stories followed by three short
supplementary texts, the Pañcabuddhabykaraa, Pañcabuddhaakarjavarran, and nisa s pha pa sukula. 104 The Thai translation
retains many verses in Pli, which show signs of editing and
standardization.
In his introduction to the translation of the Paññsa-jtaka Prince
Damrong states that for some years it was impossible to find a complete
set in Pli, and that finally one was put together from several different
temple collections, completed in 2466 (1923) with a manuscript from
Wat Pathumkhonkha. Niyada has done a great service by listing the
contents of 35 manuscripts in the National Library, by title and bundle
(ph k).105 Her list reveals the complexity of the transmission of the
Paññsa-jtaka. It is clear that one of the common sets started with
Samudaghosa-jtaka. But while the same texts occur in the same order
in many manuscripts, the distribution of titles into bundles differs.
Furthermore, this same common set is sometimes described as
Paññsa-jtaka ban ton (beginning) and sometimes as Paññsa-jtaka
ban plai (end). Other groups of miscellaneous jtakas are also described
for obtaining a copy of Part II for me. Both volumes are rare. For a translation
(from Thai to German to English) of No. 29, Bahalagv, see “The Striped
Tiger Prince and Pahala, the Portly Cow”, Tai Culture, Vol. V, No. 1 (June
2000), pp. 135–139.
103The contents are listed in Fickle, An Historical and Structural Study, Table
I, p. 16.
104Paññsajtaka, Part 28 (cf. Supaphan na Bangchang, Wiwatthanakan
vannakhadi sai phra suttantapidok ti taeng nai prathaet thai, Bangkok, 2533
[1 9 9 0 ] pp. 1 7 – 1 8 ). For the Pli Pañcabuddhabykaraa with French
translation see G. Martini, in Bulletin de l’École française d’Extrême-Orient
55 (1969), pp. 125–145 ; for an English translation from the Thai by Bruce
Evans and further references see Fragile Palm Leaves Newsletter No. 5 (May
2542/1999), pp. 8– 12.
105See Niyada, Paññsa Jtaka: Its Genesis and Significance, Appendix kha,
pp. 305 –319 .
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as Paññsa-jtaka. That is, it is not clear at all what “complete set”
should mean.
There is a note on the problem of ban ton and ban plai by Phra
Phinit Wannakan (Bra Binic Varrakra) in a footnote to the
introduction in the later volumes of the National Library edition:
This Paññsa-jtaka, according to the manuscripts that have been
examined, may be divided into two categories: one category is called
Paññsa-jtaka ban plai [Paññsa-jtaka, last part], but without, it seems,
any ban ton [first part]. Another category is called Paññsa-jtakapahamabhga (that is, the first part), or Paññsa-jtaka-pacchimabhga
(that is, the last part). The Paññsa-jtaka ban plai is widespread, while
manuscripts of the Paññsa-jtaka-pahamabhga and Pacchimabhga are
rare. On reading [the titles] for the first time, one assumes that Paññsajtaka ban plai and Paññsa-jtaka-pacchimabhga would be the same
text [since both names mean “last part”, the one in Thai, the other in Pli],
but upon examination the correspondence is the opposite of what one
would expect: Paññsa-jtaka ban plai corresponds to Paññsa-jtakapahamabhga, a complete work with just fifty stories. This leads one to
hypothesize that originally the author of Paññsa-jtaka ban plai intended
it to fit into the Paññsa-nipta [in the classical Pli Jtaka]. Later
someone composed an additional fourteen stories; intending [to make the
whole] into an independent work, not included in the Nipta [that is, not
included in the Paññsa-nipta of the classical Jtaka just mentioned], he
[combined the two, the old and the new] changing the name of the
Paññsa-jtaka ban plai to Paññsa-jtaka-pahamabhga, and calling the
newly added section Paññsa-jtaka-pacchimabhga.

Phra Phinit’s theory starts with an explanation of the name, Paññsajtaka, suggesting that the collection was meant to be attached to the
Paññsa-nipta of the classical collection. This theory is not tenable,
since the “fifty” of the title Paññsa-nipta means that the chapter is
made up of jtakas that contain fifty verses. It does not mean that the
chapter contains or ought to contain fifty jtakas, and in fact the
Paññsa-nipta contains only three jtakas.
Another problem lies in the fact that Phra Phinit treats the
Pahamabhga and Pacchimabhga of the Paññsa-jtaka as if each
were composed by a single author. Given not only the multiple origins
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of the stories but also the diversity of contents of the different
collections, this cannot be realistic, even if we stretch the word teng to
mean “compile”. Further, the terms ban ton and ban plai are commonly
used to describe other long manuscripts (and even printed books), such
as the Visuddhimagga and Dhammapadahakath, and may rather be
book-makers’ conventions than those of the editors. That is, the large
collections were too big to be contained in a single wrapper, and had to
be divided into two.
Whatever the origin of the collection, it is certain that individual
stories included in the Paññsa-jtaka had an enormous influence on
Siamese literature. This was noted in the introduction (kham nam) to the
Fine Arts Department reprint:
Sinlapabannakhan Printers requested permission to print and distribute the
Paññsa-jtaka. The Fine Arts Department feels that this book, even
though it is classed as religious literature [dhammagat], is different from
most religious books in that it contains stories which are quite readable.
Some of the stories have been used as sources for the composition of
khlong, chan, and drama, and many have become well-known literary
works, such as the poem Samuttakhot kham chan, the plays Phra Sudhana
and Lady Manora, Sang Thong, Khawi, and the story of Phra Rothasen.

In his Nithan wannakhadi Dhanit Yupho compared the Paññsa-jtaka
to an artery running through the entire body of Thai literature. The
influence of the Paññsa-jtaka on Thai poetical literature is the main
subject of Niyada’s work (originally a thesis for Chulalongkorn
University).106 Niyada lists and discusses twenty-one jtakas that
functioned as sources for sixty-three Thai poetic works in the genres
kham kap, kham khlon, kham chan , lilit, drama, bot khap mai and bot
mahori.
Important verse versions include the Samuttakhot kham chan,
begun by Maharatchakhru (Mahrjagar ) in the court of King Narai
(1655–1688), continued by King Narai himself, and completed by

106Cited

in Niyada op. cit., p. 133.
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Supreme Patriarch Prince Paramanuchit (1790–1853).107 This story is
well-known, and depicted in 19th century mural paintings in Wat
Dusitaram in Thonburi. There are also kham chan versions of Sudhanu
and Sabbasiddhi. Three stories from Paññsa-jtaka are embedded in
the Traibh milokavinicchayakath composed by Phraya Thampreecha
(Kaew) at the behest of King Rma I: Samudaghosa, 108 Sumbhamitra
(for which P a ñ ñ  s a - j  t a k a is specified as source),109 and
Bahalagv. 110 One of the famous works of King Rma II is a dramatic
version of the Suvaasa kha-jtaka, the play Sang thong. 111
Adaptations of Sang thong and other jtakas like Manohar and
Rathasena continue to be performed,112 and at the time of writing
107See

Thomas John Hudak, The Tale of Prince Samuttakote: A Buddhist Epic
from Thailand, Ohio University Monographs in International Studies,
Southeast Asia Series Number 90, Athens, Ohio; “From Prose to Poetry: The
Literary Development of Samuttakote”, in Juliane Schober (ed.), Sacred
Biography in the Buddhist Traditions of South and Southeast Asia, Honolulu:
University of Hawai‘i Press, 1997, pp. 218–231 .
108Traibh milokavinicchayakath chabap ti 2 (Traibh mi chabap luang), Vol.
1, Fine Arts Department, Bangkok, 2520, p. 2 4 9 , samdaeng wai nai
samuttakhot-chadok nan wa …; noted by Dhanit Yupho, Introduction to
Samudragho a kham chan, 2503, repr. in Kham nam lae bot khwam bang
ruang khong Dhanit Yupho, Bangkok, 2510, p. 79.
109Traibh milokavinicchayakath chabap ti 2 (Traibh mi chabap luang), Vol.
1, Fine Arts Department, Bangkok, 2 5 2 0 , p. 453, phra sangkhitikachan
(sa gtikcrya) wisatchana wai nai paññsajtaka wa …. Does the reference
to sa gtikcrya suggest that for Bray Dharrmaprj the collection had
canonical status? This depends on one’s definition of canonicity.
110 Traibh milokavinicchayakath chabap ti 2 (Traibh mi chabap luang), Vol.
2, Fine Arts Department, Bangkok, 2520, p. 304.
111See Fern S. Ingersoll (tr.), Sang Thong: A Dance-Drama from Thailand
written by King Rama II & the Poets of His Court, Charles E. Tuttle Company,
Rutland Vermont & Tokyo, 1973; Prince Chula Chakrabongse (tr.), The Story
of Sangha, published in commemoration of the bi-centenary anniversary of the
birth of King Rama II, [Bangkok], 24th February, 1968.
112 Dhanit Yupho, The Khn and Lakon: Dance Dramas presented by the
Department of Fine Arts, The Department of Fine Arts, Bangkok, 1963,
pp. 121–135 (Sang Thong), 77–83 (Manoh’r), 85–90 (Rothasen).
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(2001) Sudhana-Manohar was running in a popular television
adaptation.
An understanding of jtakas, their interrelation, and their relation to
the Paññsa-jtaka collections is essential to the understanding of Thai
literature. It is important to understand that the influence is that of
individual stories of Paññsa-jtaka, and not of the set as a whole. That
is, classical Siamese literature does not treat the stories as extracts from
the set of fifty: each story exists in its own right.
Indeed, it is remarkable that no old vernacular Central Thai
collection is known or listed in any manuscript collections. That is,
there is no Central Thai counterpart to the several Northern Thai and
Laotian vernacular collections to be discussed below. Individual jtakas
were transmitted, told and retold, and performed in Central Siam, but
there is only one collection, and that is in Pli, and even its history,
structure, and contents are not clear. Reference in Central Thai literature
to the set of fifty, to Paññsa-jtaka by title, is rare. One example is in
the verse kolabot (riddle) version of Sirivipulakitti, composed by Luang
r Prj. Near the beginning the author states that he is translating from
the Jtaka, from the “Fifty Births of the Bodhisattva” (paññsa-jtibodhisattva). 113 There is some debate over when the work was
composed, whether in the late Ayutthaya or early Bangkok period.
Lan Na and the Wat Sung Men collection
Paññsa-jtaka collections were widespread in Northern Siam, in Lan
Na and other states like Nan and Phrae. King Anantaworarit of Nan,
who was a generous sponsor of the writing down of scriptures, had a
Paññsa-jtaka in ten bundles copied in CS 1223 [1861/62] and again
in CS 1225 [1863/64], the latter along with a nisay. 114 Lan Na
113Sirivipulakitti,

in Wannakam samai ayutthaya, Vol. 3, The Fine Arts
Department, Bangkok, 2531 [1988], p. 368.
114Prachum phongsawadan Vol. 10, Bangkok, 2507 [1964], pp. 86, 95, 96;
David K. Wyatt (tr.), The Nan Chronicle, Southeast Asia Program, Cornell
University, Ithaca, New York, 1994, pp. 121– 122. (CS = Culaakarja, the
Lesser Saka Era.)
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collections drew on the rich local literature, the “Lan Na jtakas”,
largely vernacular, referred to above.115
Paññsa-jtaka manuscripts are kept in the following temples in
the North:
Wat Muang Mo, Rong Kwang District, Phrae Province
Wat Phra Luang, Sung Men District, Phrae Province
Wat Ton Leng, Pua District, Nan Province
Wat Klang, Song District, Phrae Province
Wat Pa Muet, Pua District, Nan Province
Wat Phya Phu, Muang District, Nan Province
Wat Chang Kham, Muang District, Nan Province. 116

But none of these is complete: the only complete manuscript is from
Wat Sung Men, Amphoe Sung Men, in Phrae Province. The Wat Sung
Men manuscript is complete in nine volumes (mat) written down
between CS 1196 (BE 2377 = CE 1834) and CS 1198 (BE 2379 =
1836). It has recently been published in the central Thai script. 117 This
collection has fifty jtakas plus six more given as an appendix.
The final colophon in Pli with Lan Na Thai gloss (p. 987) reads:
Kukkurajtaka the Kukkura-jtaka patamna which falls paññsajtake in the 50 births paññsajtaka the full 50 births samatta is
completed.

The titles of the fifty are very close in order and contents to the “Luang
Prabang” manuscript described by Finot (1917, pp. 45–46), but they are

115See

Udom Rungreungsri, “Wannakam chadok ti mi laksana pen ‘lanna’”, in
Panphen Khreuthai (ed.), Wannakam phutthasasana nai lanna, Social
Research Institute, Chiang Mai University, Chiang Mai, 2540 [1997], pp.
51–60, and for the related Khün culture, Anatole-Roger Peltier, La littérature
Tai Khoeun/Tai Khoeun Literature, École française d’Extrême-Orient &
Social Research Institute, Chiang Mai, 1987.
116List from A Critical Study, Introduction, p. 25, with some additional
information kindly supplied by Dr. Balee Buddharaksa, Chiang Mai.
117A Critical Study of Northern Thai Version of Panyasa Jtaka, Chiang Mai,
2541, 1150 pp.
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not quite identical.118 There is good reason for this. The Wat Sung Men
manuscript was copied in Luang Prabang at Wat Wisun at the behest of
Mahkñcana Thera, an Araññavsi monk from Phrae who travelled to
the neighbouring state with his disciples to collect copies of scriptures.
The names of two of the monk-copyists are recorded: Thula (Dhul)
Bhikkhu and Srvijaiya Bhikkhu.
This edition includes, mixed with others, thirteen stories from the
classical collection and one—not named jtaka in its title at all—from
the Dhammapada Commentary, the Tissathera-vatthu. 119 Unlike the
Zimmè Jtaka (for which see below), the collection is not divided into
vaggas.The colophons of occasional individual jtakas, however, show
traces of an earlier division into kaa and vagga:
No. 7
No. 11
No. 14
App. No. 5
No. 23

Candaghta
Magha
Sonanda
Duharja
Campeyya

Viriyakao pahamo
Mettya kao … dutiyo
Nekkhammakao … dutiyo
Khantikao … chaho
Slavaggo … pañcamo

If we correct Mettya to Mett, we see that the four kaa and one
vagga all bear names of perfections, pram. This suggests that there
may once have been a collection that classed the stories according to the
perfections that they illustrated, like classical works such as the Pli
Cariy-piaka or the Scripture of the Collection of the Six Perfections
referred to above. It may be that the closing Pli number (pahama,
dutiya, etc.) is not that of the section itself but of the text within the
section: that, for example, the Sonanda-jtaka was the second jtaka in
the section on Nekkhama. However, the order of the perfections is quite
different from that of the traditional list, and the nature of these sections
is not at all clear. It may be that the names were carried over when
copying from different examplars. Perhaps further clues may be found
118The

“Luang Prabang” manuscript itself is closer, but not quite identical, to
Niyada’s list of 50 jtakas from the Institute for Buddhist Studies edition
published in Vientiane (see below).
119See Table II.
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in the incomplete collections from other temples.
Out of the fifty-six jtakas, twenty-five give their sequential
number at the end of the story. The remaining thirty-one do not.120 Out
of those that do give their number, the number is not always the same as
that in the current collection, but is off by one or more. For example,
No. 11 describes itself as dvdasama, 12. Nos. 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, and
21 state at the end that they are Nos. 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, and 22,
respectively.121 This suggests that at some stage of copying the order
was changed.
A list of locations of the “account of the present” (paccuppannavatthu) of the jtakas is given in the introduction to the edition.122 The
sites are traditional: for example forty-seven open in the Jetavana, three
in the Nigrodhrma, and one in the Ve uvana. The style is for the most
part nisay—a phrase of Pli followed by a translation or gloss in Thai
Yuan—or vohra (which has less Pli than the nisay, giving only
intermittent phrases).123 Some verses are given in full in Pli. The
vernacular is Thai Yuan, and in some cases Lao, evidence for the close
links between the two cultures.
Other vernacular collections
Niyada describes the contents of a Paññsa-jtaka from Chiang Tung
(Kengtung, Shan State, Burma), an old state with close historical and
cultural links to Lan Na. The manuscript, called Paññsa-jti, belongs
to Venerable Thip Chutithammo, abbot of Wat Min, Chiang Tung, who
reports that the Paññsa-jtaka has long been popular in Chiang Tung
and that the stories are related in sermons. The collection described by

120For

details see A Critical Study, Introduction, p. 29 (which gives the figure
“twenty-four” but lists twenty-five).
121For details see A Critical Study, Introduction, p. 29.
122A Critical Study, Introduction, pp. 29–31: romanized here as Table I.
123“Thai Yuan” is one of the several names for “Northern Thai” (kham muang,
phasa lanna).
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Niyada is divided into 26 sections or kaa. 124
It is not clear whether distinctive Paññsa-jtaka collections were
compiled or transmitted in other regions or vernaculars, such as the
North-East or the South of Thailand. The term Phra chao ha sip chat
was certainly known, and individual jtakas were transmitted in
regional literatures. For example in the North-East Thau Siton
(Sudhana-jtaka), Thau Suphamit (Subhamita-jtaka), and Thau Sowat
(Suvatra-jtaka) exist in vernacular versions,125 while in the South
there are versions of Rotmeri and other jtakas. The ubiquitous
Suvaasa kha (Sang thong) is known in versions from the North-East
and South.126 But no Paññsa-jtaka collection as such has come to
light.
The same may be said for Mon versions. While individual jtakas
and verse adaptations exist in Mon—of Samudaghosa, Varavara, and
other stories—I have not seen any reference to a Mon collection. All of
this needs further research.
2. Paññsa-jtaka in Laos
From Laos we have information about two different vernacular
manuscript collections, one from Luang Prabang, the other from
Vientiane. For the study of the Paññsa-jtaka in Laos, we are indebted
to the pioneering work of Finot and of Henri Deydier, the latter both for
his published works and for an unpublished work being prepared for
publication by Jacqueline Filliozat and Anatole-Roger Peltier under the
title Un fragment inconnu du Paññsa-jtaka laotien, which includes
summaries of fifty stories.127
124See

Niyada, Paññsa Jtaka, pp. 57–58. I assume the stories are in the local
vernacular, Tai Khün.
125Saranukrom watthanatham thai phak isan, Vol. 4 (Bangkok, 2542 [1999]),
pp. 1678– 1682, 1684– 1686, 1687– 1694.
126Saranukrom watthanatham thai phak isan, Vol. 14 (Bangkok, 2542 [1999]),
pp. 4762– 4771.
127I am grateful to Madame Jacqueline Filliozat for giving me a copy of the
work.
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Finot described a collection from the north of Laos, from the “royal
capital” of Luang Prabang, which I shall refer to as “Finot’s list”. A
printed edition, Phra Chao Sip Chat, published in Vientiane by the
Committee of the Institute for Buddhist Studies (Khana kammakar
pracham sathaban kan suksa phutthasasana) agrees closely in contents
to Finot’s list and to the Wat Sung Men collection.128 This edition I will
call the Institute for Buddhist Studies edition.129 Like Finot’s list and
the Wat Sung Men Paññsa-jtaka, the Institute for Buddhist Studies
collection includes jtakas from the classical collection (14 according to
Deydier). Deydier has noted that of the fifty stories in the Lao
collection, twenty-seven are not found in the other collections: “Ces 27
récits sont absolument originaux”.130
The introduction to the Institute for Buddhist Studies edition states:
The Phra Chao Ha Sip Chat is [a collection of] outstanding stories. It is a
work that the older generation used to listen to. Professional entertainerscum-reciters (mo lam ruang) would perform recitations which were heard
128It

is not clear to me how many volumes of the Phra Chao Ha Hip Chat were
published. Niyada (Paññsa Jtaka: Its Genesis and Significance, p. 58, n. 1)
refers to two volumes published 2517 [1974]. Fortunately Vol. 1 gives a list of
all fifty. I have not seen the original, and refer to the list as given by Niyada,
pp. 58– 63. A precise concordance cannot be made until all stories are
accessible, since some discrepancies may be apparent rather than real, arising
simply from variant titles. Even if the collections are identical in contents, that
does not mean the recensions of the stories will be identical. The sequence of
the stories common to Wat Sung Men and Phra Chao Ha Sip Chat is identical,
and at most nine titles are different. A list given without naming the source by
P.V. Bapat in “Buddhist Studies in Recent Times”, in P.V. Bapat (ed.), 2500
Years of Buddhism, Delhi (1956: repr. 1959), “Laos”, pp. 431–432 seems the
same as the Institute for Buddhist Studies edition, when different names
(vernacular vs. Pli, etc.) are taken into account. Fickle, An Historical and
Structural Study, gives a list of fifty “titles in Laotian Collection” in Table III,
p. 18.
129 Note that my translation of the name of the Institute is tentative: I have been
unable to find an official translation.
130Henri Deydier, Introduction à la connaissance du Laos, Saigon, 1952, p. 29.
This statement must, of course, be revised in the light of the publication of the
Wat Sung Men manuscript.
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regularly. There were also many palm-leaf manuscripts to be read at
home.131

In the forthcoming work Deydier describes an incomplete “Ha sip chat”
manuscript in the library of Wat Phra Kaew, Vientiane. The manuscript
has nine bundles containing eleven stories (the last not complete). On
the basis of internal evidence Deydier concluded that these are Nos. 39
to 49 of the collection. Only three correspond to jtakas of the Bangkok
National Library edition, in a quite different order. In contents and order
the collection does not resemble the Finot, Institute for Buddhist
Studies, or Wat Sung Men collections, or the Institut Bouddhique or
Zimmè Pasa collections. Indeed some of the eleven stories are not
found in any other collection.
Paññsa-jtaka manuscripts are kept in the National Library of
Laos in Vientiane,132 but their contents have not, to my knowledge,
been analysed. For the time being we can only say that Laos shares in
the rich tradition of Paññsa-jtaka collections.133
3. Paññsa-jtaka in Cambodia
Pli Paññsa-jtaka manuscripts exist in Cambodia, but the
relation between the Khmer and the Siamese Pli collections is not
known since neither has been studied thoroughly. Finot’s list of the
contents of a Khmer-script Pli manuscript collection differs from the
Bangkok National Library and other collections available.134 Terral’s
study (1956) shows that the Khmer-script Samuddaghosa-jtaka differs
radically from the Zimmè Pasa version.135 But, while one of her
131Niyada,

Paññsa Jtaka, pp. 58–59
Filliozat’s Preface to Deydier forthcoming, p. 3.
133For one popular story see Thao Nhouy Abhaya, “Sin Xay”, France-Asie:
Revue mensuelle de culture et de synthèse franco-asiatique, 118– 119 (MarsAvril 1956), Numéro spécial, Présence du Royaume Lao, pp. 1028–42.
134See Fickle, An Historical and Structural Study, Table II, p. 17.
135She concludes: “Notons que les manuscrits de la Bibliothèque national de
Paris, aussi bien que la traduction siamoise présentée par le prince Damrong,
montrent l’identité des versions conservées au Siam et au Cambodge, par
opposition à celle du Ja :may [Chiang Mai] pa sa que nous ne connaissons,
132Jacqueline
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manuscripts (K3) was copied in Cambodia, it is not clear whether it or
the other manuscripts originated from Cambodia or Siam. One
manuscript (K4) has Siamese writing on the cover folios. In the
National Library in Phnom Penh today there is a Paññsa-jtaka “ban
ton” in 17 bundles,136 which almost certainly comes from Siam.
Twenty-five jtakas were published by the Institut bouddhique in
Phnom Penh in five fascicules between 1953 and 1962 (for the contents,
see Table III). 137 Khmer translations of the same twenty-five were
published separately between 1 9 4 4 and 1 9 6 2 under the title
Paññsajtak samry, also in five fascicules.138 In both cases publication stopped with twenty-five stories. In 1963 abridged Khmer
versions of a full fifty stories by Nhok Thèm were published by the
Faculté des Lettres et des Sciences Humaines of the University of
Phnom Penh under the title Paññsajtak sa khep (see Table IV for the
contents).139 The first 20 titles are the same and in the same order as
those of the Institut Bouddhique edition. The first 35 titles are the same
and in the same order as those of the Thai National Library edition, after
jusqu’à présent, que par l’exemplaire de Rangoun” (“Samuddaghosajtaka”,
p. 254).
136Fonds pour l’édition des manuscrits du Cambodge, Inventaire des
manuscrits khmers, pli et thai de la Bibliothèque Nationale de Phnom Penh,
École française d’Extrême-Orient, 1999, p. 6, Cat. No. B 36.
137Ganthaml, Publications de l’école supérieure de pli éditées par les soins
de l’Institut Bouddhique X, Paññsajtaka, Texte pl, Phnom-Penh, Éditions
de l’Institut Bouddhique, 1953–62. The set is very rare. I was able to consult it
in the library of the International College for Advanced Buddhist Studies,
Tokyo, in November 2000. (The French title page of Tome 1 describes it as
“Deuxième Édition”. I have not seen the first edition.)
138Not seen: see Jacobs’ bibliography (below, n. 138), p. 209.
139Nhok Thèm, Paññsajtaka sa khep, Phnom Penh, 1963, 556 pp. I am
grateful to Olivier de Bernon for informing me of the existence of this work
and providing me with a copy. M. de Bernon notes that “cet ouvrage a fait
l’objet d’une réédition, assez fautive, en deux volumes à Phnom Penh en
1999” (personal communication, December 2000). (The work is included in
Jacobs’ comprehensive bibliography, p. 252, under the orthography NhokThaem.)
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which order and titles diverge.140
Non-classical jtakas were recast in popular verse narratives. Some
of the stories are told in Auguste Pavie’s Contes du Cambodge. 141 Pavie
decribes “Varavong et Saurivong”, of which he provides a complete
translation, as “le roman de mœurs et d’aventures le plus aimé du
Cambodge”. Many of the stories summarized by Judith Jacobs in her
Traditional Literature of Cambodia are non-classical jtakas often
included in Paññsa-jtaka collections.142
4. Paññsa-jtaka in Burma
A Pli Paññsa-jtaka transmitted in Burma gives a full fifty
stories arranged in five sections (vagga) of ten stories each. 143 It is the
only known collection to have exactly fifty stories tidily organized into
vaggas. According to Jaini, in Burma palm-leaf manuscripts of the
Paññsa-jtaka are rare.144 For his edition he consulted two sources: a
complete manuscript in 324 leaves from the Zetawun (Jetavana)
monastery in Monywe (Monywa district, near Mandalay) and a

140Niyada

(Paññsa Jtaka, pp. 63–69) gives a list from the introduction to
Fascicle 1 of Paññsajtak samry. The first 35 agree in the main on contents
and order with Paññsajtak sa khep, after which they diverge.
141Auguste Pavie Contes du Cambodge, Repr. Éditions Sudestasie, Paris, 1988.
142Judith Jacobs, The Traditional Literature of Cambodia: A Preliminary
Guide, Oxford University Press, Oxford, 1996. For mention of Paññsa-jtaka
see pp. 37 foll. and 50–51.
143A list of titles, without division into sections, is given by Fickle in her Table
IV. Her thesis was written before the publication of the Pli Zimmè Pasa
and English translation by the Pali Text Society. The titles given by Fickle,
based on Finot (“Recherches”, p. 45), Terral (“Samuddaghosajtaka”, p. 341),
and two other sources agree with those of the PTS edition with one exception,
No. 13. This is not surprising since her sources all derive from the printed
Hanthawaddy Press 1911 edition. No. 13 has two titles, Suvaakumra and
Dasapañhavisajjana.
144A story recounted by Prince Damrong and repeated by Jaini has it that a
Burmese king considered the work to be apocryphal, and had all copies burnt.
This was strongly denied by U Bo Kay in a letter to Niyada (Paññsa Jtaka,
p. 36, n. 1).
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Burmese-script printed edition published by the Hanthawaddy Press,
Rangoon, in 1911, in 685 pages. The Hanthawaddy edition does not
give any information about the editor(s) or manuscript(s) consulted.145
This edition was the base-text for Padmanabh S. Jaini’s roman-script
edition published in two volumes by the Pali Text Society in 1981 and
1983, 146 which is available in English translation by Horner and
Jaini.147 The Hanthawaddy edition has recently been translated into
Thai.148
This collection is known in Burma as the “Chiang Mai Jtaka”, and
it was under this title (Zimmè Jtaka) that it was published by the
Hanthawaddy Press. But this is a popular title, as is another nickname,
the “Yuan Pasa”. Is there any other, more formal title? The closing
colophon gives the titles Pasajt (in the manuscript) and
Pasap i (in the printed edition). A colophon at the end of each
145It

is probable that the manuscript was that purchased by Charles Duroiselle
for the Bernard Free Library, Rangoon. A letter from Duroiselle to Louis
Finot, dated Mandalay, 6 June 1917, refers to “un volume du Zimmè Pa sa”
sent by him to the latter. Duroiselle states that “ce volume fut imprimé sur la
copie en feuilles de palmier que j’ai réussi à acheter pour la Bernard Free
Library après plusieurs années de recherches. C’est la seule copie qui me soit
connue en Birmanie.” (Letter cited in n. 4 of Jacqueline Filliozat’s Preface to
Deydier forthcoming).
146Padmanabh S. Jaini (ed.), Paññsa-jtaka or Zimmè Pasa (in the
Burmese Recension): Vol. I, Jtakas 1 –25, London, 1981 (Pli Text Society,
Text Series No. 172); Vol. II, Jtakas 26–50, London, 1983 (Pli Text Society,
Text Series No. 173). Jaini published some preliminary remarks, dated 1978,
in Vol. I (pp. v–vi) and an introduction, dated Vesak 1981, was published in
1983 in Vol. II of the PTS edition of the Pli (pp. xi–xliii). Jaini summarized
each of the stories, referring to parallels and possible sources, and discussed
“place, date, and authorship” and “linguistic peculiarities” of the collection as
a whole.
147 I.B. Horner & Padmanabh S. Jaini (tr.), Apocryphal Birth-Stories (Paññsajtaka), Vol. I, London, 1985, xiii + 316 pp. (stories 1– 25); Padmanabh S.
Jaini (tr.), Vol. II, London, 1986, 257 pp. (stories 26–50).
148Chiang Mai Pasajtaka, 2 vols., Fine Arts Department, Bangkok, 2540
[1997], 698 pp. (Vol. I, stories 1 –25, pp. 1– 378; Vol. II, stories 26–50,
pp. 379–698 ).
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vagga as published by Jaini gives the title of the vagga (which is simply
the title of the first story in the section) and a verse table of contents
(uddna) listing the ten titles, along with the prose statement:
iti imehi dasajtakehi paimaito paññsajtakasa gahe vijamno [x]vaggo … nihito.
Thus: The [such-and-such] chapter ornamented with these ten jtakas
which exists in the Paññsa-jtaka-sa gaha is finished.

Can it be that the original name of the text is Paññsa-jtaka-sa gaha,
the title given in the vagga colophons? That is, did the author or
compiler of this “Burmese collection” name his work Paññsa-jtakasa gaha to show that it was a specific collection of apocryphal Pli
jtakas, edited and arranged in vaggas by himself, in order to
distinguish it from other collections named simply Paññsa-jtaka?
Since the title is not consistent in all the colophons in Jaini’s two
sources, and is not confirmed by the final colophon, further manuscripts
need to be consulted before an answer can be given.
The Piakat samui , an inventory of titles compiled in 1888 by U
Yan (Ma kr Mahsirijeyas , 1815–1891), the last Royal Librarian of
the Palace Library at Mandalay (which was dispersed with the British
annexation in 1885), does not use the name Paññsa-jtaka-sa gaha,
but rather lists the text under a further title, Lokpasa-jt. The
Piakat samui lists two works of this title, a Pli text and a nissaya:149
§ 369. Lokpasa-jt: by a rha smaera who was very skillful in
religious and worldly affairs (lokadhamma), and who lived in Ja : may
[Chiang Mai], Ayuddhaya division, Yui:day: ([Thailand].
§ 898. Lokpasajt-nisya: by Ku gyi Sayadaw (g kr char-t) in the
149Piakat

samui , § 369 ja : maypasajt ; § 8 9 8 ja : maypasajt
nissaya. For the Piakat samui see Oskar von Hinüber, Handbook of Pli
Literature, p. 3 and U Thaw Kaung, “Bibliographies compiled in Myanmar”,
in Pierre Pichard & François Robinne (ed.), Études birmanes en hommage à
Denise Bernot, École française d’Extrême-Orient, Études thématiques 9 , Paris,
1998, pp. 405– 406. I am grateful to Peter Nyunt for summarizing the relevant
passages and to Dr. Sunait Chutindaranon for his comments.
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reign of the first king who founded the first city of Amarapura (amarap ra
pahama mrui taññ nan: taññ ma:). The nisya has three volumes.

This king should be Bodawpaya, who moved the capital to Amarapura
in May 1783. 150 A palm-leaf manuscript containing a section of a
Burmese translation in the Fragile Palm Leaves collection in Bangkok
also bears the title Lokpasa. The manuscript contains the stories of
the second chapter, Sudhanuvagga, in the same order as the Zimmè
Pasa. The name of the translator and date of translation are
unknown. On the evidence of U Yan and the Burmese-language
manuscript another title of the work is Lokpasa-jt. 151 But this title
is not given anywhere in the Pli version. Can it first have been supplied
by the author of the Nissaya, or by an early translator?
The contents and arrangement of the stories in the Zimmè Pasa
differ from other known collections, such as the National Library and
Wat Sung Men editions. Even the verses are frequently different, as
shown above. So far the Zimmè Pasa collection is known only in
Burma: no corresponding manuscript collection, Pli or vernacular, is
known in Lan Na or elsewhere. However, a Northern Thai Piakaml
written down in CS 1181 (BE 2367 = CE 1824) describes a “50 chat” in
five vaggas which is identical in contents and arrangement to the Zimmè
Pasa (barring the usual differences in spelling and details of titles).
To date this is the only evidence for the Zimmè Pasa in Lan Na
itself.
Can the Piakaml reference be interpreted as a confirmation of
the Burmese tradition that connects the Paññsa-jtaka with Chiang
Mai? It cannot, since the collection may have found its way from
Burma to Chiang Mai rather than the other way around, perhaps during
the long period of Burmese rule (1558–1775). After all, as noted in the
150

D.G.E. Hall, A History of South-East Asia, Fourth Edition, Macmillan,
Houndmills & London, 1981 (repr. 1985), p. 625.
151The table of contents of the modern printed edition of the Piakat samui
uses the nicknames, listing the root-text as “Chiang Mai Pasa-jtaka” and
the Nissaya as “Chiang Mai Pasa-jtaka-nissaya”.
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introduction to the printed edition of the Wat Sung Men Paññsajtaka, the Piakaml was written down seventeen years later than
Jaini’s Wat Jetavana manuscript, which bears a date corresponding to
1808. All the reference really tells us is that the collection was known to
the unknown author of the Piakaml.
Is there is any truth, then, in the story of Chiang Mai origins? It is
possible, but cannot be proven. At any rate the story should only be
applied to the Zimmè Pasa, the (purported) “Paññsa-jtakasa gaha”. No such story is transmitted in Siam, Laos, or Cambodia for
the other collections, and it would be odd indeed if the widely divergent
collections in several languages were all composed by a single novice in
Chiang Mai.
The date of the Zimmè Pasa is not known. An upper date is that
of the Nissaya, composed in the reign of Bodawpaya, that is between
1783 and 1826. Further research into Burmese sources, including the
Nissaya, is needed, since this may uncover new information. Another
question is whether there are any other collections in Burma.
Prince Damrong’s account of the Paññsa-jtaka is worth citing at
length:
There is a report that once, when the Paññsa-jtaka had spread to Burma,
the Burmese called it “Chiang Mai Pasa”. But a king of Burma
declared that it was apocryphal (teng plom phra phutthawacana) and
ordered it to be burnt. As a result no copy of Paññsa-jtaka is extant in
Burma. 152
The king described the Paññsa-jtaka as an apocryphal teaching
ascribed to the Buddha because he misconstrued the Nipta-jtaka (or
what we call in Thai the “Stories of the Five Hundred Fifty Births of the
Lord”), taking it to be the word of the Buddha when in fact it is not. The
truth of the matter is as explained by King Phrabat Somdet Phra Chula
Chom Klao [Rma V] in his introduction to the [Thai translation of] the
Nipta-jtaka which was printed in the Fifth Reign. [He wrote that] the
stories of the Nipta-jtaka were probably fables that had been popularly
recited long before the time of the Buddha. When the Lord Buddha taught
152 For

U Bo Kay’s reaction to this story, see above, n. 143.
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the beings to be trained (venaiyasatva) he chose some of these stories to
illustrate certain points of his sermon. It was natural that in the stories there
would be a hero and a villain. The exemplary figure might be a human or
an animal, but in any case was called the “great being” (mahsattva).
Later, after the time of the Buddha, the idea arose that the “great being” in
those jtaka stories was the Lord Buddha in previous lives. Later still,
when the Tripiaka was compiled, the editors sought to instill a firm faith
in accordance with their own beliefs, and therefore composed the
“identification of the characters of the jtaka” (prachum chadok = Pli
samodhna), as if Lord Buddha had clearly explained that this mahsattva
had later been born as the Buddha himself, and other people or animals
came to be this or that person in the present [that is, in the time of the
Buddha]. This explains the origin of the structure of the jtaka stories as
they appear in the Nipta-jtaka. When members of the sa gha of Chiang
Mai took local stories and composed them as jtakas they simply followed
the model of the ancient literature composed in former times by the
respected commentators (phra gantharacancrya)—they had no intention
whatsoever of deceiving anyone that this was the word of the Buddha. The
king of Burma misunderstood the matter.

Questions: Origins, authenticity, date and place of compilation
Why were the Paññsa-jtaka stories and collections so popular that
they spread throughout mainland South-East Asia? What did they offer,
besides good stories? Several answers come to mind. Like the classical
Jtaka stories, they could function as sermons (dean), offering both
moral instruction and explanations of nisasa, the benefits that accrue
from the practices and deeds of the faithful such as giving (dna) and
ethics (sla). The stories glorify the bodhisattva. That is, they are
expressions of the “Theravdin cult of the bodhisattva” which is an
outstanding feature of South-East Asian Buddhism, in which the
bodhisattva acts as exemplar, transmitter of folk-wisdom, sanctifier, and
embodiment of power and pram.
The problem of origins is complex. We have seen above that a
Burmese tradition associates the Paññsa-jtaka with Chiang Mai.
Neither the antiquity or source of this tradition are clear. At one time
Prince Damrong believed the collection to come from Vientiane in
Laos, but later he held that it came from Chiang Mai. Niyada has
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suggested that the Paññsa-jtaka originated in Hariphunchai
(Lamphun), but on the whole the connection with Chiang Mai has been
widely and uncritically accepted: it is given by Prince Damrong in his
introduction and even used as the title of the recent Thai translation of
the Burmese collection. Individual jtakas cannot have their origin in
one place alone, whether Chiang Mai or anywhere else. Some, like
Sudhana, Sur pa, and Kanakavaarja, have Sanskrit parallels in the
Divyvadna and Avadnaataka. 153 Others may have originated
anywhere in the region. Some have been localized, but this does not
(necessarily) say anything about their origins but only about their
history. For example, in Surat Thani in Southern Thailand Voravong is
associated with Chaiya and it is believed the events took place
nearby.154 In sum, it is possible that one of the collections—such as the
Zimmè Jtaka—was compiled in Chiang Mai, but it is not possible that
all of them were.
Since the time of Prince Damrong a number of dates have been
proposed for “the” Paññsa-jtaka. The Prince proposed the date
2000–2200 BE (CE 1457–1657) for the Pli National Library
collection. This date was followed by Phra Khru Ariyasatth Jhim Sun
Saddharrmapaññcrya in his introduction to the Institut Bouddhique
edition. Jaini suggested a 13th to 14th century dating for the Zimmè
Pasa. Fickle reviewed available theories and concluded:
With the realization that any date can be only tentative, we shall assign this
text to the reign periods of King Tiloka and King Muang Keo (A.D.
1442–1525). The fact that these stories can be found on earlier monuments
in Java and Pagan indicates that versions of some of the tales were
circulating in Southeast Asia before the composition of the P[aññsa]
J[taka] collections.155
153For

the first two see Jaini, Paññsa-jtaka or Zimmè Pasa, Vol. II,
Introduction, p. xli. For the last see Fickle, An Historical and Structural Study,
pp. 63– 137. See also Fickle pp. 49–54 and Table VIII.
154Udom Nuthong, in Saranukrom watthanatham phak tai pho so 2529, Vol. 8,
p. 3296.
155Fickle, An Historical and Structural Study, pp. 8 –9 .
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Niyada has proposed before BE 1808 (CE 1265), the date of the
Thawkuthathamuti or Kusa-samuti inscription (for which see below).
Classical Thai poems allude to several jtakas: Kamsuan khlong dan to
Samuttakhot and Sudhanu, Dvdasamsa to Samuttakhot, Sudhanu, and
Pcittakumra. Nirat Haribhuñjaya, dated to BE 2060 (CE 1517),
alludes to Rathasena, S u d h a n u , and Samudaghosa. 156 The poets
compare the sorrow of lovers separated from each other with the sorrow
experienced by characters in the stories in question.
In the library of Wat Sung Men is a Samudaghosa-jtaka translated
from Pli into Thai Yuan by Phra Ratanapaññ. 157 If this is the same
Ratanapaññ who composed the Jinaklaml, completed in about
1528, this gives us a rare instance of a datable translation from Pli. But
there may have been several Ratanapaññs, and the identification
remains tentative. The Chiang Mai Chronicle states that in CE 1288/89
a Mahthera named Mahkassapa gave a sermon to King Mangrai based
on the Vaa guli-jtaka (Zimmè Pasa no. 37, Bangkok National
Library no. 20).158 The same story is told in the Northern Chronicle
(Phongsawadan Yonok).159 The Chiang Mai Chronicle dates from the
beginning of the 19th century, although the section in question is based
on ancient sources. The Northern Chronicle is even later, dating from
156The

references are given in Niyada, Paññsa Jtaka, pp. 42–43.
Paññsa Jtaka, pp. 36–37.
158Tamnan pun muang chiang mai chabap chiang mai 700 pi, Chiang Mai,
2538, pp. 26–27; David K. Wyatt & Aroonrut Wichienkeeo (tr.), The Chiang
Mai Chronicle, Silkworm Books, Chiang Mai, 1995, pp. 34–35; Camille
Notton, Annales du Siam, Vol. III, Chronique de Xieng Mai, Librairie
orientaliste Paul Geuthner, Paris, 1932, p. 46.
159Phraya Prachakichakornchak, Phongsawadan Yonok [Ba vatra yonaka]
chabap Ho samut heng chat, repr. Khlang vitthaya, Bangkok, 2516 [1973], pp.
260– 261. I owe the reference to Anatole Roger Peltier, Le roman classique
lao, Paris, PÉFEO, 1988, p. 29, through Peter Koret’s unpublished thesis,
Whispered So Softly It Resounds Through the Forest, Spoken So Loudly It Can
Hardly Be Heard: The Art of Parallelism in Traditional Lao Literature, Thesis
submitted for the Degree of Doctor of Philosophy, University of London,
1994, p. 25, n. 94.
157Niyada,
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the late 19th century, although based, as is seen in the present case, on
earlier materials.
Several stories were known in Burma from an early date. An
inscription from Thawkuthathamuti temple at Pwazaw (about four miles
south-east of Pagan) dated to 627 (BE 1808 = CE 1265) gives the
following curse: “In this life may he be separated from his beloved wife
and son like King Thombameik was separated from his queen and
prince”. As Fickle notes, “Thombameik is the Burmese rendition of
Subhamitta, the hero of a tale which appears in all the P[aññsa]
J[taka] collections [e.g. Zimmè Pasa no. 5, Bangkok National
Library no. 9], a tale which hinges upon the separation of the hero from
his wife and children”.160 Two other stories were known in 15th century
Burma: Sudhana and Sudhanu, which were adapted in his Thanhmya
Pyitsan Pyo by Shin Agga, who flourished between BE 2023 and 2044
(CE 1480–1501). 161
Generally speaking the discussions of place and date have ignored
several fundamental facts. As we have seen, there is no single Paññsajtaka: there are several distinct collections, in different languages. The
question of date and place of composition is therefore different for each
collection: When and where was the Zimmè Pasa compiled, when
the Bangkok National Library collection? When and where were the
Wat Sung Men collection, the collections on which Finot’s list, the
Institute for Buddhist Studies, or the Deydier version were based,
compiled? When and where were the Khmer, Tai Khün, etc. collections
compiled?
There are no ancient references to supply a ready answer. In central
Siamese literature, the earliest reference to a collection seems to be the
Traibh milokavinicchayakath, mentioned earlier. For Burma the
earliest broadly datable reference to the collection is to the
Lokpasajt Nissaya. Both references date to the end of the 18th
160Fickle,

An Historical and Structural Study, p. 8; Niyada, Paññsa Jtaka,
pp. 37–38.
161Niyada, Paññsa Jtaka, p. 36, referring to U San Tun.
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century. There is no earlier evidence for the collection in ancient times,
although there is literary or inscriptional evidence for some jtakas.
That is, regardless of the date of their components, the dates of the
collections may be late. This, however, remains to be proven.
These Paññsa-jtaka collections are not original, unitary compositions (with the possible exception of the Burmese Pli collection).
They are collections, assemblages, accumulations, anthologies. Each
story has its own history. Some may be, or certainly are, ancient. Some,
such as Sudhana, go back to India; these may even be relics of the early
period, Dvravat or Funan, when the literature of schools other than the
Theravda, and also of the Mahyna, circulated in the region.
The important point is that references in inscriptions or in datable
sources to individual titles, to characters or events in an individual
jtaka, prove nothing about the date of any Paññsa-jtaka collection.
They only prove that the jtaka, or a version of the jtaka, was known
at that time and place. Important references of this nature have been
collected by Niyada, and they show that some of the jtakas were
known at Pagan and at Sukhothai.162
The Paññsa-jtaka collections cannot be studied apart from the
huge corpus of apocryphal jtaka literature of South-East Asia. How
did some tales come to be included in Paññsa-jtaka collections,
others not? What were the principles of selection? Why did certain
popular jtakas like Sivijeyya, Lokaneyya, Rjovda, or Tiapla
remain “uncollected”.163 The Sisora-jtaka is described in its colophon
as taken from the Paññsa-jtaka, but is not included in any of the
known collections.164 Does this mean there are other collections, lost or
still to be discovered? Why were important and well-known narratives
162Niyada

Lausoonthorn, “‘Paññsa Jtaka’: A Historical Study”, i n
Binicvarrakarrm (Collections of Academic Essays Based on Manuscripts),
Bangkok, 2535 [1992], pp. 172–180 (in Thai).
163For these titles see Suphapan, op. cit., Niyada, Paññsa Jtaka , and A
Critical Study of Northern Thai Version, Introduction, p. 21.
164A Critical Study of Northern Thai Version, Introduction, p. 22.
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such as the stories of the bodhisattva’s self-sacrifice to the hungry
tigress or the bodhisattva’s last female birth attached to the beginning of
the M a h  s a m p i   a n i d  n a , S a m b h  r a v i p  k a , and
Sotatthakmahnidna, but not included in jtaka collections, or, it
seems, circulated independently? Why was the number fifty chosen?
The number does not seem to have any special mystical, cabalistic,
historical, or classical significance.
Another methodological problem lies in the quest for a single
literary source for individual stories. We are concerned with a narrative
literature that was fluid and flexible, and oral/aural. The same story
would take on different guises according to function: it could be
embellished, expanded, contracted, or abridged according to need or
fancy of preacher, editor, or author. We should not think that people
learned a story from a single, fixed, literary source: they might learn
from a canonical text, an embellishment, a sermon, a teaching, a cloth
painting, a temple mural. The story changes with each telling.
What is the origin of the Pli versions? To what degree do “local
Plis” differ from each other? Prince Damrong and others have noted
that the Pli is poor or substandard. It is, however, uneven from tale to
tale, and research into its stylistic peculiarities is in its infancy. The
language shares features with other texts from Siam, such as
Dasabodhisatta-uddesa, Lokaneyya-pakaraa, Jamb pati-sutta, Mahkappalokasahna, etc. Useful preliminary studies of the language of
individual texts have been made by Cœdès, Martini–Terral, Jaini, and
others.165
The dates and origins of the vernacular collections are bound up
with a greater problem, that of the anonymous translation of anonymous
literature. There exists a huge body of translations of suttas, treatises,
abhidhamma, commentaries, grammars, in the languages of South-East
Asia, but the date of the translation or the identity of the translators is
rarely if ever known.
165See

especially Terral, “Samuddhaghosajtaka” (Bulletin de l’École
Française d’Extrême-Orient XLVIII, 1, 1956), which compares several texts.
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The Paññsa-jtaka is not the only collection of narratives to
circulate in South-East Asia: there exist other collections, which remain
to be studied. What is the relation between the Paññsa-jtaka
collections and the other collections? This must be determined both in
terms of the collections as a whole, and of individual texts.
The Suttajtakanidnnisasa, for example, is an anthology of
diverse Pli texts drawn from diverse sources.166 Other collections are
the Sotabbamlin, Sammohanidna, Svakanibbna, Bimbnibbna,
and Paramatthama gala. The same text may be found in more than one
collection: that is, the contents overlap. The relations between such texts
remains to be determined: will the version of a text in one collection be
the same as the version(s) transmitted in another?
Another question is that of the “authenticity” of the Paññsajtaka. This was addressed by Prince Damrong in the introduction to the
Thai translation, cited above. It is not possible to make a categorical
statement regarding pre-modern attitudes towards the canonicity of the
Paññsa-jtaka and other local texts. We can only suggest that at least
for some, perhaps most, the jtakas were fully integrated into the
tapestry of lives and deeds of the bodhisattva and the Buddha. This is
suggested by the importance of murals that depict non-classical jtakas
or non-classical narratives such as Jamb pati and Phra Maleyya-thera.
In the murals they are fully integrated into the history of the Buddha
(which is derived primarily from the Pahamasambodhi) and stand sideby-side with classical jtakas. It is true that the Piakaml describes
the Paññsa-jtaka as “outside the sa gyan”, but late Theravdin
works accept certain works, such as the Nandopananda-sutta, as
“Buddha-word”, even though they were not included in the council
(sagti anropita). That is, “Buddhavacana” and “Tipiaka” are not
necessarily coterminous.
Another example shows how the non-classical jtakas were on a
par with the classical jtakas, and how uses and classifications of texts
166For

a list of contents see George Cœdès, “Dhammakya”, Adyar Library
Bulletin XX.3–4 , p. 252 , n. 2 .
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extend into realms beyond the temple library. In a Lan Na tradition
called Dhamma-jt, people gain merit by offering texts to a temple
according to their own year, month, or day of birth. For example, a
person born in the Ox Year offers the Vessantara ruam, an abridged
Vessantara-jtaka in Thai Yuan. (The texts offered are highly abridged,
“sermon” versions, in a single bundle [phuk].) Texts to be offered
according to one’s month of birth include non-classical
jtakas—Sumbhamitta, Sudhanu, Padumakumra—alongside others
from the “Ten Jtakas” (Daajti).167 A similar connection between
certain texts and the twelve-year cycle is found in Cambodia.168
Conclusions
In this paper I have attempted to show the richness and complexity of
the Jtaka and Paññsa-jtaka traditions. A paper of this size can only
skim the surface, and leaves many questions unresolved. It is important
at this stage to raise questions, and to examine the subject in all possible
aspects: literary, social, historical, functional, with an open mind.
It seems that the stories predate the collections, and that the
collections may be late. It is therefore no longer possible to say, without
being specific, that such-and-such a story “is from the Paññsa-jtaka”,
or that such-and-such a story “is not included in the Paññsa-jtaka”.
One may say that it “is found in the Wat Sungmen Paññsa-jtaka
collection”, or that “it is found in the Thai National Library edition but
not included in the Zimmè Pasa”.
In the end it becomes difficult to distinguish between stories
included in Paññsa-jtaka collections and non-classical jtakas in
general. Indeed, texts that are not found in any of the known collections
are sometimes described internally as “from the Paññsa-jtaka”. For
example, the epilogue of the popular North-Eastern Thai tale Phya
167Udom

Rungreungsri, “Wannakam chadok ti mi laksana pen ‘lanna’”, pp. 51–52.
168Eveline Porée-Maspero, “Le cycle des douze animaux dans la vie des
Cambodgiens”, Bulletin de l’École française d’Extrême-Orient L.2 (1962),
pp. 316, 331 .
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Khankhaak, “The Toad King” states:169
This is a true account of Phya Khankhaak,
Which has been recited
In the fifty lives of the Buddha-to-be, dear readers …

The mention of “fifty lives” is made by the modern editor, Phra
Ariyanuwat, who prepared the work in 1970, but he is following a
tradition attested in Lao manuscripts for other tales. 170 In the end the
study of Paññsa-jtaka almost merges with the study of traditional
narrative literature, and calls for close collaboration between scholars of
literature—whether Lao, Khmer, Shan, Khün, Thai, Mon, or
Burmese—and scholars of Pli and of Buddhist studies.
Peter Skilling

169Wajuppa

Tossa, Phya Khankhaak, The Toad King: A Translation of an Isan
Fertility Myth into English Verse, Bucknell University Press, Lewisburg,
1996, p. 134 .
170Peter Koret, oral communication, February 2001.
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Table I

Contents of the Wat Sung Men Paññsajtaka171
No.

Title

Location

Occasion

1.

Samuddaghosa

Jetavana

Nang Yasodhar

2.

Sudhanu

Jetavana

Victory over Mra

3.

Sudhana

Jetavana

A monk who wants to disrobe

4.

Siraskummra

Ve uvana

Devadatta

5.

Sumbhamitta

Jetavana

Devadatta

6.

Suvaasa kha

Jetavana

Devadatta

7.

Candaghta

Nigrodhrma

Repaying one’s father and mother

8.

Kuru gamigga

Jetavana

Devadatta

9.

Setapaita

Nigrodhrma

Perfections of giving and virtue
(dnaslapram)

10.

Tulakapaita

Jetavana

Sacrifice of one’s life (jvitadna)

11.

Magha

—

—

12.

Ariha

Jetavana

Arihakumra

13.

Ratanapajjota

Jetavana

A monk who takes care of his

14.

Sonanda

Jetavana

Kiñcamavik

mother
15.

Brasrja

Jetavana

Perfection of giving (dnapram)

16.

Dhammadhajja

Ve uvana

Devadatta

17.

Dukamma

Jetavana

Testing the teachings of one’s
father

18.

Sabbasiddhi

Jetavana

The state of a miraculous person

19.

Paññbala

Psda of

Yasodhar’s devotion to the

20.

Dadhivhana

Jetavana

Mixing with people with bad

21.

Mahissa

Jetavana

A monk with much property

Yasodhar

Buddha
morals
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am grateful to Santi Pakdeekham for preparing Tables I and II. They are
based on Critical Study of Northern Thai Version of Panyasa Jtaka,
Introduction, pp. 29–31. We have not been able to check the appropriateness
of the “occasions”.
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22.

Chaddanta

Jetavana

A young nun

23.

Campeyya

Jetavana

Uposathakamma

24.

Bahalagv

Jetavana

Gratitude to one’s mother

25.

Kapirja

Jetavana

Acting to benefit one’s relations

26.

Narajva

Jetavana

A monk who takes care of

27.

Siddhisra

Jetavana

Dhammacakka

28.

Kussarja

Jetavana

A monk who wants to disrobe

29.

Bhagrika

Jetavana

The power of wisdom (paññbala)

30.

Sirivipulakitti

Jetavana

Caring for one’s mother

31.

Suvaakummra Jetavana

Wisdom (paññ)

32.

Vaaka

Magadha

A forest fire

33.

Tissatheravatthu

Jetavana

Tissa bhikkhu

34.

Suttasoma

Jetavana

A gulimla bhikkhu

35.

Mahbala

Jetavana

Perfection of giving (dnapram)

36.

Brahmaghosa

Jetavana

The “equipment of merit”

(ñtatthacariy)
his mother

(puññasambhra)
37.

Sdinnarja

Jetavana

An upsaka who keeps the
precepts

38.

Siridhara

Jetavana

An upsaka

39.

Ajittarja

Jetavana

Renunciation (cgadna)

40.

Vipularja

Jetavana

Perfection of giving (dnapram)

41.

Arindumma

Jetavana

Perfection of giving (dnapram)

42.

Viriyapaita

—

A past event

43.

dittarja

Jetavana

Perfection of giving (dnapram)

44.

Surupparja

Jetavana

Perfection of giving (dnapram)

45.

Suvaabrahma-

Jetavana

Perfection of giving (dnapram)

46.

Mahpadumma-

Jetavana

A monk who cares for his mother

47.

Mahsurasena

Jetavana

Offering the eight requisites

datta
kummra
(ahaparikhra)
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48.

Siricumai

Jetavana

Perfection of giving (dnapram)

49.

Nalaka

Kosalajanapada

A sugarcane tree

50.

Kukkura

Jetavana

Acting to benefit one’s relatives
(ñtatthacariy)

Supplementary stories
-1.

Suvaamigga

Jetavana

A daughter of good family

-2.

Canda

Jetavana

Saving the lives of animals

-3.

Sarabha

Jetavana

Solutions for a crow and a worm

-4.

Porakappila-

Jetavana

Benefits of sponsoring a Tipiaka

-5.

Duharja

Jetavana

Devadatta

-6.

Kanakavaarja

Jetavana

—

(kuladhit)

purinda

Table II
List of stories from the classical Pli Jtaka
in the Wat Sung Men Paññsajtaka172
Wat Sung Men no.
8.
11.
20.
21.
22.
23.
25.
28.
32.
34.
49.
50.
-1.

172List

Title
Kuru gamiggajtaka
Maghajtaka
Dadhivhanajtaka
Mahissajtaka (Devadhammajtaka)
Chaddantajataka
Campeyyajtaka
Kapirjajtaka
Kussarjajtaka
Vaakajtaka
Suttasomajtaka
Nalakajtaka (Na apnajtaka)
Kukkurajtaka
Suvaamiggajtaka

from A Critical Study of Northern Thai Version, Introduction, p. 29.
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Table III
List of the 25 Jtakas published in five fascicles by
l’Institut bouddhique, Phnom Penh.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Fasc. I
Samuddaghosa
Sudhana
Sudhanu
Ratanapajota
Sirivipulakitti
Fasc. II
Vipularja
Sircumai
Candarja
Subhamitta
Sirdhara
Fasc. III
Dulakapaita
dittarja

13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

Dukkammnika
Mahsurasena
Suvaakumra
Fasc. IV
Kanakavaarja
Vriyapaita
Dhammasoaka
Sudassanamahrja
Vaa gulrja
Fasc. V
Sabbasiddhi
Akkharalikhitaphala
Dhammikapaita
Cgadna
Dhammarja

Table IV
List of Jtakas contained in the Nhok Thèm’s abridged edition, Paññsajtaka
Sa khep, published in one volume in 1963 by the Faculté des Lettres et des
Sciences humaines of the University of Phnom Penh.173
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

173I

Samuddaghosa
Sudhanakumra
Sudhanukumra
Ratanappajota
Sirivipulakitti
Vipularja
Siric ma
Candarja
Subhamitta
Sirdhara
Dulakapaita

12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.

dittarja
Dukkammnika
Mahsurasena
Suvaakumra
Kanakavaarja
Viriyapaita
Dhammasoaka
Sudassanamahrja
Vatta gulrja
Porakapilarja
Dhammikapaita

am grateful to Olivier de Bernon for preparing Tables III and IV.
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23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.

Cgadna
Dhammarja
Narajva
Sur pa
Mahpaduma
Bhagra
Bahulagv
Setapaita
Puppharja
Brasirja
Brahmaghosarja
Devarukkhakumra
Salabha
Sonanda

37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.

Devanda
Narajvakahina
Rathasena
Varanetta-varanuja
Sa khapatta
Sabbasiddhi
Siddhisra
Sisorarja
Supinakumra
Suvaakacchapa (d 1)
Suvaakacchapa (d 2)
Suva ava sa
S ryava savarava sa
Atidevarja

Editions of Pli jtakas from the Thai Paññsa-jtaka done in Japan
Tanabe 1981. Kazuko Tanabe, “The Sudhana-jtaka in the Paññsa-jtaka (I)”,
Buddhist Studies (Bukky Kenky ) 10, pp. 99–126.
Tanabe 1983. Kazuko Tanabe, “The Sudhana-jtaka in the Paññsa-jtaka (II)”,
Buddhist Studies (Bukky Kenky ) 13, pp. 105–121.
Tanabe 1985a. Kazuko Tanabe, “On Sirdhara-jtaka in Paññsa-jtaka”, Toho
(The East), Vol. I, (17)–(34).
Tanabe 1985b. Kazuko Tanabe, “Samuddhaghosajtaka in Paññsa-jtaka”, in
The Thought and Problems of Buddhism in Honour of Akira Hirakawa on his
70th Birthday, Shunj sha, pp. 155–161 .
Tanabe 1991. Kazuko Tanabe, “Siric amaijtaka of Paññsa-jtaka”, Studies
in Buddhism and Culture in Honour of Egaku Mayeda on his 65th Birthday,
Tokyo, pp. 267–274.
Tanabe n.d. Sirivipulakitti-jtaka (draft romanization).
Tanabe & Kinoshita 1999. Kazuko Tanabe and Koji Kinoshita, Sattadhanujtaka [Japanese translation ], Buddhist Studies (Bukky Kenky ) XXVIII
(March, 1999), pp. 89–122.
Shingyo Yoshimoto, “Romanized Transliteration of the Otani Palm Leaf
Manuscript of the Sur pajtaka”, in Annual Memoirs of the Otani University
Shin Buddhist Comprehensive Research Institute (Shinshu sogo kenkyusho
kenkyu kiyo) 16, Otani University, Kyoto, pp. 214–224.

I.B. HORNER L ECTURES
1. Richard Gombrich, “Texts in Use:
8September 1986

Pli in Sinhalese Buddhism”.

2. Steven Collins, “On the Very Idea of the Pli Canon”. 7September 1987.
Published in JPTS XV (1990), pp. 90–126
3. Maurice Walshe, “Pli and the Western Buddhist”. 22 September 1989
4. Walpola Rahula, “Pli Studies in r La k Today”. 20 September 1991
5. Oskar von Hinüber, “Buddhist Monks and Their Libraries in Northern
Thailand: The Beginnings of the Pli Text Tradition”. 1October 1993.
Published under the title “Chips from Buddhist Workshops: Scribes and
Mansucripts from Northern Thailand”, JPTS XII (1996), pp. 35–57
6. Margaret Cone, “Lexicography, Pli, and Pli Lexicography”. 1 5
September 1995. Published in JPTS XII (1996), pp. 1–34
7. Nalini Balbir, “Jainism in Pli Scriptures”. 18 September 1997. Published
under the title “Jain–Buddhist Dialogue: Material from the Pli
Scriptures”, JPTS XXVI (2000), pp. 1–42
8. Peter Skilling, “The Tipiaka in South-East Asia”. 17 September 1999
9. Lance Cousins, “Sanskrit, Pli, and Theravda Buddhism”. 14September
2001
10. Rupert Gethin, “Mythology and Meditation: From the Mahsudassana
Sutta to the Rmyaa”. 19 September 2003. Published under the title
“Mythology as Meditation: From the Mahsudassana Sutta to the
Sukhvatvy ha S tra” in JPTS XXVIII (2005), pp. 129–78
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